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Abstract

Recent years have witnessed the emergence of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) which
consist of tiny sensor nodes deployed over a region of interest to monitor and control
the physical environment. Wireless sensor networks have been widely used in various
domains such as military target tracking and surveillance, natural disaster relief, agricultural and environmental monitoring, biomedical health monitoring, etc. In this dissertation, we focus on large-scale WSNs which are based on the cooperation of a large
number of sensor nodes. Typically, large-scale WSNs are used in monitoring applications such as agricultural monitoring, climate monitoring, forest monitoring, weather
monitoring, etc.
Due to the short-range communication nature of sensor nodes, data transfer in WSNs
is usually performed in the multi-hop communication paradigm. Hence, routing becomes one of the most important issues which has received intensive research attention.
As sensor nodes are equipped with only limited and non-rechargeable batteries, conserving energy consumption is an important factor in designing routing protocol. Energy
conservation can be achieved by shortening the routing path and reducing the overhead
caused by control packets. In many applications, the network can’t achieve its objective
if all the nodes can’t sense or report the sensed data, thus the death of even only one
node may cause the network to operate un-functionally. Accordingly, balancing traffic
over the network to extend the network lifetime is another important designing factor of
routing protocol in WSNs.
Geographic routing has been widely used in wireless sensor networks because of its
simplicity and efficiency resulted from its local and stateless nature. However, when
subjected to routing holes (i.e., regions without sensor nodes that have communication
capability), geographic routing suffers from the so-called local minimum phenomenon,
where packets are stopped at the hole boundaries. The traditional scheme (named as
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perimeter routing) is forwarding packets along the hole perimeters. However, this
scheme satisfies neither of the requirements described above. Specifically, perimeter
routing suffers from two serious problems: routing path enlargement and data concentration around the hole boundaries. Recently, several approaches have been proposed to
address these two problems, wherein a common idea is to form a forbidden area around
each hole from which packets are kept to stay away. Several proposals attempt to use
simple forbidden areas which have certain selected shapes such as a circle, an ellipse,
a hexagon, a quadrilateral, etc. Although the simplicity of these forbidden areas can
help to reduce the control overhead, a significant enlargement on the routing path may
occur due to the possibly significant difference between the forbidden area and the hole.
To deal with the routing path enlargement problem, a recent proposal describes the forbidden area as the exact polygon whose vertices are the nodes on the hole boundary.
However, this approach may incur with a significant control overhead since the information needed to represent the forbidden area may be very large when holes become
complicated. Moreover, due to the static nature of the forbidden areas and routing paths,
all of the existing protocols cannot solve the load imbalance problem thoroughly.
In this dissertation, we propose a novel protocol for bypassing multiple holes in wireless sensor networks which can balance the traffic over the network while ensuring the
constant stretch property of routing paths. The key ideas behind our approach are to use
elastic forbidden areas and dynamic routing paths. Specifically, to deal with the routing
path enlargement problem we define the forbidden area of each hole as an equiangular polygon circumscribing the hole whose number of the vertices is determined on the
basis of the required stretch upper bound. Moreover, to improve the load balance, we
propose to use dynamic routing paths that vary for every packet, even for the packets of the same source-destination pair. The length of every routing path is controlled
to guarantee the stretch upper bound. The theoretical analysis proves that the routing
path stretch of the proposed protocol can be controlled to be as small as 1 + ε (for any
predefined ε > 0). The extensive experimental results show that our protocol strongly
outperforms state-of-the-art protocols in term of load balancing.
The main contributions of the dissertation can be summarized as follows.
1. We analyze the geometrical characteristics of the forbidden area theoretically and
figure out the relationship between the forbidden area and the routing path stretch.
Based on the analysis results, we then propose an algorithm to construct the forbidden area which can guarantee the upper bound of routing paths. Moreover, the
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information needed to represent the forbidden area is a constant which does not
depend on the hole complexity.
2. Based on the proposed forbidden area, we propose a load balanced hole bypassing
routing protocol (named BSMH) whose stretch is upper bounded by a predefined
threshold 1 + ε , where ε is an arbitrary positive number.
3. We perform a theoretical analysis of the computational complexity of BSMH as
well as the impact of parameter ε on the performance of BSMH.
4. We prove the constant stretch property of BSMH theoretically.
5. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of BSMH
and compare it with the state-of-the-art benchmarks.
To the best of our knowledge, BSMH is the first hole bypassing routing protocol
addressing at the same time the three important designing factors described above, i.e.,
minimizing the routing path length, minimizing the control overhead and maximizing
the load balance. Moreover, through both the theoretical analysis and practical experiments, the superiority of BSMH has been proved.

Dedicated to my Family.
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1
Introduction

1.1 Preface
In the last decades, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have gained increasing worldwide attention from both academic community and actual users. A WSN is composed
of sensor nodes deployed over a region of interest to monitor and control the physical environment. Typically, a sensor node is equipped with four basic components: a sensing
subsystem which consists of one or more sensors for data acquisition from the physical
surrounding environment, a processing subsystem consisting of a memory for storing
data and a controller to perform computation, a wireless communication component for
data transmission and a power supply component. The sensor nodes collect information
about physical phenomena such as temperature, light, sound, pressure, etc. from the surrounding environment and collaboratively transfer the sensory data to base stations for
further processing. Recently, applications of WSNs have been widely used in various
domains including military target tracking and surveillance [1][2], natural disaster relief
[3, 4, 5, 6, 7], agricultural and environmental monitoring [8, 9, 10, 11, 12], biomedical
health monitoring [13, 14, 15], etc.
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In this dissertation, we focus on large-scale wireless sensor networks which are
based on the cooperation of a significant number (e.g. thousands) of sensor nodes. Typically, large-scale wireless sensor networks can be found in monitoring applications
such as agricultural monitoring, climate monitoring, forest monitoring, weather monitoring, battlefield surveillance, etc. With the proliferation in Micro-Electro-Mechanical
Systems (MEMS) technology, the development of low-cost and multifunctional sensor
nodes have become reality. The appearance of these low-cost and high multifunctional
sensor nodes has promoted the broaden of large-scale wireless sensor networks and
made it an important part of wireless sensor networks. Due to the short-range communication nature of the sensor nodes, in WSNs, data transfer is usually conducted in
a multi-hop communication paradigm. Therefore, routing becomes a very important
task which is needed for sending data between the nodes. Different from traditional
networks, WSNs have their own resource constraints which pose many challenges on
designing routing protocols. Specifically, wireless sensor networks endure from inherent limitations on the power supply, computational capacity and memory in each sensor
node. The authors in [8] showed that most of the available sensors are equipped with
the memory which is less than 640 Kb. Moreover, sensor nodes can only be equipped
with a very limited power source which usually less than 5V [16][8]. In addition, it
could be impossible or inconvenient to recharge the nodes’ battery because the number
of sensors is usually large and they may be deployed in remote, unattended, and hostile environments. Because of these resource limitations, routing protocols for wireless
sensor networks should be made as simple as possible.
Geographic routing thus becomes one of the most popular routing protocol in wireless sensor networks due to its simplicity and efficiency. Geographic routing is a stateless routing protocol which does not use routing table, instead exploits the location
information of 1-hop neighbors to make the routing decision. Such a routing protocol typically starts with a greedy strategy whereby each node chooses the next hop to
be the neighboring node which is closer to the destination than the current node and
closest to the destination among all the neighbors of the current node. Geographic routing performs well in dense wireless sensor networks. However, with the occurrence
of holes (regions without working sensors) [17], this routing protocol suffers from a
serious drawback called the local minimum phenomenon [18], i.e., the forwarding process is stopped at the hole boundary because there is no neighboring node closer to the
destination than the current node. Holes are formed either due to the presence of some
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geographical obstacles or because of the failure of sensor nodes due to various reasons
such as battery depletion or the node being destroyed by external forces (e.g., by fire
or earthquake). As wireless sensor networks (especially environmental monitoring networks) are usually deployed in harsh conditions which may contain many obstacles,
holes often appear and become one of the most critical problems in dealing with routing
in large-scale wireless sensor networks.

1.2 Criteria in designing routing protocol for large-scale
WSNs
Due to the limitation on the power supplement of sensor nodes, energy conservation is
one of the most critical issues in designing routing protocol for WSNs (see details in
Section 2.3). The energy consumed by the routing process is comprised of two parts:
the first one is for computation and the second one is for transmission. According to
the experimental results shown in [19, 20], the energy expenditure for computation is
insignificant compared to those consumed by transmission. Specifically, the energy
needed for transmitting a single bit is approximately the same as that needed for processing a thousand operations [20]. Therefore, to conserve the energy consumption of
sensor nodes, routing protocols must reduce the number and the size of packets that are
transmitted. This can be done by shortening the routing path and reducing the number
and the size of the control packets.
In wireless sensor networks, especially in environmental monitoring applications,
every sensor node is usually required to accomplish two demanding tasks simultaneously, sensing and communicating. Specifically, in many WSN applications, besides
communication capability, full sensing coverage is also required. In such scenarios,
the network can achieve its objective only if all sensor nodes can sense and report the
sensed data. Hence, the death of even only one node may cause the network to operate un-functionally. For examples, considering a battlefield surveillance wireless sensor
network where the sensors have to detect and report any event occurring. As enemies
can appear anywhere at any time, all sensors need to operate functionally to capture all
events that may happen. As another example, considering an earthquake forecasting
system where the prediction is given based on the data collected from the sensors. The
death of a sensor locating at the critical region (e.g., the center of the earthquake) may
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reduce the forecast accuracy significantly. As we don’t know in advance which sensors
will belong to the critical region, all sensors need to operate functionally at all the time.
In the other word, it can be said that the lifetime of the network (i.e., the time duration
during which the network operates properly) is decided by the lifetime of the sensor
node which depletes the energy first. Hence, one of the most critical problems is to
maximize the network lifetime, i.e., the minimum lifetime of sensor nodes. The network lifetime can be extended by applying various techniques such as scheduling sensor
nodes to alternatively going to sleep state, adjusting the power level of sensor nodes, etc.
In the context of routing protocol, to prolong the network lifetime, we need to evenly
distribute the traffic load over all the nodes.
Therefore, we consider the following three provisions for the design of routing protocols in large-scale wireless sensor networks:
• Routing path length minimization.
• Control overhead maximization.
• Load balance maximization.

1.3 Existing hole bypassing protocols and their problems
The traditional scheme for bypassing the hole, which is called as perimeter routing, is
to switch off the usual greedy forwarding mode and instead, manage to route packets
along the hole boundary. The perimeter routing approach can be seen at very first works
addressing hole problem such as [21][22]. However, the perimeter routing approach
satisfies neither two first requirements described above. First, the routing paths along
the hole perimeter are usually much longer than the shortest path, especially in the cases
where the holes contain many concave areas. Indeed, the authors in [23] have proved

that the routing path length may grow as much as Ω c2 1 when holes are present, where
c is the optimal path length [23]. Secondly, the perimeter routing approach suffers from
the load imbalance around the hole perimeter. Specifically, as a lot of packets will be
sent along the hole boundary, the boundary nodes are imposed heavier traffic than the
other nodes. Therefore, the boundary nodes are depleted of energy quickly and the
network lifetime thereby is shortened.
1 Ω( f (n))

means that for large enough n, Ω( f (n)) ≥ f (n) for some constant k.
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To address the drawbacks of the perimeter approach, several methods have been
proposed, wherein a common approach (which we named as forbidden approach) is to
approximate the hole by a simple shape. This shape is often a minimum cover of the
hole, and is considered as a special forbidden area (as we call it) from which the packets
are made to stay away. The information of this forbidden area is disseminated to the
surrounding area to establish a hole awareness. This hole awareness is then utilized to
discover detour routes. In some proposals, the authors use the forbidden area that has a
certain selected and simple shape, e.g., a circle [24], a hexagon [25], an ellipse [26] or
a quadrilateral [27]. Although these approaches can alleviate the traffic concentration
surrounding the holes, they may create traffic congestion around the perimeter of the
forbidden area and thus cannot solve the load imbalance problem thoroughly. Moreover,
the routing path enlargement problem remains unsolved because the difference between
this forbidden area and the original hole can be quite large.
In a recent approach addressing the path enlargement problem [28], a hole is compactly described by a simple polygon, i.e., the smallest convex polygon covering the
hole. Although this approach can guarantee the upper bound stretch2 of all routes as
Θ (c), where c is the path length of the optimal route, it still suffers from the load imbalance problem due to the traffic concentration around the convex polygon. Moreover,
this approach cannot deal with the scenario where the sources and the destinations stay
inside the forbidden area (we call this scenario as routing in the hole vicinity). Later on,
the authors in [29] addressed the problem of routing in the hole vicinity by using the
forbidden area as the polygon whose vertices are all the sensor nodes stay on the hole
boundary. In spite of the fact that this is a rare method which can guarantee the upper
bound
of routing paths in the hole vicinity scenario (i.e. the upper bound stretch
 stretch

D
is Θ γ , where D is the diameter of the network and γ is the communication range
of sensor nodes), it still faces the traffic congestion problem around the hole boundary.
Moreover, this approach may result in extra resource overhead caused by disseminating
and storing information of the forbidden areas when the holes become complicated.
In summary, it can be said that the existing hole bypassing routing protocols suffer
from two problems as follows.
• The forbidden areas proposed so far are either too simple or too complicated. The
too simple forbidden areas may cause a significant gap to the holes and thus lead
2 The

stretch of a routing path from a source node s to a destination t is the ratio of the number of hop
counts of the routing path to the number of hop counts of the shortest path from s to t.
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to the routing path enlargement problem. In the meanwhile, the too complicated
forbidden areas may result in a large resource overhead in disseminating and storing information of the forbidden areas.
• None of the existing protocols can thoroughly solve both the two problems: routing path enlargement and load imbalance.

1.4 Our goals and approach
Motivated by the problems described above, in this dissertation, we focus on the hole
problem in large-scale wireless sensor networks. We then propose a hole bypassing
routing protocol which, to the best of our knowledge, is the first one addressing at the
same time the three designing factors described in Section 1.2, i.e., minimizing the
routing path length, maximizing the load balance and minimizing the control overhead.
Specifically, we aim at designing a distributed geographic routing protocol that generates dynamic routing paths with the stretch upper bounded by a constant. This constant
can be controlled to be as small as 1 + ε (ε is a predefined positive number, which we
call the stretch factor). The variation of the routing paths ensures the load balance over
the network.
The keywords behind our approach include adaptive forbidden areas and dynamic
routing paths. First, to solve the routing path enlargement problem while minimizing
the setup overhead, we use adaptive forbidden areas. Specifically, our forbidden area
of a hole is the hole’s circumscribing convex polygon whose number of the vertices is
determined on the basis of the required routing path stretch upper bound 3 . Clearly,
the description information of such a forbidden area depends only on its number of
vertices, and the difference between the forbidden area and the hole can be elastically
made as small as desired by using a sufficiently large number of vertices. It means
that we can control both the complexity and the approximation error of the forbidden
areas by adjusting its’ number of vertices. Specifically, given the stretch upper bound
of 1 + ε , our protocol will decide the number of vertices of the forbidden area such that
the stretch upper bound is guaranteed.
3 The

stretch of a routing path is defined by the ratio of the real routing path’s hop counts to the
shortest routing path’s hop counts. The stretch of a routing protocol is the greatest stretch of routing paths
determined by that protocol.
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Second, our idea for dealing with load imbalance problem is to use dynamic routing
paths. We attempt to design routing paths that vary for every packet, even the packets
of the same source-destination pair. Specifically, for each packet, the source node determines a so-called base path which is a Euclidean path bypassing all the forbidden areas.
The base path then is magnified using homothetic transformations to obtain a Euclidean
routing path which will be used as the guideline for the packet. On the one hand, the
homothetic centers are randomly chosen to provide the diversity of the routing path. On
the other hand, the scale factors are controlled to guarantee the required routing path upper bound. The coordinates of the Euclidean path’s vertices are inserted into the packet
header as virtual anchors. The packet then is greedily forwarded towards the virtual
anchors gradually until reaching the destination. Figure 1.1 sketches an overview of our
approach.
Forbidden areas

t

HOLE

HOLE
HOLE

s
Real routing path
Forbidden area

Base path
Euclidean routing path

Figure 1.1: Illustration of our approach.

1.5 Main contributions
Our main contributions are as follows.
• First, we present a rigorous theoretical analysis on the geometrical characteristics
of the forbidden area and figure out the relationship between the forbidden area
and the routing path stretch. Based on the analysis results, we then propose a
strategy to construct a forbidden area which can guarantee the stretch upper bound.
Moreover, the information needed to represent the forbidden area is a constant
which does not depend on the hole complexity.
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• Second, based on the proposed forbidden area, we propose a load balanced hole
bypassing routing protocol (named BSMH) whose stretch is upper bounded by a
predefined threshold 1 + ε , where ε is an arbitrary positive number.
• Third, we perform theoretical analysis on the computational complexity of BSMH
as well as the impact of the parameter ε on the performance of BSMH.
• Fourth, we prove the constant stretch property of BSMH theoretically.
• Finally, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of BSMH
and compare it with the state-of-the-art benchmarks.

1.6 Dissertation organization
Chapter 2 reviews the literature. Specifically, we introduce the wireless sensor networks
and geographic routing in Section 2.1. Then, we describe the hole problem and present
typical methods to alleviate the hole problem including perimeter routing and forbidden
area-based approach in Section 2.4 and 2.5.
In Chapter 3, we describe our proposed protocol (BSMH) in details. We first present
our proposed protocol to determine the forbidden areas in Section 3.3. Then, we describe our data forwarding scheme in the next sections. Specifically, in Section 3.4, we
start by the simplest network topology which consists of only one hole, and the sources
and the destinations of all packets stay outside of the hole’s forbidden area. We move to
a more complicated scenario where the sources and the destination may stay inside the
hole’s forbidden area in Section 3.5. In Section 3.6, we study the challenges in dealing
with multiple holes and describe our strategies for bypassing multiple holes. Finally,
based on the results attained from Sections 3.3, 3.4, 3.6, and 3.5, we propose our routing protocol in the most general network topology where multiple holes may exist and
the sources and the destinations of packets may stay inside the holes’ forbidden areas in
Section 3.7.
We make a thorough theoretical analysis of BSMH in Chapter4. Specifically, we first
investigate the computational complexity of BSMH in Section 4.1. Then, in Section 4.2,
we analyze the impact of the scale factor (i.e., the required stretch upper bound) on the
performance of BSMH. Finally, we prove the constant stretch property of BSMH in
Section 4.3.

1.6 Dissertation organization
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of the dissertation organization.
Chapter 4 presents extensive experiment results for comparing performance of BSMH
and existing hole bypassing routing protocols.
In Chapter 6, we first summary the dissertation in Section 6.1. We then discuss some
techniques to enhance the performance of our proposed protocol, as well as to customize
the proposed protocol for dealing with dynamic holes in Section 6.2.1. Finally, Section
6.3 describes our future works briefly.
Figure 1.2 illustrates the dissertation organization.
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Background

In this chapter, we describe the background of our research. We start by introducing
the wireless sensor networks and their applications in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, we
describe geographic routing, the most popular routing protocol in wireless sensor networks, and present its most critical issue: routing hole problem. Section 2.3 presents
our survey about criteria in designing routing protocols for WNSs. Then, in Section 2.4
we review the hole determination algorithms. Finally, we describe the hole bypassing
protocols proposed in the literature and raise their problems in Section 2.5.

2.1 Wireless sensor networks
Recent years have witnessed the emergence of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) which
consist of a large number of tiny sensor nodes equipped with the capabilities of sensing,
processing and transmitting. In a WSN, sensor nodes collect information about physical phenomena such as temperature, humidity, vibrations, etc from the surrounding
environment and transfer to the base stations for further processing (Fig.2.1). Typically, a sensor node is a tiny device including three components: sensing subsystem,
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Sensor field
Internet

Base stations

Sensor
Remote controller

Figure 2.1: Wireless sensor network.
Processing
Storage

Sensing
Sensors

A-D converter

Communication
Processor

Radio

Power supply

Figure 2.2: The components of a sensor node.
processing subsystem and communication subsystem as shown in figure 2.2).
The sensing subsystem consists of one or more sensors for data acquisition from
the physical surrounding environment. The processing subsystem contains a memory
which stores the sensed/aggregated and other data, and a controller performs computations before sending data to the other nodes. The wireless communication is the radio
part which enable the communication between the sensor nodes and the base stations.
Finally, the power source supplies the energy required by the device to perform all the
tasks.
Different from early wired networks, sensor networks can contain a large number of
nodes which may be up to hundreds or even thousands. Furthermore, the sensor nodes
suffer from the inherent resource limitations. According to a survey in [8], sensor nodes
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are equipped with only limited batteries that varies from 2.7V to 4.5V . Moreover, this
limited battery could be impossible or inconvenient to be recharged because the nodes
may be deployed in a hostile or unpractical environment. In the same survey, the authors
also showed that most of the available sensors is equipped with the memory which is
less than 640 Kb.
Wireless sensor networks have a wealth of applications [30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. Especially, they are widely used in monitoring and investigating certain landscapes or environments which may be too large or remote for deploying wired network infrastructure
or of too harsh conditions that are not suitable for traditional surveillance by human
beings [3, 4, 5, 6].

2.2 Geographic routing and hole problem
Due to the short range wireless communication nature of the sensor nodes, data transmission in WSN is performed in multi-hop paradigm. Therefore, routing becomes an
important issue which attracts a lot of attention from research community [35]. Inherent characteristics of WSN including limited energy supply, limited computation power
of sensor nodes and the large scale of network topology pose many challenges to the
design of routing protocol. Basically, to conserve the energy consumption, routing protocol should be made as simple as possible.
Geographic routing [36][21] which exploits the local geographical information at the
GPS-equipped sensors is widely accepted for its simplicity and efficiency. Geographic
routing algorithms typically assume: a) that each network node knows its own and its
neighbors’ positions and b) that the source of a message knows the destination’s position.
The simplest geographic routing protocol is the greedy forwarding where each node
chooses the next hop to be the neighbor node with the most geographical advantage to
the destination. Figure 2.3 illustrates the greedy forwarding strategy. In this figure, t is
the destination and c1 is an intermediate node on the routing path. Since n is a neighbor
of c1 which is closer to the destination than c1 , and closest to the destination among
all the c1 ’s neighbors, n is chosen as the next hop. Geographic routing works well in
networks where the nodes are deployed densely. However, with the occurrence of void
areas (which are also called routing holes), i.e. the regions where the nodes have died
out and hence, no longer participated in the network communication, geographic routing
suffers from the so-called local minimum problem where there is no neighbor which is
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t

t

n

c1

(a) Greedy forwarding.

c2

(b) Local minimum phenomenon.

Figure 2.3: Geographic routing and local minimum problem.
The blue dot and the red dot represent the destination and the current node,
respectively.
The dotted circle represents the sensing range of the current node, inside which are the
current node’s neighbors.
(a) The next hop (the black dot) is the neighbor which is closest to the destination.
(b) The packet is stuck since there is no neighbor which is closer to the destination than
the current node.
closer to the destination than the current node [37]. For example, in Fig. 2.3(b), the
packet will be stuck at c2 since all the neighbors of c2 are farther from the destination
than c2 . In practice, the holes in wireless sensor networks can be formed either due to
the presence of some geographical obstacles such as buildings, lakes or because of the
failure of sensor nodes due to external destroying (e.g. fire, earthquake, etc).

2.3 Design factors of routing protocol in WSNs
We have conducted a survey over 120 articles about routing protocols to clarify the focus
of research community on the designing factors. The articles are the conferences papers
and journal articles published beyond 2010. According to our survey, the considered
factors can be classified into 7 main groups as follows:
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1. Delay: which includes metrics related to the end-to-end delay of packets such as
average delay, maximum delay.
2. Routing path length: The length of a routing path is usually measured by the
number of hop counts. This group consists of metrics such as average route length,
maximum route length, average stretch, maximum stretch.
3. Packet delivery number/ratio: indicating the percentage or the number of packets/bytes that correctly arrive at the destinations. Typically, this group contains
factors such as successful delivery rate, loss rate, on-time packet rate, the number
of bits correctly received by the destinations.
4. Energy consumption: measuring the energy consumed by the nodes. This group
contains various factors such as average energy consumption per node/per packet/per
byte, total energy consumed by all the nodes, the average residual energy of all
the nodes.
5. Load balance: indicating how well the load is distributed over the network. Typically, this group includes the factors such as deviation/variance/CDF of the residual/consumed energy of all the nodes, percentage/number of dead nodes over
simulation time, maximum consumed/residual energy of a node, the number of
nodes that become isolated. Some researches may not use specific quantify factors but they may visualize the load balance by using a distribution map of residual/consumed energy or the traffic load of all the nodes.
6. Network lifetime: There are numerous definitions about the network lifetime such
as the time until the first node dies, the time until a certain percentage of nodes
die, the time until the last node dies, the time until when the sink is unable to
receive packet sent from the sources, the time until when nodes deplete a certain
amount of their energy.
7. Control overhead: which includes all overhead spent on transmitting control packets or for processing and storing control data. Typically, this group consists of the
following factors: the total number of control packets, energy consumption for
controlling, overhead for storing the routing table and the neighbor table.
Besides the factors in these 7 groups, some other factors may be considered for special
design objectives. For examples, a cluster-based routing protocol may consider the ratio
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of single-node clusters as a design factor [38]; a routing protocol for networks with
mobile sink may investigate the convergence time which is defined as the time required
by a source to obtain the new location of a mobile sink [39]. However, these factors are
minor and rarely used.
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Figure 2.4: Usage of the factors.
Figure 2.4 summarizes the usage of the metrics.
As shown, the delivery ratio is the most important factor which has been investigated
in more than 67% of the surveyed articles. This is obvious because the most important
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mission of a routing protocol is to successfully delivery packets to the destination. The
factor that gains the second-most concern is the energy consumption which has appeared
in about 64.5% of the articles. This is due to the fact that sensor nodes have only very
limited energy, thus conserving energy consumption is one of the most critical issues.
47.5% of the works tried to improve the packet delay and 30.8% of the works considered
the routing path length as one of the design criteria. Load balance, network lifetime and
control overhead gain less concern and each of them appeared in about 30% of the
surveyed articles.
It is worth noting that the packet delay and routing path length have an extremely
close relationship, i.e, the longer the routing path the higher the delay. Moreover, note
that the energy expenditure of a sensor node consists of three components: sensing energy, processing energy and transmitting energy, where routing protocols contribute to
only the last two components. In addition, according to the studies described in [19, 20],
the energy consumed by data transmission is much expensive compared to that by computation, i.e., the energy needed for transmitting a single bit is approximately the same
as that needed for processing a thousand operations. Consequently, in order to conserve
energy consumption, routing protocols should reduce the number of transmitted packets.
This is equivalent to reduce the routing path length.
Regarding the network lifetime, although there are numerous definitions, the first
node dead instant has been used the most. Specifically, among 39 works that tried to
extend the network lifetime, 82% of them (i.e., 32 articles) defined the network lifetime
as the time duration until the first node dies. It means that in order to prolong the
network lifetime, one should maximize the minimum lifetime of the sensor nodes. This
can be done by balancing the traffic load evenly over all the nodes.
In consequence, the designing criteria of routing protocols in wireless sensor networks can be summarized as follows:
• Maximizing the number of packets successfully delivered
• Minimizing the routing path length
• Maximizing the load balance
• Minimizing the control overhead
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2.4 Hole determination protocols

(a) A long route traditionally formed without the
awareness about the hole.

(b) A short route cleverly formed by using the
hole information.

Figure 2.5: Comparing possible routing paths, avoiding a large hole
Knowing the presence of a hole in advance can certainly help the nodes to find
efficient routes going around the hole. Figure 2.5 illustrates this using a scenario with a
large hole which has a rough face. Fig. 2.5(a) shows an unnecessarily long route which
could be formed as without the awareness about the hole. While Fig.2.5(b) shows a
much shorter route which could be formed by using the hole info.
An algorithmic approach for locating holes in WSN has been firstly introduced
in [18] where Fang et. al., proposed algorithms to obtain the exact boundary of the
hole as a polygon with vertices being adjacent nodes on the hole side. The author first
proposed a rule named TENT to identify the so-called stuck nodes where the local minimum phenomenon may happen. These stuck nodes actually are the nodes staying on the
holes’ boundaries. The authors also proposed an algorithm, named boundhole, to determine the hole boundary. The boundhole algorithm can be shortly described as follows.
Each stuck node p initiates a HBD message (denoted for Hole Boundary Detection)
which includes its location and sends it to p’s leftmost node with respect to the stuck
angle. The leftmost node can be defined as follows: p faces the area formed by the two
rays of this angle, and uses the angle’s bisector line to conduct counter-clockwise sweeping. The leftmost node is the first one that is met by the sweeping line. Upon receiving
the HBD message, p’s leftmost neighbor node writes its location into the message and
passes it to the next-hop determined by the minimal sweeping angle from the previous
hop. The HBD message will finally come back to node p from p’s rightmost neighbor
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with respect to the initial investigated angle, where the rightmost neighbor is defined in
a similar way as the leftmost node. Basically, the HBD message creates a closed cycle
that goes back to p.
There are many other hole detection algorithms have been proposed which can be
classified into two main categories: geometric methods, and topo-logical methods. The
geometrical approach uses the coordinates of the nodes and standard geometric tools
such as the Delaunay or Voronoi diagrams to detect holes and their boundaries. Several
simple distributed algorithms have been proposed in [155, 156] to detect the boundary
nodes and build the routes around holes. In [157], Zhang et. al., proposed an algorithm
to detect the hole boundary nodes on the basis of Voronoi Diagram. The authors also
described a method to calculate the accurate location of hole boundary by analyzing the
sensing edges of the boundary nodes.
The topological approach requires neither coordinates nor localization of sensors.
Instead, this approach uses topological properties such as the information of connectivity to identify the boundary sensors. In [158], W.C.Chu et al., proposed a protocol to
detect boundary nodes based on contour line. In their protocol, each node maintains a
list of its 1-, 2- and 3-hops neighbors. Based on this list, each node can construct its 1-,
2-, and 3-contour lines. They argued that, a node s is a boundary node if its 2-contour
can not enclose s. Ghrist and Muhammad et al., [159] proposed a purely connectivitybased hole detection method. They constructed the Rips complex corresponding to the
connectivity graph of the network and determined the hole by verifying whether the first
homology group of the simplicial complex is trivial. Yan et al., [160] adopted two types
of simplicial complexes called Cech complex and Rips complex to identify holes and
classify holes to be triangular and non-triangular. They also proposed a distributed algorithm on the basis of these complexes to determine the non-triangular holes. Another
algorithm based on Rips complex has also been proposed in [161]. An obvious advantage of the topological approach is that it does not require accurate location information
of sensor nodes. However, this approach suffers from a serious drawback that it can not
determine the exact boundary of holes. In [162], F.Yan et al., presented a closed-form
expression of the upper bound and lower bound in using homology-based approach to
detect holes. They also proposed a homology-based distributed protocol which can detect about 90% holes in about 90% cases. Other topological-based protocols can be
found in [163, 164, 165].
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2.5 Hole bypassing routing protocols
2.5.1 Perimeter routing approach
To bypass a hole, traditional schemes appropriately switch between greedy and perimeter forwarding modes, in the later of which the data packets are forwarded along the hole
boundary. These proposals require a specific embedding of a planar graph (e.g., Gabriel
Graph), a complicated procedure based on a restrictive assumption about the underlying
graph (e.g., a unit-disk graph). Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [21] is such
a typical routing protocol widely known in the networking community. Other perimeter
routing approaches can be found at [166, 23, 22, 167]. Although these traditional approaches can alleviate the local minimum phenomenon, they face two critical problems.
The first problem is the enlargement of routing paths and the second problem is the traffic concentration around the hole boundary. Subramanian et al. [168] showed that this
perimeter routing could cause the throughput capacity of the whole network to significantly decrease due to the concentration of traffic on the face of the holes. On a planar
network with no holes, Gupta and Kumar’s seminal paper [169] shows that a uniform
√
traffic demand of Θ(1/ n log n) is achievable. However, from [168] a large hole occupying a constant fraction of the network area can cause the throughput capacity to drop
to just O(1/n). Also in the paper, Subramanian et al. proposed a randomized routing
scheme which can achieve a near-optimal throughput capacity, which however appears
merely of theoretical interest (the overhead traffic can be extremely large in practice).

2.5.2 Forbidden area-based approach
To deal with these two problems, a new approach has been proposed which we call
forbidden area approach. The main idea is to create a forbidden area around every hole
from which all the packets are kept to stay away. Typically, forbidden area is a static
region covering the hole and having simple shapes such as circle[24, 146], ellipse[26],
hexagon[25], convex hull[150, 29] In [24], Fucai Yu et al., proposed a routing scheme
wherein the forbidden area is a circle covering the hole. First, the nodes on the boundary
of the holes are identified using Boundhole algorithm [18] and a virtual circle which
exactly covers the hole is formed. The information of the circle is disseminated to
all nodes on the boundary of the hole. When a source node S wants to send a data
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packet to a destination node D, it first sends the packet along the line SD by geographic
routing. The node on the boundary of the hole receiving the data packet informs the
source node the information of the virtual circle. Then, the source node calculates an
anchor location which is the intersection of two tangent lines from S and D to the virtual
circle. The source node forwards the data packet to the node which is closest to the
anchor location by geographic routing and this node will forwards the data packet to
the original destination. A routing scheme using virtual hexagon is proposed in [25].
Similar to [24], after identifying the boundary of a hole using the Boundhole algorithm,
information of the center and the radius of the virtual circle which exactly covers the
hole is calculated. This information is transferred to all nodes on the boundary of the
hole. When a source node S has data, it initiates an observer packet and forwards it
to the destination SD using greedy forwarding [21] and waits for a time delay T. If the
observer packet arrives at a node on the boundary of the hole, this node forwards the
information of the virtual circle back to the source node. The intermediate nodes on the
way to the source node will save the information of the virtual circle and give it to a
data packet on the same route. After time delay T, the source node forwards the data
packet to the destination using greedy forwarding. When the data packet reaches the
intermediate node which has virtual circle information, the intermediate node calculates
a virtual hexagon which has the center and radius the same as the center and radius
of the virtual circle and has one edge paralleling to SD. Finally, the intermediate node
selects the detour points from the points of the virtual hexagon and forwards the packet
to the original destination.
Instead of a virtual circle, in [26] a virtual ellipse covering the hole is calculated
and the information of the ellipse is sent to all nodes inside the ellipse. Source node S
initiates data packets and forwards them to the destination node D by geographic routing.
When the data packet reaches a node on the boundary of the ellipse, the node on the
boundary of ellipse calculates the location of a dynamical anchor point and forwards
the packet to the anchor point. When the node closest to the anchor point receives the
data packet, it forwards the data packet to the original destination. Other works using the
forbidden area approach can be found in [132][146][150]. all of these approaches can
reduce the data congestion on the hole boundary but they may create a new congestion
area around the hole cover, instead. Moreover, routing paths may be enlarged due to the
difference between the hole and the hole cover. Fig.2.6 illustrates the worst cases when
the forbidden areas are in the shape of a circle or an ellipse.
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Figure 2.6: Examples of routing path enlargement due to the difference between the
hole and the forbidden area.

[153] is a rare protocol that uses dynamic forbidden area which is circle-shaped.
Although this protocol can alleviate the traffic congestion around the forbidden area, it
still suffer from routing path enlargement problem.
In [28], Won et al. proposed a protocol which can guarantee that the route stretch is
upper bound by Θ (c), where c is the path length of the shortest path. In this protocol,
the forbidden area is the convex hull of the hole. The packets then are routed along
the shortest path from the source to the destination that goes through the vertices of the
convex hull. This work is followed in [29] to address the problem of routing between
nodes inside the concave regions of the holes. In [29], the authors proposed to describe
the hole by a polygon whose vertices are all the nodes staying on the hole boundary.
The routing path then is determined by the visibility graph
 whose vertices are vertices
of the holes. The upper bound stretch was proved to Θ Dγ , where D is the diameter
of the network and γ is the communication range of sensor nodes). Although these
two protocols are the rare ones that can provide stretch upper bound, they still suffer
from the same problem, i.e., traffic concentration around the forbidden area, as the
other protocols described above. Moreover, in these two protocols, especially [29], the
information needed to represent the forbidden area depends on the holes and it may be
significantly large when the holes become complicated. Consequently, they may cause
extra overhead in disseminating and storing information of the forbidden areas.
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Recently, Huang et al. tried to improve the load balance by exploiting energy information in making decision [134]. Specifically, before sending data packets, every source
node sends two so-called burst packets towards the destination. The burst packets are
hole-bypassing packets, one goes along the right-hand side and the other goes along the
left-hand side of the holes. These packets collect information of two anchor lists along
the routing path. Upon arriving at the destination, the burst packets, with the anchor lists
embedded, are pushed back to the source. When a source node has a packet to send, it
randomly chooses an anchor list and embeds the location of the anchors into the packet
header. The packet then is forwarded towards the anchors gradually, where the next hop
is chosen based on the location and the residual energy of the neighbors. Different from
the other geographic routing protocols, EDGR requires nodes to periodically broadcast
beacons to update the energy information.

2.5.3 Heuristic approach
There are several approaches that exploit heuristic methods to maintain the load balance
between the nodes. Yu et al. [121] proposed a scheme to avoid the local minimum
problem by identifying the nodes staying inside the concave areas and prevent them
from participating in data delivery. Although these schemes can shorten the routing
path, they continue to suffer from traffic congestion surrounding the hole. In [170], the
next forwarder node is chosen based on a so-called forwarding factor. This factor is
proportional with the residual energy and inversely proportional with the distance to
the destination of the neighbors. Accordingly, neighbors with higher residual energy
and shortest distance to the destination are more likely to be chosen. In [135], the
next hop is chosen based on a self-election paradigm. Specifically, upon receiving a
packet, all the neighbors of the sending node will start a waiting timer and wait for its
timer to expires before broadcasting the packet. The waiting time is proportional to the
destination. In order to alleviate the hole, all the nodes maintain a so-called eligible
nodes table which consists of only 1-hop neighbor closer to the destination. The nodes
can identify themselves as a node on the hole region if their eligible nodes table is empty.
When a node which is further from the destination receives a packet from a hole node,
it broadcast the packet to its neighbors, and this process is repeated until the packet
arrives at a node closer to the base station. Another routing protocol addressing the
local minimum problem was proposed by Petrioli et al. in [52]. In this protocol, each
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node is assigned a color from a predefined color list. Upon receiving a packet, the nodes
with even colors search for the next forwarder that has positive advancement, while the
nodes with odd colors search for the next forwarder that has negative advancement to
the destination. The loop-freedom of route determination of Rainbow has been proved
theoretically.
Although all of these heuristic approaches can alleviate the data congestion on specific areas, they can not provide any guarantee on the route stretch.
We summary the pros and cons of some typical hole bypassing routing protocols in
Tab.2.2.
Protocol
GPSR[21]

Features
Perimeter routing

Stretch upper bound
NO

CIRCLE[146, 24]

Circle as the forbidden
area
Dynamic circle as the forbidden area
Ellipse as the forbidden
area
Hexagon as the forbidden
area
Convex hull as the forbidden area
Convex hull as the forbidden area

NO

LVGR[29]

Exact hole boundary as the
forbidden area

EDGR[134]

- Convex hull as the forbidden area
- Heuristic based on energy and location information
Heuristic based on location information
Heuristic based on location and energy information
Heuristic based on the estimated distance to the destination

HBF[153]
ELLIPSE[26]
BHOP-GR[171]
RGP[150]
GOAL[28]

HPS[121]
BECHA[170]

REACT[135]

ALBA-R[52]

Heuristic based on a coloring algorithm

Load balancing
Congestion around hole
perimeter
Congestion around the forbidden areas’ boundary
No specific congestion
area
Congestion around the forbidden areas’ boundary
Congestion around the forbidden areas’ boundary
Congestion around the forbidden areas’ boundary
Congestion around the forbidden areas’ boundary

Control overhead
Small

Θ Dγ , D: the diameter of
the network, γ : the communication range of sensor
nodes
NO

Congestion around the forbidden areas’ boundary

May be very large, depending on the holes’ complexity

No specific
area

Very large due to periodically broadcasted beacons

NO

Congestion around convex
hulls’ perimeter
No specific congestion
area

Small

NO

No specific
area

congestion

NO

No specific
area

congestion

Very small overhead but requires all destinations to
have extra large communication ranges
Small

NO
NO
NO
NO
Θ (c), c: the shortest path’s
length
 

NO

congestion

Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
May be large, depending
on the holes’ complexity

Very large due to periodically broadcasted beacons

Table 2.2: Pros and cons of existing hole bypassing routing protocols.
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3
Load Balanced and Constant Stretch Hole
Bypassing Protocol

In this chapter, we present our novel routing protocol for wireless networks where multiple holes may exists. Given an arbitrary positive number ε (which we call stretch
factor), we aim at designing a hole bypassing protocol that can guarantee the stretch under 1 + ε , and that can balance traffic over the network. We first describe in Section 3.1
the network model, the assumptions and the notations used throughout this dissertation.
Section 3.2 sketches the overview of our proposed protocol. Our algorithm for determining forbidden areas is presented in Section 3.3. The next three sections describe our
strategies in determining routing path. Specifically, we start with the simplest network
topology consisting of only one hole and all sources and destinations stay out side of the
hole’s forbidden area in Section 3.4. The routing strategy described in Section 3.4 can
be seen as the basic idea of our routing approach. Then, we describe the challenges and
our strategies to deal with the case when the sources and the destinations stay inside the
forbidden area of a hole in Section 3.5. Section 3.6 shows our approach in dealing with
multiple holes. Finally, based on the result obtained from Section 3.3, 3.4, 3.6 and 3.5,
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we propose our routing protocol for the most general network topology where multiple
holes may exist and the sources and the destination may stay inside the forbidden areas.

3.1 Preliminaries
3.1.1 Network model
We assume that each node knows its position (using GPS or other positioning services [172]) and its 1-hop neighbors (through the neighbor notification packets); in
addition, the source node knows the position of the destination node. For theoretical
analysis, we make a reasonable assumption that the considered network is sufficiently
dense such that there are sensors everywhere apart from the considered hole. Given
such an ideal situation, we can model the geographical greedy routing path between
two given nodes s and t (in the dense area) as the Euclidean line connecting s and t.
Figure 3.1 illustrates such an example. In this figure, s1t1 does not intersect the hole; the
packets from s1 can be greedily directed straightforward toward t1, and thus, this greedy
routing path can be modeled by the segment s1t1 . In contrast, s2t2 intersects the hole,
and thus, the packets from s2 are greedily forwarded to v before arriving at t2 . Therefore,
this routing path from s2 to t2 can be modeled by the broken line s2 vt2 .
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the theoretical model.
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3.1.2 Notations and definitions
A routing hole is defined as a non-self-intersecting polygon that has all vertices as sensor
nodes S1 , . . ., Sn and satisfies the following conditions:
• Its interior does not contain any sensor nodes.
• The Euclidean distance between Si and Si+1 is within the transmission range (∀i =
1, n; Sn+1 ≡ S1 ).
Let Q be a polygon with the vertices of Q1 , Q2 , ..., Qn (sorted in the counterclockwise
direction). We have the following definitions and notations. Notation |.| denotes the
Euclidean length, e.g., |AB| is the Euclidean length between two points A and B; |l| is
bi denotes the interior angle of Q at Qi , i.e., Q
bi =
the Euclidean length of the line l. Q
∠Qi−1 Qi Qi+1 (∀i = 1, 2, ..., n, Q0 ≡ Qn , Qn+1 ≡ Q1 ), and pQ denotes the perimeter of
Q. Let A, B be two points staying on the boundary of Q; then, {A ∼ B}Q and {A ∼ B}−
Q
denote the boundary segment of Q from A to B in the counterclockwise and clockwise
directions, respectively.
Definition (Circumscribing polygon)
A circumscribing polygon of Q is defined as a convex polygon P such that P entirely
covers Q, and each edge of P contains at least one vertex of Q.
Definition (Convex hull)
The convex hull of Q is defined as a circumscribing polygon of Q whose vertices are
vertices of Q. Note that a polygon may have many circumscribing polygons but only
one convex hull. Moreover, the convex hull can be seen as the smallest circumscribing
polygon.
Definition (Angle of a polygon to the x-axis)
−−−−→
The angle from the x-axis of Q is defined as the smallest angle of Qi Qi+1 from the x-axis
(∀i = 1, ..., n; Qn+1 ≡ Q1 ).
Definition (View-limit vertex)
Let N be an arbitrary point staying outside of Q; then, the view-limit vertex from N to
Q is defined as a vertex Qi of Q such that the line passing through N and Qi does not
intersect Q.
Clearly, for each node N staying outside of a polygon Q, there are two such view-limit
vertices from N to Q.
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Definition (View-limit angle)
Let Qi , Q j be the two view-limit vertices from a node N to a polygon Q; then, the viewlimit angle from N to Q (denoted as vQ (N)) is defined as the angle made between two
−−→ −−→
arrays NQi , NQ j , which contains Q.
Definition (Distance to a polygon)
The distance from N to Q (denoted as dQ (N)) is defined as the smallest distance from
N to an edge of Q.
Let R be a routing protocol, and let (s,t) be an arbitrary source-destination pair. Let
r(s,t) be a routing path defined by R, and let o(s,t) be the theoretical shortest routing
path from s to t. We have the following definitions regarding term stretch.
Definition (Hop count stretch)
The hop count stretch (or stretch, for short) of the route r(s,t) is the ratio of the number
of hop count of r(s,t) to that of o(s,t).
The stretch of the routing protocol R is the maximum stretch of all routing path determined by R.
Definition (Euclidean stretch)
The Euclidean stretch (or E-stretch, for short) of the route r(s,t) is the ratio of the
Euclidean length of r(s,t) to that of o(s,t).
The Euclidean stretch of the routing protocol R is the maximum Euclidean stretch of all
routing path determined by R.
Table 3.1 summaries the notations and Fig.3.2 illustrates the definitions.
Table 3.1: List of notations introduced in this thesis
Notation
|.|
{A ∼ B}Q
{A ∼ B}−
Q
bi
Q
pQ
vQ (N)
dQ (N)
lQ (s,t)

Description
Euclidean length
Boundary segment of Q from A to B in the counterclockwise direction.
Boundary segment of Q from A to B in the clockwise direction.
Interior angle of Q at its vertex, Qi
Perimeter of Q
A view-limit angle from N to Q
Distance from N to Q
The shortest Euclidean path from s to t staying outside of Q

3.2 Protocol overview
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of definitions.

3.2 Protocol overview
We assume that the nodes do not know the hole location in advance. Therefore, before
forwarding data, we need some setup phases that help to determine the hole as well
as the forbidden areas and broadcast their information to the surrounding nodes. Our
protocol consists of three phases as follows.
• The first phase is to detect the hole boundaries and construct the forbidden area
for each hole.
• In the second phase, the information of the holes and the forbidden areas is disseminated to the nodes in the network. To reduce the overhead, we do not broadcast
full information of all the holes to all nodes in the network. Instead, the broadcast
information received by a node depends on the node’s location. Intuitively, a node
closer to a hole will receive more detail information about the hole.
• Once the first two phases finish, the nodes utilize hole information to make the
routing decision. Specifically, for every packet, the source node first determines a
base path to the destination. This base path is an Euclidean path that bypasses all
the forbidden areas whose information stored in the local memory of the source
node. The base path then is magnified using homothetic transformations to obtain
the Euclidean routing path which will act as the guide line for the packet. The
homothetic centers are chosen randomly to conserve the diversity of the routing
paths, while the scale factors are controlled to guarantee the stretch upper bound.
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Phase 1:
Detecting holes and constructing forbidden areas

Phase 2:
Disseminating information of holes and forbidden areas

Phase 3:
Forwarding data using the information of holes and forbidden areas

Figure 3.3: Flow of our proposed protocol.
If the source node has full information about all the holes, then the packet is
forwarded along the Euclidean routing path until reaching the destination. Otherwise, the packet is forwarded along the Euclidean routing path until arriving at an
intermediate node which has more detail information about the holes. The intermediate node then redetermines the routing path to the destination and forwards
the packet along the new routing path until reaching the destination.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the flow of our proposed protocol.

3.3 Hole and forbidden area determination
3.3.1 Theoretical basis
Before performing theoretical analysis on the geometrical characteristic of forbidden
area we present some definitions. Let Q be a polygon and s, t be two points on the
plane.
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Definition (Shortest Euclidean path)
The shortest Q-bypassing Euclidean path of (s,t) (or lQ (s,t) for short) is defined as the
shortest broken line from s to t that does not intersect the interior of Q.
Definition (Polygon stretch)
Let P be a polygon covering Q, then the polygon stretch of P to Q for (s,t) is defined
|l (s,t)|

as the ratio of |lP (s,t)| and |lQ (s,t)| (i.e., |lP (s,t)| ).
Q
The polygon stretch of P to Q is defined as the maximum polygon stretch of P to Q
(s,t)|
).
for all (s,t) (i.e., max |l|lP (s,t)|
∀(s,t)

Q

Forbidden areas play an important role in the routing scheme. A simple forbidden
area (e.g. circle, ellipse) can reduce the overhead in disseminating and storing its information but increases the hole bypassing route length due to the large difference between
the hole and the forbidden area. In contrast, a tight forbidden area can reduce the length
of the routing path but may require more information to describe and thus causes a large
overhead. An ideal forbidden area should satisfy the following three requirements:
i) Minimum polygon stretch: Note that in our protocol, packets are kept to stay
away from all the forbidden areas. Therefore, the E-stretch of the routing protocol is lower bounded by the polygon stretch of the forbidden area to the hole.
Consequently, to guarantee the upper bound of the route stretch, the optimal forbidden area should have the minimal polygon stretch to the hole.
ii) Minimum overhead: It is obvious that the overhead caused by disseminating
and storing the information of the forbidden area is proportional to its description
information. Therefore, to reduce the overhead, the description information of the
forbidden area should be minimized.
Unfortunately, there always exists a trade-off among these three requirements; thus,
finding such an ideal forbidden area is impossible. For example, to ensure the first
requirement, packets should be routed along the shortest paths and thus the nodes on
these shortest paths will be imposed a heavier traffic than the others. This is obviously
contrary to the last requirement. To satisfy the second requirement, the forbidden area
should be as simple as possible. However, a simple forbidden area may cause a large
difference with the original hole, thus results in a long routing path and can not satisfy
the first requirement. Due to this trade-off, finding such an ideal forbidden area is impossible. In the following, we propose a strategy for constructing a forbidden area that
can guarantee the following properties:
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i*) Constant polygon stretch: Its polygon stretch to the hole is upper bounded by a
constant, and this constant can be controlled to be as small as desired.
ii*) Constant overhead: Its description information is upper bounded by a constant,
which does not depend on the hole size.
Forbidden areas that have fixed shapes, such as circle or ellipses, may have very little
description information, but they cannot reflect the complexity of the hole and thus
may enlarge the routing path. Therefore, we attempt to construct a forbidden area as
a polygon with variable size. Clearly, the description information of the polygon is
directly proportional to the number of vertices, and the difference between the polygon
and the hole can be made as small as possible by using a sufficiently large number of
vertices.
First, we consider property i* of our forbidden area; then, a natural question is that,
for a given upper bound of the polygon stretch to the hole, which polygon covering the
hole has the smallest number of vertices?
Lemma 1
Let G be the convex hull and P be a circumscribing polygon of a polygon Q. Then the
following statements are true:
1. The view limit vertices of an arbitrary point N (which stays outside of G ) to Q
and G are identical.
2. Let Qi1 , Qi2 , ..., Qik be the vertices of Q staying on the edges of P then Qi j must
be vertices of G (∀ j = 1, ..., k).
3. P is a circumscribing polygon of G .
Lemma 2
Let Q be a polygon and G be the convex hull of Q. Let (s,t) be two arbitrary points
staying outside of G such that st intersects Q. Denote Gs1 , Gs2 and Gt1 , Gt2 as the viewlimit vertices of s and t to G such that Gs1 , Gt1 stay on the right side and Gt2 , Gs2 stay on
→
−
the left side of st , respectively. Then, lQ (s,t) ≡ lG (s,t), moreover, they are the shorter
one of s{Gs1 ∼ Gt1 }G t and s{Gs2 ∼ Gt2 }−
G t (Figure 3.4).
Lemma 2 implies that, to minimize the description information, the forbidden area
should be a convex polygon because, for any concave polygon, its convex hull has the
same polygon stretch to the hole but a smaller number of vertices.
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Now, regarding property ii*, given a number of vertices, we will investigate which
convex polygon covers the hole and has the smallest polygon stretch to the hole.
Lemma 3
Let Q be a polygon. Assume that P is the polygon whose polygon stretch to Q is
the smallest among all convex n-gons (i.e., polygons whose number of vertices is n)
covering Q. Then, P must be a circumscribing polygon of Q.
Proof (of Lemma 3)
Figure 3.5 illustrates our proof. We prove by contradiction. Let P1 , P2 , ..., Pn be the
vertices of P. Suppose that P is not a circumscribing polygon of Q, then there exist
an edge of P, say Pi Pi+1, that does not intersect Q. Suppose Q j is the one whose
distance to Pi Pi+1 is the smallest among all vertices of Q. Draw a line going through Q j
and paralleling with Pi Pi+1 , then this line does not intersect the interior of Q. Denote the
′
′
intersections of this line with Pi−1Pi and Pi+1 Pi+2 as Pi and Pi+1 , respectively. Denote
′
′
′
′
by P the polygon whose vertices are P1 , P2 , ...Pi−1, Pi , Pi+1, Pi+2 , ..., Pn. Then, P stays
′
inside of P and covers Q. Accordingly, P has a smaller polygon stretch to Q but the
same number of the vertices as P.
From the above analysis, we know that, to minimize the routing path stretch and the
overhead, the forbidden area should be a circumscribing polygon of the hole. In the
following, we present more details on circumscribing polygons to determine what type
of circumscribing polygon can guarantee a constant polygon stretch to the hole.
Lemma 4
b
Let P1 P2 P3 be a triangle; then, |P2 P3 | ≥ (|P1 P2 | + |P3 P1 |) sin P21 .

G
ࠋt1
Q

t

Gs1

s
Gt2

G

Gs2

Figure 3.4: Illustration of Lemma 2.
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 3.
Proof (of Lemma 4)
Using triangular cosine formula and Cauchy equality, we have:
|P2 P3 |2 = |P1 P2 |2 + |P3 P1 |2 − 2 |P1 P2 | |P3 P1 | cos Pb1
!
b
2
2 1 − cos P1
⇒ |P2 P3 | ≥ (|P1 P2 | + |P3 P1 |)
2
⇒ |P2 P3 |2 ≥ (|P1 P2 | + |P3 P1 |)2 sin2
⇒ |P2 P3 | ≥ (|P1 P2 | + |P3 P1 |) sin
The proof is done.

Pb1
2

Pb1
2

Theorem 1
Let Q be a polygon, and let P be its circumscribing polygon. Denote by P1 , P2, ..., Pn
the vertices of P (ordered in the counterclockwise direction). Assume that Pr1 , ..., Prm
are the vertices of P that are not vertices of Q. Then, the polygon stretch of P to Q
c
does not exceed sin(1ρ /2) , where ρ = min P
ri .
i=1,m

Proof (of Theorem 1)
Figure 3.6 illustrates our proof. Let s,t be two arbitrary points staying outside of P; in
|l (s,t)|

the following, we will prove that |lP (s,t)| ≤ sin(1ρ /2) . Denote G as the convex hull of Q
Q
and assume that G1 , ..., Gm are the vertices of G . According to Lemma 1 and Lemma 2,
lQ (s,t) ≡ lG (s,t), and they can be expressed by s{Gu ∼ Gu+k }G t, where Gu and Gu+k
are the view-limit vertices of s and t to G , respectively. Without loss of generality, we
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→
−
assume that Gu , Gu+k stay on the right side of st . Assume that Pv, ..., Pv+h are all the
→
−
vertices of P that stay on the right side of st . Then, the broken line s{Pv ∼ Pv+h }P t
does not intersect the hole, thus
|lP (s,t)| ≤ |s{Pv ∼ Pv+h }P t|

(3.1)

h ≤ 1 is a special case and can be proven easily. Therefore, in the following, we only
consider the cases when h ≥ 2. According to Lemma 1, P is also a circumscribing polygon of G ; therefore, each edge of P must contain at least one vertex of G . Assume that
Gu+w j , ..., Gu+w j +ρ j (ρ j ∈ {0, 1}, w j ∈ N) are the vertices of G staying on Pv+ j Pv+ j+1
(∀ j = 0, .., h − 1). Then,
h−2

|s{Gu ...Gu+k }G t| ≥ |sGu+w0 | + ∑ {Gu+w j ∼ Gu+w j+1 }G + Gu+wh−1 t

(3.2)

j=0

According to Lemma 4, we have
∠sPv Gu+w0
(|sPv| + |Pv Gu+w0 |)
2
ρ
≥ sin (|sPv| + |Pv Gu+w0 |)
2

∠Gu+wh−1 Pv+ht
Gu+wh−1 Pv+h + |Pv+ht|
Gu+wh−1 t ≥ sin
2

ρ
≥ sin
Gu+wh−1 Pv+h + |Pv+ht|
2
|sGu+w0 | ≥ sin

(3.3)

(3.4)

Similarly, for all 0 ≤ j ≤ h − 2 such that Pv+ j is not a vertex of G , we have
{Gu+w j ∼ Gu+w j+1 }G ≥ sin ∠Gu+w j Pv+ j+1 Gu+w j+1 × Gu+w j Pv+ j+1 + Pv+ j+1 Gu+w j+1

ρ
(3.5)
× ( Gu+w j Pv+ j+1 + Pv+ j+1 Gu+w j+1 )
2
For any 0 ≤ j ≤ h − 2 such that Pv+ j+1 is a vertex of G , Pv+ j+1 coincides with Gu+w j
and Gu+w j+1 , and thus, (3.5) becomes trivial.
⇒ {Gu+w j ∼ Gu+w j+1 }G ≥ sin
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of the proof of Theorem 1.

By substituting (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) into (3.2), it can be deduced that

h−2

+∑

Gu+w j Pv+ j+1

j=0

ρ
|s{Gu ∼ Gu+k }G t| ≥ sin {(|sPu | + |Pv Gu+w0 |)
2


+ Pv+ j+1 Gu+w j+1 + Gu+wh−1 Pv+h + |Pv+ht| }

⇒ |s{Gu ∼ Gu+k }G t| ≥ sin

ρ
|s{Pv ∼ Pv+h }P t|
2

(3.6)

From (3.1) and (3.6), finally, we have
|lQ (s,t)| = |s{Gu ∼ Gu+k }G t|
ρ
ρ
≥ sin |s{Pv ∼ Pv+h }P t| ≥ sin |lP (s,t)|
2
2
In other words,

|lP (s,t)|
|lQ (s,t)|

≤

1
sin(ρ /2) .

Accordingly, if the forbidden area is an equiangular polygon, then its polygon stretch
1
to the hole is upper bounded by a constant, (n−2)
π , where n is the number of vertices
sin

2

(n ≥ 3). Consequently, it can be seen that a circumscribing polygon of the hole with
equal angles can guarantee both property i* (the polygon stretch is upper bounded by
1
(n−2)π ) and property ii* (its description information is O(n), which does not depend on
sin

2

the hole size) of our forbidden area. Hereafter, we call the forbidden areas constructed
by our algorithm the core polygons of the holes.
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3.3.2 Distributed core polygon construction
In the following, we describe our protocol to locate a hole and construct the core polygon (i.e., the forbidden area) whose polygon stretch to the hole are upper bound by 1 + ε .
1
Let n be an integer such that (n−2)
π < 1 + ε (n ≥ 3), then the core polygon of a hole is
sin

2n

a polygon satisfying that:

• It is a circumscribing polygon of the hole, and its number of vertices does not
exceed n.
• All of its angles (that are not angles of the hole’s convex hull) equal to

(n−2)π
n .

Obviously, for each hole H there are many polygons satisfying the above conditions.
We call a polygon satisfying the above three conditions a core polygon candidate of
H . Intuitively, the core polygon should be the one closest to H (i.e., the difference
between them is the smallest). Therefore, our algorithm will create a set of core polygon
candidates and then selects the one with the smallest area as the core polygon. Specifically, the core polygon candidates will be the ones whose angles to the x-axis form an
arithmetic sequence. Denote by θ (n) the common difference and by kn the size of this
arithmetic sequence (θ (n) > 0; kn ∈ Z, θ (n) and kn are fixed for all holes); then, the
angle of the ith core polygon from the x-axis will be (i − 1)θ (n) (i = 1, ..., kn). Note that
the angle from the x-axis of the core polygon candidates is always less than or equal to
2π
2π
n ; therefore, θ (n) and kn should be chosen such that kn θ (n) < n . In our protocol, kn
is a predefined parameter, and θ (n) is calculated from kn as n(k2nπ+ζ ) , where ζ is a small
positive number.
(i)

(i)

(i)

Figure 3.7(a) illustrates the ith core polygon whose vertices are V1 ,V2 , ...,Vn
(sorted in the counterclockwise order). We call a hole boundary node staying on the
(i)
boundary of a core polygon a core node of that core polygon. We denote by ϕ j the
−−−−−→
(i) (i)
(i)
(i) (i)
angle between array V j V j+1 and the x-axis, by B j a core node remaining on V j V j+1
(∀i = 1, ..., kn; j = 1, ..., n). For an arbitrary node N and an angle γ , we denote LN (γ ) as
the line crossing N such that its angle to the x-axis equals to γ . The following statements
are true:
(i)

(i)

1. V j is the intersection of L

(i)

B j−1

(ϕ j−1 ) and L

(i)

(i)

Bj

(ϕ j ).
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(a) Determining the ith core polygon candidate. The white dots
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candidates. The blue one is selected as the core polygon since its
area is the smallest.

Figure 3.7: Illustration of core polygon determination protocol.
(i)

(i)

(i)

2. For ∀ j ∈ {1, ..., n}, if we draw a line l j going through V j

and V j+1 , then the
−−−−−→
(i)
(i) (i)
hole must stay on the left side of l j (regarding the direction of V j V j+1 ).
(i)

(i) (i)

3. A hole boundary node Nb stays on V j V j+1 if and only if LNb (ϕ j ) (i.e. the line
(i) (i)

(i)

going through Nb and being parallel with V j V j+1 ) coincides with l j .
Statement 1 indicates that the core polygons can be determined by identifying the core
nodes. Statements 2 and 3 show that the necessary and sufficient condition for a boundary node Nb being a core node of the ith core polygon is, there exists 1 ≤ j ≤ n such that
(i)
(i)
the hole stays on the left side of LNb (ϕ j ). Note that ϕ j = (i − 1)θ (n) + ( j − 1) 2nπ (∀i =
1, ..., kn; j = 1, ..., n) because all the interior angles (at the vertices) of the core polygons
(n−2)π
equal to n . Based on the above observations, we propose a distributed core polygon
construction algorithm as follows.
All nodes determine whether they are on the boundary of the hole using the TENT
rule described in [18]1 . Each hole boundary node then creates a Hole Boundary Approximation (HBA) packet and sends to its left neighboring node. These HBA packets are
1 It

was proved that a sensor node p is on the hole boundary if there exit two adjacent neighbors u, v
of p such that the center of the circumcircle of triangle puv is out of transmission range of p. The TENT
rule checks all adjacent neighbor pairs of a sensor node p to identify whether there exits any neighbor
pair that satisties the above condition. For more details, see [18].
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then forwarded by the right-hand rule2 described in [18] to determine the hole boundary
as well as the core polygons. Note that multiple HBA packets can be created, thus in
order to avoid overhead, we will eliminate the late-coming, redundant packets. Consequently, there is only one HBA packet (whose creator discovers the hole first) that can go
around the hole without being dropped by intermediate nodes. Denote the creator of this
HBA packet as H0 . In the following, we consider only the HBA packet created by H0 .
It is worth noting that the original right-hand rule can discover only the hole boundary.
Therefore, to determine the core polygons, we customize the rule as follows. The HBA
(i)
packet contains information of the core nodes (i.e., B j (∀i = 1, ..., kn; j = 1, ..., n)). The
(i)

creator of the HBA packet (i.e., H0 ) initializes B j (∀i = 1, kn ; ∀ j = 1, n) as its own coordinates. When a node Nb on the hole boundary receives the HBA packet, it determines if
it is a core node of the ith core polygon (∀i = 1, ..., kn) by checking whether there exists
(i)
any 1 ≤ j ≤ n such that all the core nodes found so far stay on the left side of LNb (ϕ j ).
(i)

(i)

If it is, then it updates its coordinates to B j 3 . After all B j (i = 1, ..., kn; j = 1, n) have
been updated, Nb forwards HBA packets to the next hole boundary node using the righthand rule. After H ’s BCD-initiator receives the HBA packet back, it obtains a list of
(i)
B j (∀i = 1, kn ; ∀ j = 1, n). BCD-initiator then determines the vertices of H ’s core polygon candidates based on the above-mentioned Statement 1. After that, BCD-initiator
selects the core polygon candidate whose area is the smallest as H ’s core polygon. Figure 3.7(b) shows an example when n = 4 and kn = 2. In this figure, the red polygon is
the first core polygon candidate, whose angle from the x-axis is 0, and the blue polygon
is the second core polygon candidate, whose angle from the x-axis is approximately
equal to π4 . The blue one is chosen as the core polygon.

3.3.3 Section summary
In this section, we studied the relationship between the forbidden area and the stretch
upper bound. Based on the analysis results, we proposed a strategy to construct the
forbidden area. The forbidden area of a hole, called the core polygon, is a convex
polygon satisfying the following conditions:
2 Suppose

the current hole boundary node is ti and its previous hole boundary node is ti−1 , then the
right hand rule determines the next hole boundary node ti+1 as follows. Draw a ray l with direction titi−1
and sweep it around ti counterclockwise, then ti+1 is the first 1-hop neighbor of ti hit by l.
3 The pseudo code is presented by Algorithm 1 in the Appendix.
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• It circumscribes the hole.
• Its all angles equal

(n−2)π
n ,

where n is such an integer that

1
sin

(n−2)π
2n

< 1 + ε.

We also proposed a distributed protocol for locating the hole boundaries and constructing the core polygons.
Given the holes and the core polygons determined, in the next sections, we present
our strategies for utilizing hole and core polygon information to forward data packets.

3.4 Strategy for bypassing one hole
In this section, we start with the simplest network topology, where there is only one
hole, and the sources and the destinations of all the packets stay outside of the hole’s
core polygon. By using the protocol proposed in Section 3.3, the hole and the core
polygon is determined. Now, we will describe how the information of the core polygon
can be used to determine the routing path and forward data packets.

3.4.1 Core polygon information dissemination
After the first phase, the node on the hole boundary (hereafter, termed as hole boundary
nodes) determined the core polygon. Let C denote the determined core polygon. At
the second phase, the information of C (i.e., coordinates of all the vertices) will be
disseminated. To reduce the dissemination overhead, the dissemination region is limited
to the nodes near the hole. Specifically, the dissemination process is stopped at node N
satisfying the following condition:

cos

vC (N)
1
+
>
2
1+ε



(n−2)π
pC 1 − sin 2n
dC (N)

(3.7)

Where vC (N) and dC (N) are the view-limit angle and the distance from N to C (see
Section 3.1 for the definitions), respectively. Note that when node N is further from the
hole, the left side of (3.7) tends to increase, whereas the right side tends to decrease.
Therefore, (3.7) will hold when N is sufficiently far from the core polygon. Condition (3.7) is designed so that the dissemination region is sufficiently large to ensure the
constant-stretch of routing paths (as will be proved in Section 3.4.3).
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The details of the protocol are given below4 . Node H0 starts by creating a hole
core information (HCI) packet that conveys the coordinates of the vertices of all kn
core polygons. H0 then broadcasts this HCI packet to its 1-hop neighbors. Any node
receiving an HCI packet will perform the following process:
• Step 1 - Add the information of the core polygon to the local memory: The
node checks if the information of the core polygon in the HCI packet thas been
stored in its local memory. If "yes", then it must already received a HCI packet before, thus it simply drops the current HCI packet. Otherwise, it adds information
of the core polygons to the local memory and proceeds to the next step.
• Step 2 - Check for termination: The node checks whether condition (3.7) is
satisfied. If "yes", then it drops the HCI packet. Otherwise, it proceeds to Step 3.
• Step 3 - Forward HCI packet: The node broadcasts the HCI packet to its 1-hop
neighbors.

3.4.2 Data forwarding
After the core polygon dissemination phase, the nodes can be divided into two kinds:
the first kind (which we call hole-aware node) consists of nodes that have information
of core polygons, and the second kind (which we call blind node) consists of the other
nodes. If a packet is initiated at a blind node, then it is forwarded toward the destination
using geographic greedy routing until arriving at the first hole-aware node. This first
hole-aware node is called the sub-destination node. Assume that s and t are the source
and destination, respectively, and t ′ is the sub-destination node (in case s is a blind node).
Below, we show how s (or t ′ ) can utilize the core polygon information to make a routing
decision.
Our data forwarding protocol consists of three steps: First, s (resp. t ′ ) determines
the so-called base path (resp. the sub-base path) which is the shortest path from s (resp.
t ′ ) to t that bypasses the core polygon. Then, the base path (or the sub-base path) is
magnified by using a homothetic transformation. The center O of the transformation
is chosen randomly inside the core polygon, and the scale factor ξ ≤ 1 is computed
based on the distance between the source and the destination. The image obtained from
4 The

pseudo code is presented by Algorithm 2 in the Appendix.
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the homothetic transformation is called the Euclidean routing path which acts as the
guidance line for the packet. Specifically, the locations of the vertices of the Euclidean
routing path are inserted into the packet as the virtual anchors. Finally, the packet
is then forwarded toward these virtual anchors greedily until reaching the destination.
Note that because the virtual anchors are not necessarily sensor nodes, the packet will
be forwarded to the nodes nearest to the virtual anchors5 .
The base path (or the sub-base path) can be determined as follows. Node s (or t ′ )
determines the view limit vertices vls , vrs and vtl , vtr of s (or t ′ ) and t to C such that vls , vtl
→
−
→
−
stay on the left side and vrs , vtr stay on the right side of st (or t ′t ), respectively. The base
path (or the sub-base path) is chosen as the shorter of s{vrs ∼ vtr }C t (or t ′ {vrs ∼ vtr }C t)
−
−
and s{vls ∼ vtl }C t (or t ′{vls ∼ vtl }C t).

Let Cs and Ct be the view limit vertices of s (or t ′) and t to C that belong to the base
path, respectively. Let a = | {Cs ∼ Ct }C |; b = |OCs | + |OCt |; c = |sCs | + |Ct t| if s is a
hole aware node and z = |t ′Cs | + |Ct t|, otherwise. Then ξ is computed as follows.

ξ = 1 + (α − 1)

a+c
a+b

(3.8)

where ξ is a parameter determined as follows.
• α = (1 + ε )sin
• α = Max





(n−2)π
2n

if x is a source node.
′

vC (t )
π
1, (1 + ε )sin (n−2)
2n cos 2 +



π
(1+ε )sin (n−2)
2n cos



vC (t ′ )
2 −1

|lC (t ′ ,t)|



|st ′ | 



, otherwise.

Figure 3.8 illustrates an example. In this figure, the red solid lines represent the
shortest paths bypassing the core polygon, and the dotted black lines represent the real
routing paths. Figure 3.8(a) illustrates the forwarding scheme when the source node
is a hole-aware node. In this figure, vrs , v1 , vtr are the virtual anchors and A1 , A2 , A3 are
the nodes nearest to them. Therefore, the routing path will be s → A1 → A2 → A3 → t.
An example in which the source is a blind node is presented in Figure 3.8(b). In this
figure, the packet is first greedily forwarded toward the destination t until reaching the
sub-source node t ′ . From t ′ , the packet is forwarded along the shortest path bypassing
the core polygon (i.e., t ′ → A1 → A2 → t).
5 The

pseudo code is presented by Algorithm 3 in the Appendix.
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Figure 3.8: Examples of the routing scheme.
The red lines represent the base paths, the blue lines represent the Euclidean routing
path. The blue dots are virtual anchors.

3.4.3 Theoretical analysis
In this section, we will show that the E-stretch of the routing path generated by our
protocol is upper bounded by the predefined threshold 1 + ε .
Lemma 5
Let Q be a convex polygon, and let P be its circumscribing polygon. Denote P1 , P2 , ..., Pn
as the vertices of P (ordered in the counterclockwise direction). Assume that Pr1 , ..., Prm
are the vertices of P that are not vertices of Q. Then, pP ≤ sin1 ρ pQ , where ρ =
2

c
min P
ri .

i=1,m

Proof
First, we prove the following statement (see Figure 3.9(a) for the illustration):
Let P1, P2 , P3 are three vertices (ordered in the counterclockwise direction) of a triangular P. Let Q1 , ..., Qn be n points staying inside of P such that P1Q1 , Q2 , ..., QnP3
forms a convex polygon (denote this polygon as Q). Then, |{P1 ∼ P3 }P | ≤ ∠P11P2 P3 |{P1 ∼ P3 }Q |.
sin

According to Lemma 4, we have: |{P1 ∼ P3 }P | ≤

1
sin

∠P1 P2 P3
2

2

|P1P3 |.

Note that, |P1 P3 | ≤ |{P1 ∼ P3 }Q |. Therefore, |{P1 ∼ P3 }P | ≤

1
sin

∠P1 P2 P3
2

Now, we prove the proposition (see Figure 3.9(b) for the illustration).

|{P1 ∼ P3 }Q |.
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 5.
Denote by Qui , ..., Qui+δi the vertices of Q staying on Pi Pi+1 , where i = 1, ..., n, δi ∈
{0, 1}, Pn+1 ≡ P1 . For each i ∈ {1, .., n} such that Pi+1 is not a vertex of Q, consider
triangular Qui Pi+1 Qui+1 (∀i = 1, ..., n), then according to the above statement, we have:
{Qui ∼ Qui+1 }P ≤

1
∠Qui Pi+1 Qui+1
sin
2

{Qui ∼ Qui+1 }Q

(3.9)

Note that, if Pi+1 is a vertex of Q then Qui ≡ Pi+1 ≡ Qui+1 and thus (3.9) becomes trivial.
By summing up inequality (3.9) for ∀i = 1, ..., n the proposition is proved.
Lemma 6
Let Q be a convex polygon, and let P be another convex polygon which entirely covers
Q. Then, for any two arbitrary points (s,t) staying outside of P, the following two
statements are true:
1. |lP (s,t)| − |lQ (s,t)| ≤ pP − pQ .
−pQ
2. The E-stretch of P to Q for (s,t) ≤ 1 + p|lP (s,t)|
.
Q

Proof
Figure 3.10 illustrates the proof. Denote by Q1 , ..., Qn the vertices of Q, and let P1 , ..., Pm
be the vertices of P, which are ordered in the counterclockwise direction. Denote by
s{Qu ∼ Qu+k }Q t the shortest path between s and t that bypasses Q, and assume that
→
−
this path stays on the right side of st . According to Proposition 1, Qu and Qu+k must
be the view-limit vertex of s and t to Q, respectively. Denote by Pv , .., Pv+h all vertices
′
→
−
of P that stay on the right side of st ; then, lP (s,t) ≤ s{Pv ∼ Pv+h }P t. Denote by Qu
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Figure 3.10: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 6.

′

and Qu+k the intersection of sQu and tQu+k with Pv−1 Pv and Pv+h Pv+h+1 , respectively.
Then,
′

′

′

′

lP (s,t) ≤ s{Pv ∼ Pv+h }P t ≤ sQu + {Qu ∼ Qu+k }P + Qu+k t

(3.10)

It is obvious that
′

′

′

′

Qu+k Qu+k + {Qu+k ∼ Qu }P + Qu Qu ≥ |{Qu+k ∼ Qu }Q |
′

′

′

(3.11)

′

Note that pP = {Qu ∼ Qu+k }P + {Qu+k ∼ Qu }P . Therefore, from (3.11), it is
deduced that
′

′

′

′

{Qu ∼ Qu+k }P ≤ pP − |{Qu+k ∼ Qu }Q | + Qu+k Qu+k + Qu Qu

(3.12)

Note that pQ = |{Qu ∼ Qu+k }Q | + |{Qu+k ∼ Qu }Q |. Therefore, (3.12) is equivalent to
′

′

′

′

{Qu ∼ Qu+k }P ≤ pP − pQ + |{Qu ∼ Qu+k }Q | + Qu+k Qu+k + Qu Qu

(3.13)

By adding (3.10) and (3.13), we have
lP (s,t) ≤ pP − pQ + lQ (s,t)

(3.14)
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or lP (s,t) − lQ (s,t) ≤ pP − pQ . Statement (1) is proved. Statement (2) can be deduced directly from statement (1) because the E-stretch of P to Q for (s,t) equals
|l (s,t)|−|l (s,t)|
1 + P |l (s,t)|Q
.
Q

Theorem 2
For every source and destination pair (s,t) staying outside of the core polygon, the
stretch of routing paths determined by our strategy does not exceed 1 + ε .
Proof
Let R(s,t) and L (s,t) denote the routing path determined by our protocol and the
shortest routing path, respectively. Note that L (s,t) = lH (s,t). Moreover, according to
our model (described in Section 3.1.1), the routing path stretch can be approximated by
|R(s,t)|
|R(s,t)|
|R(s,t)|
|L (s,t)| , this is equivalent to |lH (s,t)| . In the following, we will prove that |lH (s,t)| ≤ 1 + ε .
Case 1: s is a hole aware node
Let B(s,t) be the base path determined by s, then B(s,t) = lC (s,t) (i.e., the shortest
path from s to t that bypasses the core polygon C ). Suppose that B(s,t) = s {Cs ∼ Ct }C t,
where Cs and Ct are the view limit vertices of s and t to C , respectively. Also suppose
that Rs and Rt are two vertices belonging to R(s,t) that are the images of Cs and Ct
through the homothetic transformation, respectively. According to Theorem 1, we have
the following:
1
|l (s,t)|
(3.15)
|B(s,t)| = |lC (s,t)| ≤
(n−2)π H
sin 2n
Denote {Rs ∼ Rt } as the image of {Cs ∼ Ct }C through the homothetic transformation,
then R(s,t) can be decomposed into three paths: sCs , {Rs ∼ Rt } and Ct t. Obviously, we
have:
| {Rs ∼ Rt } | = ξ | {Cs ∼ Ct }C |
(3.16)
Moreover, using the triangular cosine formula, we have:
|sRs | ≤ |sCs| + |Cs Rs | = |sCs | + (ξ − 1)|OCs |
|Rt t| ≤ |Ct t| + |Ct Rt | = |Ct t| + (ξ − 1)|OCt |

(3.17)
(3.18)

From (3.16), (3.17), (3.18), it is deduced that:
|R(s,t)| ≤ |sCs | + |Ct t| + ξ | {Cs ∼ Ct }C | + (ξ − 1) (|ICs| + |ICt |) = z + ξ x + (ξ − 1)y
(3.19)
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Figure 3.11: Illustration of the proof of Theorem 2.
By substituting the value of ξ in (3.8) into (3.19), we obtain:
|R(s,t)| ≤ α |B(s,t)| = (1 + ε )sin

(n − 2)π
|B(s,t)|
2n

(3.20)

From (3.15) and (3.20), the theorem is proved 
Case 2: s is a blind node
We first prove the following statement:
|lC (s,t)| ≥ cos


vC (t ′ )
st ′ + lC (t ′,t)
2

(3.21)

According to Proposition 2, lC (t ′,t) can be expressed by t ′{Ct ′ ∼ Ct }C t, where
Ct ′ ,Ct denote the view-limit vertices of t ′ and t to C , respectively. Without loss of
→
−
generality, assume that Ct ′ ,Ct remain on the right-hand side of t ′t , as shown in Figure
→
−
3.11. Denote Cv as the view-limit vertex of s to C staying on the right-hand side of t ′t ,
−−→
and I as the intersection of t ′Ct ′ and sCv .
According to Proposition 4, we have
|sI| ≥ sin

∠st ′ I
2

st ′ + t ′I

Note that



∠st ′ I = π − ∠It ′t ≥ π − vC (t ′ )

(3.22)

(3.23)

Therefore, from (3.22), it can be deduced that
|sI| ≥ cos

vC (t ′)
2

st ′ + t ′I



(3.24)
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On the other hand, we have
|lC (s,t)| ≥ s{Ct′ ∼ Ct }C t = |sI| + |ICv| + {Ct′ ∼ Ct }C + |Ct t|

(3.25)

From (3.24) and (3.25), it is deduced that
vC
( st ′ + t ′ I + |ICv | + {Ct′ ∼ Ct }C + |Ct t|)
2

v
= cos C st ′ + |lC (t ′,t)|
2

|lC (s,t)| ≥ cos

(3.26)

Let B(t ′,t) and R(t ′,t) be the sub-base path and the Euclidean routing path determined by t ′. Note that B(t ′ ,t) is the shortest path from t ′ to t, i.e., lC (t ′,t). Since R(t ′,t)
is the image of B(t ′,t) through the homothetic transformation with the scale factor of
ξ , using the same proof as shown in the Case 1, it can be deduced that:
|R(t ′,t)| ≤ ξ |B(t ′,t)| = α |lC (t ′,t)|

(3.27)

The routing path from s to t can be decomposed into two parts: the first path is the
routing path from s to t ′ (whose Euclidean length can be approximated by |st ′|), and the
second part is the routing path from t ′ to t (whose Euclidean length can be approximated
by |R(t ′,t)|). Therefore, we have the following:
|R(s,t)| ≤ |st ′| + α |lC (t ′,t)||
vC (t ′ )
π
obtains the value of 1 or (1+ ε )sin (n−2)
2n cos 2 +

Since α
in the following we prove the theorem in these two cases.
1) If α =

v (t ′ )
(n−2)π
(1 + ε )sin 2n cos C 2

+



(3.28)




v (t ′ )
(n−2)π
(1+ε )sin 2n cos C 2 −1

|lC (t ′ ,t)|

π
(1+ε )sin (n−2)
2n cos

|lC (t ′ ,t)|
|st ′ |



vC (t ′ )
2 −1

|st ′ |

,

:

According to Theorem 1, we have the following:
|lH (s,t)| ≥ sin

(n − 2)π
|lC (s,t)|
2n

(3.29)

From (3.26) and (3.29), we obtain:
|lH (s,t)| ≥ sin

(n − 2)π
vC
cos
2n
2

st ′ + |lC (t ′,t)|



(3.30)
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By substituting the value of ξ into (3.28), we have: |R(s,t)| ≤ (1 + ε )|lH (s,t)|.

1) If ξ = 1:

According to Lemma 6, we have:
|lC (s,t)| − |lH (s,t)| ≤ pC − pH

(3.31)

Moreover, according to Lemma 5, we have:
pC ≤

1
(n−2)π
sin 2n

(3.32)

pH

From (3.31) and (3.32), is is deduced that:


(n − 2)π
|lH (s,t)| ≥ |lC (s,t)| − 1 − sin
pC
2n

(3.33)

From (3.26) and (3.33), we obtain the following:
vC
|lH (s,t)| ≥ cos
2



(n − 2)π
pC
st + |lC (t ,t)| − 1 − sin
2n
′

′



(3.34)

Note that as α = 1, we have: ξ = 1, and thus |R(s,t)| = |st ′| + |lC (t ′ ,t)|. Therefore,
|R(s,t)|
|st ′| + |lC (t ′,t)|


≤
|lH (s,t)| cos vC (|st ′| + |l (t ′,t)|) − 1 − sin (n−2)π p
C
C
2
2n

(3.35)

Because t ′ is the first hole-aware node that receives the packet, the previous node of t ′
must be a blind node. This means that t ′ has information of the hole core polygon but
its 1-hop neighbor does not. Therefore, t ′ must stay on the border of the dissemination


region, and it must satisfy condition (3.7), i.e., cos
from (3.35), it is deduced that

|R(s,t)|
|lH (s,t)|

vC (t ′ )
2

>

1
1+ε

+

(n−2)π
2n
(t ′ )

pC 1−sin
dC

. Thus,

< 1 + ε . The proof is completed 

3.4.4 Section summary
In this section, we addressed the hole bypassing problem in the simplest scenario, where
the network contains only one hole and all the sources and the destination stay outside
of the core polygon. We proposed a hole information dissemination strategy, in which
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nodes close to the hole receive the core polygon information, while nodes far from the
hole do not. If a packet is originated at a node without hole information, it is greedily forwarded towards the destination until arriving at an intermediate node which has
core polygon information. The first node on the routing path that has core polygon information (i.e., either the source node or an intermediate node) conducts the following
strategy to forward the packet:
• The node determines the so-called base path which is the shortest path to the
destination that bypasses the core polygon.
• The base path then is magnified using a homothetic transformation whose center
is chosen randomly inside the core polygon, while the scale factor is controlled
to guarantee the stretch upper bound. The image obtained by this homothetic
transformation is called the Euclidean routing path.
• The vertices of the Euclidean routing path are inserted to the packet and act as
virtual anchors. The packet then is greedily forwarded towards the virtual anchors
until reaching the destination.
A thorough theoretical analysis on the stretch of routing path determined by our strategy
has been conducted and it was shown that the stretch is upper bounded by a predefined
threshold.

3.5 Strategy for bypassing hole’s vicinity
In the two previous sections, we have solved the hole bypassing problem when all the
sources and the destinations staying outside of the holes’ core polygons. Unfortunately,
in practice, the sources and the destination may fall into the core polygons. In such
cases, the routing strategies proposed in these two sections can not be applied. To this
end, in this section, we tackle the problem of forwarding packets in the vicinity of a hole.
Specifically, we focus on a network topology consisting of one hole, and the sources and
destinations of packets may stay inside the hole’s core polygon.

3.5.1 Challenges and strategies
There are two challenges when tackling the routing problem in the hole’s vicinity. The
first one is how to determine the base paths satisfying the path length condition (i.e. the
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length of a base path does not exceed the predefined times that of the shortest path).
The second one is how to scale up the base path such that the image obtained by the
homothetic transformations (i.e., Euclidean routing path) does not intersect the holes’
interior. We describe our strategies to deal with these two problems in the following.
3.5.1.1 Base path determination strategy
Let us consider the most complicated case when both the source s and the destination t
stay inside the holes’ convex hulls. Let us denote the holes whose convex hulls contain s
and t as H (s) and H (t), respectively, and denote V (s) and V (t) as the convex hulls of
H (s) and H (t), respectively. Then intuitively, the shortest hole-bypassing Euclidean
path from s to t can be decomposed into three parts. The first one, which we call as
go-out path, is the one from s to the first point residing on the boundary of V (s) (let
us denote this point as Gs ). The second one, which we call as go-between path, is
the one connecting Gs to a point on the boundary of V (t) (let us denote this point as
Gt ). The last one, which is called as go-in path, is the one connecting Gt and t. We
note that to determine the go-out path and go-in path, one needs to know the holes’
full information. However, as the go-between path contains only nodes residing on the
convex hulls of the holes, determining the go-between path requires only information
of the holes’ convex hulls. Furthermore, as will be shown in Lemma 1, if one doesn’t
need to determine the exact shortest path from s to t, but just wants to determine a path
whose length satisfying the path length condition, then one can replace the convex hulls
by simple convex polygons that have a smaller number of vertices than the convex hulls,
e.g., core polygons. Accordingly, we propose a hole information dissemination strategy
as follows.
• Broadcast full information of a hole to nodes staying inside the hole or close to
the hole boundary.
• For the nodes staying far from the hole boundary, broadcast only information of
the hole’s core polygon.

3.5.1.2 Euclidean routing path determination strategy
The second challenge is how to choose the homothetic centers such that the image of the
base path obtained through the homothetic transformations does not intersect the hole’s
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Figure 3.12: Strategy to choose the homothetic centers.
The bold dashed line represents the shortest path, while the bold solid line represents the
real routing path, from s to t. The blue segment (i.e., Hi1 ...Hik1 ) is a negative segment,
thus its homothetic center, I1 , resides on its left side. The red segment (i.e., Hik1+1 ...Hik2 )
is a positive segment, thus its homothetic center, I2 , resides on its right side..

interior. Obviously, the strategies used in the two previous sections (i.e., the homothetic
centers are arbitrary points inside the core polygons) can not be applied in this context.
We observe that in a homothetic transformation, the homothetic center and the image
reside on opposite sides with respect to the object. Therefore, to prevent the image from
intersecting with the hole, homothetic centers should reside on the same side with the
hole with respect to the shortest path. Suppose the vertices on the hole boundary are
indexed by such ordered that the hole stays on the right side of the boundary regarding
the increasing direction of the indexes. Then, if Hi and H j are two consecutive hole
boundary nodes on the shortest path, the homothetic center should reside on the right
−−→
−−→
side of Hi H j if i < j, but on the left side of Hi H j if i > j. Obviously, there may be no
single homothetic center that can satisfy this requirement for all nodes on the shortest
path. Therefore, we divide the shortest path into segments, each of which is comprised
of boundary nodes ordered in the ascending order (i.e., called as positive segment) or
descending order (i.e., called as negative segment) of the indexes. For each segment,
we use a specific homothetic center, where the homothetic center of a positive segment
resides on the right side and the homothetic center of a negative segment resides on the
left side of that segment. Upon determining homothetic centers, each segment will be
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magnified by using a homothetic transformation with the chosen center and a specific
scale factor. The combination of the images of the segments through the homothetic
transformations forms the routing path. Fig. 3.12 shows an example. In this figure,
sHi1 ...Hik2 t is the shortest path from s to t. Hi1 ...Hik1 ...Hik2 is divided into two segments:
Hi1 ...Hik1 and Hik1+1 ...Hik2 . Hi1 ...Hik1 is a negative segment (i.e., i1 > ... > ik1 ), thus
its homothetic center (i.e., I1 ) stays on its left side. Whereas, Hik1+1 ...Hik2 is a positive
segment (i.e., ik1 +1 < ... < ik2 ), thus its homothetic center (i.e., I2 ) stays on its right side.
Hi1 ...Hik1 is magnified using a homothetic transformation with the center of I1 , while
Hik1+1 ...Hik2 is magnified using a homothetic transformation with the center of I2 . The
combination of the images obtained from these transformations forms the routing path.

3.5.2 Hole and core polygon information dissemination
To reduce the dissemination overhead, our protocol is designed so that only the nodes
close to a hole receive the full information of the hole (hereafter we call this full information the hole information), and the other nodes that stay far from the hole receive
only the information of the hole’s core polygon (hereafter, we call this information the
core polygon information). We call the region where the hole information is broadcast
as vicinity region of the hole and define as follows.
Definition (Vicinity region)
Let H be a hole and C be its core polygon. Denote by pC the perimeter of C , and eC
the length of the longest edge of C . Then, the vicinity region of H consists of all nodes
whose shortest distance to every vertex of C is not greater than p2Cε + e2C . (Fig.3.13)
After the first phase, the hole information and the core polygon information of the hole
has been stored at the BCD-initiator. Now, the BCD-initiator creates a hole core information (HCI) packet that conveys the hole information (i.e., the coordinates of all nodes
residing on the hole boundary), and the core polygon information (i.e., the coordinates
of all vertices of the core polygon). The BCD-initiator then broadcasts its HCI packet
to its 1-hop neighbors. When a node receives an HCI packet, it checks if the hole or
the core polygon stored in the HCI message has been already stored in its local memory.
If "yes", it simply drops the HCI packet (because it has been received the same HCI
message before). Otherwise, it conducts the following process:
• If it stays inside the vicinity region of the hole stored in the HCI packet, then it
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Figure 3.13: Vicinity region of the hole is the regions limited by the dotted line.
stores the hole information into the local memory and broadcasts the HCI message
to the neighbors.
• Otherwise, it stores the core polygon information into the local memory, removing
the hole information from the HCI message before broadcasting to the neighbors.

3.5.3 Data forwarding
After the second phase, all the nodes in the vicinity region of the hole have hole information, while the other nodes have only information of the core polygon. We call nodes
with hole information as hole aware nodes, and nodes with only core polygon information as blind nodes. In this section, we will show how a source node s can exploit this
information to make a routing decision to a destination t.
Similar to the data forwarding strategies described in the previous sections, our data
forwarding protocol consists of three steps: determining the base path, determining the
Euclidean routing path, and forwarding the packet along the Euclidean path. Before
going to the detail of each step, we sketch the overview. Let us denote the hole as H
and the core polygon as C . If s is a hole aware node, then s determines the base path
as the shortest Euclidean path from s to t which bypasses H (s). This base path then
is magnified using a transformation to obtain the Euclidean routing path. Finally, the
packet is forwarded along the Euclidean routing path until reaching t.
Otherwise, if s is a blind node, then it first greedily forward packet towards the
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(a) Case 1: s is a hole aware node.

s
(b) Case 2: s is a blind node.

Figure 3.14: Data forwarding.
The red/orange paths lines are the base path/sub-base path, the blue/green lines are the
Euclidean routing path/sub-Euclidean routing path.
nearest view-limit vertex of s to the core polygon C until reaching a node (let us call
this node as t ′ ) that has the hole information of H . t ′ is called the sub-destination node.
Note that since the last vertex of the Euclidean routing path is a vertex of C , such the
sub-destination node always exists. Having the hole information of H , t ′ determines a
so-called sub-base path which is the shortest Euclidean path from t ′ to t, which bypasses
H . This sub-base path then is magnified by a transformation to obtain a so-called subEuclidean routing path. The packet then is greedily forwarded along the sub-Euclidean
routing path until reaching t. See Fig.3.14 for the illustration.
3.5.3.1 Base path determination
Before going to the algorithm details, we start with the following observations. Let s
and t be two points on the plane. Let lH (s,t) denote the shortest path from s to t that
bypasses H .
Proposition 1 (outside-convex shortest path)
Suppose s and t stay outside or on the boundary of the convex hull G (of the hole H )
such that st intersects G . Let Gs1 , Gs2 , Gt1 , and Gt2 denote the view-limit vertices of
G with respect to s and t such that Gs1 and Gt1 are on the right side and Gs2 and Gt2
→
−
are on the left side of st . Then, lH (s,t) is the shorter one between s{Gs1 ∼ Gt1 }G t and
s{Gs2 ∼ Gt2 }G t (Fig. 3.15(a)).
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(b) P, Q are two gate-points
of C. s and t can be considered as staying in the polygon whose boundary colored blue. L(s,t) can be
determined using the algorithm proposed in [173].

(c) L(s,t) is either s..P..Gti1 ...t
or s..Q..Gti2 ...t. The red lines
present the inside-convex parts,
the blue lines present the outsideconvex parts

Figure 3.15: Hole bypassing shortest path.
Proposition 2 (inside-convex shortest path)
Suppose s stays inside a concave region V of the hole H , and t stays outside of E such
that s and t reside on the same half-plane with respect to line PQ. Denote by P and Q
the two gate-points of V . Then, lH (s,t) must pass through either P or Q (Fig. 3.15(c)).
Based on these observations, we propose an algorithm to determine the shortest path
from s and t that bypasses the hole H (denoted as lH (s,t)) as follows:
• If both s and t stay outside or on the boundary of the hole’s convex hull, then
lH (s,t) can be easily determined by using Proposition 1 (Fig. 3.15(a)).
• If s and t stay inside the same concave region, then L(s,t) can be determined using
the algorithm proposed in [173] 6 (Fig. 3.15(a)).
• If either s or t (e.g., s) stays inside a concave region (denoted as C), and s, t
stay in opposite half-planes with respects to the line connecting the gate-points
of C, then s,t can be considered as staying inside the polygon made by C and t.
Therefore, lH (s,t) can be determined by using the algorithm proposed in [173]
(Fig. 3.15(b)).
6 [173]

polygon.

proposed an algorithm to determine the shortest path between two points staying inside a
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• If at least one of s and t (e.g., s) resides on a concave region (denoted as C), and
both s and t stay in the same half-plane with respects to the line connecting the
gate-points of C, then lH (s,t) can be divided into the following two parts (see
(Fig. 3.15(c)). The first one (namely, inside-convex part) connects s (or/and t)
to the gate-point(s) of their concave region(s). The second one (namely, outsideconvex part) connects either the two gate-points of the concave regions (in the
case t also stays inside a concave region), or the gate-point of s’s concave region
with t. The inside-convex part can be determined using [173], while the outsideconvex part can be determined using Proposition 1.

3.5.3.2 Determining the Euclidean routing path
Let x denote the source node if the source node is a hole aware node, and the subdestination node if the source node is a blind node. After determining the base path
(or the sub-base path), denoted as B(x,t), x constructs the Euclidean routing path (or
sub-Euclidean routing path) by using homothetic transformations as follows. Suppose
B(x,t) = xH1 H2 ...Hnt, then x divides B(x,t) into segments such that each of which is
S
either positive-segment or negative-segment, i.e., B(x,t) = x m
k=0 Hik +1 Hik +2 ...Hik+1 t,
(i0 = 0, im+1 = n), s.t. ik + 1 < ... < ik+1 or ik + 1 > ... > ik+1 (∀k = 0, m). We denote segment Hik +1 Hik +2 ...Hik+1 as Lk . For each k, Lk is scaled up using a homothetic
transformation whose center (denoted by Ok ) and scale factor (denoted by ξk ) are determined as follows. Ok is a random point that stays on the right side of Lk if Lk is a
positive-segment, or on the left side of Lk if Lk is a negative-segment;

ξk = 1 + (α − 1)

ak + ck
ak + bk

(3.36)

where ak is the length of segment Lk ; bk = Ok Hik +1 + Ok Hik+1 ; and ck is defined as
follows.

1

|sH1 | + |Hi1 Hi1 +1 | , if k = 0



2


Hik Hik +1 + Hik+1 Hik+1 +1
ck =
, if k = 1, m − 1

2




 |H t| + 1 H H
, if k = m
i
i
n
2 m m+1
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α is the parameter defined as follows.
• α = 1 + ε if x is a hole aware source node.
n
o
′|
• α = Max 1, (1+|l ε )L(t0′−|st
, otherwise.
,t)|
H

where L0 = Max |sv| − e2C , |st ′| + |lH (t ′,t)| − p2C , |st ′| + lG − eC , v is the nearest viewlimit vertex of s to C .
′
′
′
′
′
We denote the image of Lk obtained by the transformation as Lk , i.e., Lk = Hik +1 Hik +2 ...Hik+1 ,
′
where Hik +u is the image of Hik +u (∀u = 1, ..., ik+1 −ik ). The routing path from x to t (deS
′
′
′
′
′
noted as R(x,t)) is the combination of Lk (∀k = 0, m), i.e., L (s,t) = s m
k=0 Hik +1 Hik +2 ...Hik+1 t.
′
Note that when ξk is too large, Lk may intersect with hole’s interior. In such cases, x
′
gradually reduces ξk by a factor of 34 until Lk disjoints of hole’s interior.
′
After determining R(x,t), x inserts the location of Hi j (∀ j = 1, n) into the packet
′

′

′

header. The packet then is routed towards Hi1 , Hi2 , ..., Hin ,t sequentially using greedy
forwarding algorithm.

3.5.4 Theoretical analysis
Let R(s,t) denote the routing path determined by our algorithm, and L (s,t) denote the
shortest routing path. In this section, we will show that the routing path generated by
|R(s,t)|
our routing protocol is upper bounded by a constant, 1 + ε , i.e., |L
(s,t)| ≤ 1 + ε .
First, we will prove the following statement:
|R(x,t)| ≤ |B(x,t)|

(3.37)

On the one hand, we have the following:
′

m

′

m

′

′

′

|R(x,t)| = xHi1 + ∑ Lk + ∑ Hik Hik +1 + Hin t
k=0

(3.38)

k=1

On the other hand, we have:
′

sH1 ≤ |sH1 | + (ξ0 − 1) |O0 H1 |
′

Hnt ≤ |Hnt| + (ξm − 1) |Om Hn |
′

Lk = ξk |Lk |

∀k = 0, m

(3.39)
(3.40)
(3.41)
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Hik Hik+1 ≤ Hik Hik + Hik Hik+1 + Hik+1 Hik+1
′

′

⇒ Hik Hik +1 ≤ (ξk−1 − 1) |Ok−1 Hik | + Hik Hik+1
+ (ξk − 1) Ok Hik+1

(3.42)

∀k = 1, m

From (3.38), (3.39), (3.40), (3.41) and (3.42) it can be deduced that,
m

|R(x,t)| ≤ |xH1 | + ∑ Hi jk Hi jk +1 + |Hin t|
k=1

m

+ ∑ ξk |Lk | + (ξk − 1)
k=0



Ik Hi jk +1 + Ik Hi jk+1



(3.43)

Moreover, note that:
m

m

|B(x,t)| = |xH1 | + ∑ Hik Hik+1 + |Hnt| + ∑ |Lk |
k=1

(3.44)

k=0

By substituting the value of ξk (∀k = 0, m) from (3.36) into the right side of (3.43), we
can deduce that:
(3.45)
|R(x,t)| ≤ α |B(x,t)|
Case 1: the source node is a hole-aware node.
In this case, B(s,t) is the same as L (s,t). Moreover, α = 1 + ε (according to (3.36)).
|R(s,t)|
Therefore, from (3.45), it is deduced that |L
(s,t)| ≤ 1 + ε . The statement is proved.
Case 2: the source node is a blind node.

First, we will prove the following statement:
|L (s,t)| ≥ L0

(3.46)


(i.e., L0 = Max |st ′| + |lH (t ′ ,t)| − p2C , |st ′| − e2C , |st ′| + lG − eC ).

Let v be the vertex of C whose distance to s is the smallest. Let u denote the intersection of L (s,t) with the boundary of C , and V1V2 denote the edge of C containing u.
Denote by L (s, u), L (s,V1 ), L (s,V2) the shortest Euclidean paths bypassing H from s
to u,V1,V2 , respectively. Sine v is the vertex closest to s, the following statement holds:
|sv| ≤ Min {|sV1 | , |sV2 |}

(3.47)
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Figure 3.16: Proof of the constant stretch property.

Note that
|sV1 | ≤ |su| + uV1

|sV2 | ≤ |su| + uV2

(3.48)
(3.49)

Consequently, from (4.26),(4.30) and (4.31), we deduce that:
|sv| ≤ |su| +

eC
2

(3.50)

Obviously, |L (s,t)| ≥ |su|, thus (4.47) implies that:
|L (s,t)| ≥ |sv| −

eC
2

(3.51)

Since lH (t ′,t) is the shortest path from t ′ to t, its length must be not greater than
|lH (t ′, u)| + |lH (u,t)|, where lH (u,t) is the shortest path from u to t. Note that
|L (s,t)| = |su| + |lH (u,t)|

(3.52)
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thus,
|L (s,t)| ≥ |su| + |lH (t ′,t)| − |lH (t ′, u)|

(3.53)

Note that |su| ≥ |st ′| − e2C and |lH (t ′, u)| ≤ | p2C |, thus:
|L (s,t)| ≥ |st ′| + |lH (t ′,t)| −

pC + eC
2

(3.54)

Since lG is the shortest Euclidean path from a vertex of C to t, we have:
e
|lG | ≤ |lH (u,t)| + C
2
eC
⇒ |lH (u,t)| ≥ |lG | −
2

(3.55)

As |L (s,t)| = |su| + |lH (u,t)|, it is deduced that: |L (s,t)| ≥ |sv| − e2C + |lH (u,t)|.
From (4.34), we obtain the following:
|L (s,t)| ≥ |sv| + |lG | − eC

(3.56)

Consequently, from (3.51), (3.54) and (3.56), we deduce that |L (s,t)| ≥ L0 and Statement (3.46) is proved.
Now we are going to prove the theorem.
R(s,t) is comprised of two parts: the first path is from s to t ′ , and the second path is
from t ′ to t. Note that the second part is the image of lH (t ′ ,t ′) through the homothetic
transformation with the scale factor of α . Therefore, the length of the second part does
not exceed α times that of |lH (t ′ ,t ′)|. Consequently, we have:
|R(s,t)| ≤ |st ′| + α |lH (t ′ ,t ′)|

(3.57)

n
o
′|
According to the definition of α , i.e., α = Max 1, (1+|l ε )L(t0′ −|st
, thus in the following
,t)|
H
we will show that:
|st ′| + |lH (t ′,t ′)| ≤ (1 + ε )|L (s,t)|
(1 + ε ) L0 − |st ′|
|st ′| +
|lH (t ′,t ′)| ≤ (1 + ε )|L (s,t)|
′
|lH (t ,t)|
As |L (s,t)| ≥ L0 (see (3.46)), (3.59) is trivial.

(3.58)
(3.59)
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According to (3.54), we have:
|st ′| + |lH (t ′,t)| ≤ |L (s,t)| +

pC
2

(3.60)

As t ′ is the first hole-aware node (on the routing path from s to t), it must stay outside of
the hole’s vicinity region (if not, t ′ must broadcast hole information to its neighbors and
thus t ′ ’s previous node must be a hole-aware node). Thus, the distance from t ′ to every
point on the boundary of C must be not smaller than p2Cε + e2C . Consequently, we have
the following:
p
e
(3.61)
|L (s,t)| ≥ |su| ≥ |sV1 | − C ≥ C
2
2ε
From (3.60) and (3.61), we obtain |st ′ | + |lH (t ′,t)| ≤ (1 + ε )|L (s,t)|, thus (3.58) is
proved 

3.5.5 Section summary
In this section, we addressed the routing problem in the hole’s vicinity. Specifically,
we considered a network topology which consists of only one hole, the sources and the
destinations of packets may stay inside the concave areas of the hole.
We figured out two challenges in dealing with this type of network topology as
follows:
• How to efficiently disseminate information of the hole.
• How to construct the routing path by magnifying the base path such that the routing path does not intersect the hole’s interior.
To deal with these challenges, we proposed the following strategies:
• In order to reduce the overhead, nodes close to the hole will receive full information of the hole, while nodes far from the hole receive only the information of the
core polygon.
• If the source node has hole information, it determines the base path as the shortest
path to the destination; otherwise, if the source node has only core polygon information, the base path is the shortest path from the source to a vertex of the core
polygon.
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• Before applying the homothetic transformations, the base path is divided into segments, each of which is either a positive or a negative segment. These segments
are magnified separately by using different homothetic transformations.
The theoretical analysis results proved that the stretch of routing paths determined by
our algorithm is always smaller than the predefined threshold 1 + ε .

3.6 Strategy for bypassing multiple holes
In this section, we are going to tackle a more complicate scenario where multiple holes
may exist in the between of the sources and the destinations. We first figure out the
challenges and then propose our strategies.

3.6.1 Challenges and strategies
Dealing with multiple holes is much more difficult compared with single hole. The
reason is due to the high traffic load in the region in between of the holes (we call
this region the critical region). The hardest challenge is how to reduce the traffic in
this region. In the previous section, we have seen that the base path (which is used to
create the routing path) is the shortest path bypassing the core polygon. However, in the
context of networks with multiple holes, always use the same base path to construct the
routing paths may cause a high traffic load in the critical region. To this end, we attempt
to use dynamic base paths that vary for every packet. On the one hand, the base paths are
probabilistically selected such that a path that is farther from the critical region is more
likely to be chosen. On the other hand, the base path length is controlled to guarantee the
required routing path upper bound. Specifically, the base paths are the Euclidean paths
that bypass all the core polygons and have the length under a predetermined threshold.
For each base path, we assign a so-called priority index which indicates how far is it
from the holes. When a source has a packet to send, it probabilistically pickups one
base path (with the propability being proportional with the path’s priority index) and
scales up the base path by using homothetic transformations. The scale factors of the
transformations are controlled to guarantee the required upper bound of the stretch and
the scale centers of the transformations are chosen randomly to guarantee the diversity
of routing path.
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Let s and t be a source and a destination, respectively. Suppose that s has information
of all core polygons, in the following we describe our algorithm for determining the base
path and constructing the routing path.

3.6.2 Base path determination
The source node s determines a set of base path candidates which are either the shortest
core polygons-bypassing Euclidean path from s to t, or satisfies the following conditions:
• Its length is less than the shortest path’s length by a factor of (1 + ε ) × sin

(n−2)π
2n .

• The angle between any segment connecting its two consecutive vertices and vector
→
−
st is an obtuse angle.
Note that in WSNs, the destinations are usually predefined (i.e., the sinks), thus the
source nodes may determine all base path candidates and store their information in the
local memory in advance.
According to [174], the shortest core polygons-bypassing Euclidean path consists
of a tangent line from s to the first core polygon involved, a tangent line from the last
core polygon involved to t, some line segments with each bitangent to two consecutive
involved core polygons, and some boundary segments along the perimeter of involved
core polygons. To simplify the presentation, we consider s and t as two degenerated
core polygons and we call both tangent lines (i.e., the lines involving s or t) and bitangent lines (i.e., the lines involving two core polygons) as tangent segments. Firstly, s
constructs a directed weighted tangent graph whose each vertex corresponds to a tangent segment and two vertices are connected if they are tangent segments of the same
core polygon. Moreover, the weight of an edge is defined as the sum of the length of
the shortest core polygon boundary segment connecting the two corresponding tangent
segments and the half of the two corresponding tangent segments’ length (Fig. 3.17
shows an example of two vertices and the edge connecting them). Upon determining
the tangent graph, s determines the shortest Euclidean path to t using Dijsktra algorithm.
s also determines the other base path candidates based on the tangent graph by using
breath first search algorithm. Upon determining the base path candidates, s goes to the
second step where it will assign the priority index to each base path candidate as follows. Let C be the convex hull of all core polygons (i.e., the convex polygon covering
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a

①
Destination

Source

Core polygons

(a) 1 and 2 are two tangent segments of the same core polygon.

weight = c

a b
2

②
(b) Tangent graph’s vertices and
edge corresponding to 1 and 2 .

Figure 3.17: Illustration of vertices and edge of the tangent graph.
all core polygons, whose all vertices are the vertices of the core polygons, see Fig.3.18
for illustration). Intuitively, the nodes staying inside C tend to be imposed heavier traffic
than the other nodes (i.e., because they are closer to the boundaries of multiple holes).
Therefore, to balance traffic, the base path should be chosen such that a path that is
further from C will have more chances to be chosen. To this end, the priority index is a
positive number that indicates how far is it from the convex hull. Specifically, for each
base path candidate Lb , denote n as its total number of vertices (including the source
and destination) and n∗ as the number of its vertices staying outside of C’s interior, then
the priority index of Lb is defined as n∗
n (e.g., in Fig. 3.3, the priority indexes of the base
path candidate 1 and 2 are 1 and 4/8, respectively).

3.6.3 Euclidean routing path determination
s probabilistically chooses from the set of all base path candidates to t a base path such
that the probability for a base path candidate to be chosen is proportional with its priority
n
index. Let us denote the chosen base path by sC11 ...C1n1 ...Cm1 ...Cmnm t, where C1j ...C j j is
a boundary
n segmentoof a core polygon C j . Then, for each j ∈ {1, ..., m}, s magnifies
n

segment C1j ∼ C j j

Cj

using a homothetic transformation with the center (i.e., denoted

as O j ) chosen randomly inside C j and the scale factor (denoted as ξ j ) determined as
follows:

(αθ − 1) a j + c j
(3.62)
ξj = 1 +
aj +bj
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Euclidean routing path

Base path
②
HOLE
HOLE
HOLE

Source

Destination
Transformation
centers

Base path ①
The convex hull of all core
polygons

Euclidean routing path
Core polygon

Figure 3.18: An example of routing paths determined by our protocol.
The blue lines represent the base paths, the purple lines represent the
Euclidean routing paths.
where θ is the ratio between the length of the shortest core polygons-bypassing Euo
n
n
(n−2)π
,
clidean path and the chosen base path, α = (1 + ε ) sin 2n , a j = C1j ∼ C j j
Cj

bj =

O jC1j

+

n
O jC j j

, and,


1 n

sC1j + C j j C1j+1 , if j = 0



2


 n j−1 1
n
C j−1 C j + C j j C1j+1
cj =
, if j = 1, m − 1


2




 Cn j t + 1 Cn j−1 C1 , if j = m
j
2 j−1 j

Figure 3.19 illustrates a homothetic transformation of one base path’s segment. Denote
n
n
by R11 ...R j j the image of C1j ...C j j through such homothetic transformations (∀ j = 1, m),
n
then the Euclidean routing path is the combination of R1j ...R j j (∀ j = 1, m). The location
of Rlj (∀ j = 1, m, l = 1, n j ) are inserted into the packet header as virtual anchors. The
packet is then forwarded toward these virtual anchors using geographic greedy forwarding, sequentially. Note that because the virtual anchors are not necessarily sensor nodes,
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O j C 1j

O j C 2j

n
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OjRj j
n

O jC j j

ξj

1

Figure 3.19: Homothetic transformation of a base path’s segment.
the packet will be forwarded to the nodes nearest to the virtual anchors.
Although the base path (i.e., sC11 ...C1n1 ...Cm1 ...Cmnm t) disjoints of all core polygons,
its magnified image (i.e., sR11 ...Rn11 ...R1m ...Rnmm t) may not. In that case, s has to reduce
the scale factors of the transformations. Specifically, for every two consecutive virtual
anchors Ruv11 and Ruv22 (v1 may coincide with v2 ) such that Ruv11 Ruv22 intersects core polygons,
s gradually reduces the scale factors ξv1 , ξv2 by a factor of γ (i.e., γ is a random number
in the range of (0, 1)) until segment Ruv11 Ruv22 does not intersect any core polygon.

3.6.4 Theoretical analysis
Let s be a the source node, and t be a destination node, in the following we will prove
that the stretch of a routing path from s to t is upper bounded by 1 + ε . We make an
assumption that all core polygons are disjoint (i.e., there are no two core polygons intersecting). We consider four paths connecting the source and the destination: 1) the
shortest Euclidean path that bypasses all the holes, 2) the shortest Euclidean path that
bypasses all the core polygons, 3) the base path chosen by s, 4) the Euclidean routing
path determined by s. We denote these four paths as Lh , Lc , Lb , Lr , respectively. Obviously, |Lh | ≤ |Lc | ≤ |Lb | ≤ |Lr |, and the stretch of the routing path can be approximated
|Lr |
by |L
| (according to our theoretical model described in Section 3.1).
h

Lemma 7
|Lc |
1
(n−2)π .
|L | ≤
h

sin

2n
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Figure 3.20: Illustration of Lh and L. The red line is Lh , the blue line is L.
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Figure 3.21: Illustration of Lb and Lr . The blue line is Lb , the orange line is Lr .
Proof
We will prove by showing that there exists a path that does not intersect interior of any
1
core polygon and that has a length less than (n−2)
π |Lh | (*).
sin 2n
n
n1
1
1
n
Suppose Lh = sH1 ...H1 ...Hm...Hmm t, where H 1j ...H j j

is a boundary segment of hole
H j (∀ j = 1, m) (see Fig. 3.20). Note that, for each j ∈ {1, 2, ..., m − 1}, segment
n
n
H j j H 1j+1 intersect C j at at most two points and one of them is H j j . We denote the
n
n
second intersection point as I 2j , where I 2j ≡ H j j if H j j H 1j+1 intersects C j at only one
n
point. Similarly, H j j H 1j+1 also intersects C j+1 at at most two points, one of them is
H 1j+1 . We denote the other intersection point as I 1j+1 which may coincides with C1j+1
n
if H j j H 1j+1 intersects C j+1 at only one point. We also denote the intersection point of
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nm
sH11 with C1 as I11 and the intersection
Cm as Im2 . We will prove that,
o of Hm t with
n point


the path L = sI11 I11 ∼ I12 C ...I 1j I 1j ∼ I 2j
I 2j ....I1im Im1 ∼ Im2 C Im2 t (the direction of
m
1
Cj o
o
n
n
n
I 1j ∼ I 2j
is the same as that of H 1j ∼ H j j
) satisfies condition (*). Note that,
Cj

I 2j I 1j+1

Hj

n
is a part of H j j H 1j+1

(∀ j = 1, m), thus they do not intersect any core polygon. L is
comprised of core polygons’ boundary segments and the set of I 2j I 1j+1 ( j = 1, m), thus L
does not intersect any core polygon. Since all core polygons are disjoint, L stays outside
of all holes.
1
Now we will prove that |L| ≤ (n−2)
π |Lh |. Note that, the length of L can be decomsin

posed as:
m

|L| = sI11 + ∑

j=1

2n

1
I j ∼ I 2j

m−1

+

Cj

∑

I 2j I 1j+1 + Im2 t

(3.63)

j=1

The length of Lh can be decomposed as:

n
o
m
n
|Lh | = sI11 + ∑ I 1j H 1j ∼ H j j
j=1

Hj

I 2j +

m−1

∑

I 2j I 1j+1 + Im2 t

(3.64)

j=1

From (4.6) and (4.7), it is obviously that we can prove the lemma by showing that:
1
I j ∼ I 2j

Cj

≤

1

I1
(n−2)π j
sin 2n

o
n
nj
1
Hj ∼ Hj

Hj

I 2j
∀ j ∈ {1, ..., m} (3.65)

o
n
n
We denote H kj 1 , ..., H kj v as the H j ’s vertices that belong to H11 ∼ H j j
the boundary of C j , and denote CujCu+1
as the edge of C j that contains
j
Using triangular cosin formula, we have:
1

k

u+1
+ Cu+1
≤
H kj u Cu+1
j Hj
j

sin

2

1
sin

and stay on
(∀u = 1, v).

k

ku+1
∠H kj u Cu+1
j Hj

≤

Hj
H kj u

(n−2)π
2n

H kj u H j u+1
n
o
ku+1
ku
Hj ∼ Hj

∀ j = 1, m (3.66)

Hj

Similarly, we have:
I 1j C1j

+

C1j H kj 1

≤

1
π
sin (n−2)
2n



I 1j H 1j

+

n

H 1j

∼ H kj 1

o

Hj



(3.67)
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I 2j Cv+1
j

+

kv
Cv+1
j Hj

≤



1
π
sin (n−2)
2n

n
I 2j H j j

+

n

H kj v

∼

n
Hj j

o

Hj
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By summing up (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11 ) we obtain (4.8) 

Lemma 8
|Lr |
|L | ≤ αθ .
b

Proof
n
Suppose Lb = sC11 ...C1n1 ...Cm1 ...Cmnm t, where C1j ...C j j is a boundary segment of a core
polygon C j (∀ j = 1, m) (see Fig. 4.6). Suppose Lr = sR11 ...Rn11 ...R1m...Rnmm t, where Rlj is
the image of Clj (∀ j = 1, m, l = 1, n j ) through a homothetic transformation with the scale
factor ξ j calculated by formula (4.12). The length of Lb and Lr can be decomposed as
follows.
o
m n
m−1
n
n
|Lb | = SC11 + ∑ C1j ∼ C j j
+ ∑ C j j C1j+1 + |Cmnm t|
(3.69)
Cj

j=1

m

|Lr | = SR11 + ∑

j=1

Since

R1j

∼

n
Rjj

j=1

o m−1
n
n
n
R1j ∼ R j j + ∑ R j j R1j+1 + |Rnmm t|

(3.70)

j=1

o
n
nj
1
is the image of C j ∼ C j

Cj

(∀ j = 1, m) through a homothetic trans-

formation with the scale factor ξ j , we have:

o
n
o
n
n
n
R1j ∼ R j j = ξi C1j ∼ C j j

Cj

(3.71)

Using triangular inequality, we have:

n

sR11 ≤ sC11 + C11 R11 = sC11 + (ξ1 − 1) O1C11

(3.72)

|Rnmm t| ≤ |Cmnm t| + |Cmnm Rnmm | = |Cmnm t| + (ξm − 1) |OmCmnm |

(3.73)

n

n

n

R j j R1j+1 ≤ R j j C j j + C j j C1j+1 + C1j+1 R1j+1
n

n

= (ξ j − 1) O jC j j + C j j C1j+1 + (ξ j+1 − 1) O j+1C1j+1

(3.74)
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Summing up (4.18), (4.19), (4.20) and (4.21), we have:
|Lr | ≤ sC11 + |Cmnm t| +
m

+∑

j=1

m−1

∑

n

C j j C1j+1

j=1



o
n
nj
1
ξj Cj ∼ Cj

Cj

+ (ξ j − 1)



O jC1j

+

n
O jC j j



(3.75)

The right side of (4.22) equals to:
m

∑ ξ ja j +

j=1


ξj −1 bj +cj


By substituting value of ξ j obtained from (4.12), we have ξ j a j + ξ j − 1 b j + c j =

αθ a j + c j . Consequently, |Lr | ≤ αθ ∑mj=1 a j + c j = αθ |Lb | 

The stretch of the routing path is

|Lr |
|Lh | ,

which is equivalent with

ing to Lemma 7 and 8, it is deduced that

|Lr |
|Lh |

≤ αθ × θ1 ×

1

|Lr |
|Lb |

π
sin (n−2)
2n

|Lc |
b|
× |L
|Lc | × |L | . Accordh

= (1 + ε ) 

3.6.5 Section summary
In this section, we addressed the routing problem in wireless sensor networks with multiple holes. We observed that the most challenge in dealing with multiple holes is solving
the traffic concentration in the region between the core polygons (i.e., critical region).
To tackle this challenge, we proposed to use dynamic base paths. Specifically, for each
source-destination pair, instead of using only one base path for all packets, the source
node determines a set of base path candidates. When the source node has a packet to
send, it probabilistically select a base path from the candidates such that the candidate
which is farther from the critical region has a higher probability to be chosen as the base
path. The base path then is magnified to obtained the Euclidean routing path whose
vertices will be inserted into packets as virtual anchors. Finally, the packet is greedily
forwarded towards the virtual anchors gradually until reaching the destination.
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3.7 BSMH: A Load Balanced and Constant Stretch Protocol for Bypassing Multiple Holes
Based on the results obtained from the previous sections, now we describe our routing protocol for the most general network topology where multiple holes may exist as
well as the sources and the destinations of the packets may stay inside the holes’ core
polygons.

3.7.1 Phase 1: Hole and core polygon determination
Every node uses the protocol described in Section 3.3 to detect the holes and construct
the core polygons. Specifically, all the nodes use TENT rule[18] to identify whether
they are the stuck nodes (i.e., the nodes that may incur the local minimum phenomenon).
Then, every stuck node initiate a HBA packet and send this packet around its hole by
using RIGHT HAND rule[18]. The HBA packets collect the coordinate of all the nodes
it has traversed. Accordingly, when a HBA packet comes back to its initiator, it has
location of all nodes on the hole boundary. Note that, for the same hole, there may be
multiple HBA created, thus in order to reduce the control overhead, we use an election
algorithm to drop redundant HBA packet. The pseudo codes of the TENT rule is described in Algorithm 1. The format of the HBA packet is presented in Tab.3.2 and the
pseudo code for forwarding the HBA packet is described in Algorithm 2.

3.7.2 Phase 2: Hole information dissemination
We use the strategy proposed in Section 3.5.2 to disseminate information of the holes
and the core polygons. By which, the nodes staying inside a hole’s vicinity region
(see Definition 11) receive the hole information (i.e., the coordinates of all vertices of
the hole), and the other nodes far from the hole receive only the information of the
hole’s core polygon (i.e., the coordinates of all vertices of the core polygon). Due to
the characteristic of networks with multiple holes, we redefine the vicinity region as
follows.
Definition (Vicinity region)
Let H be a hole and C be its core polygon. Denote by pC the perimeter of C , and eC
the length of the longest edge of C . Then, the vicinity region of H consists of all nodes
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ALGORITHM 1: TENT rule [18]
Input p: current node.
nb: 1-hop neighbors of p. R: communication range of the sensors.
Output stuck_angle_list: list of stuck angles of p. // each stuck angle is an angle of a
hole consisting p.
nb.sort_in_counterclockwise_order ;
for each pair of adjacent nodes u, v do
l1 ← perpendicular bisector of up ;
l2 ← perpendicular bisector of vp ;
O ← intersection of l1 and l2 ;
if |Op| ≤ R then
stuck_angle_list.Add(upv)
end
end
return stuck_angle_list
Table 3.2: HBA message
Field
Type
Previous Node

Size (bytes)
1
16

Core nodes

n × 16

Content
BSMH_HBA
The location of the node sent the HBA message
An array consists the coordinates of n nodes on
the hole boundary

ALGORITHM 2: HBA forwarding algorithm
Input p: packet, c: the current node (i.e., node receiving the HBA packet), nb: 1-hop
neighbors of c. iID ← the ID of p’s initiator ;
lID ← 0;
if lID > iID then
c.drop(HBA);
end
else
lID ← iID ;
next_hop ← the first item of nb hit when sweeping t1 p by the counterclockwise
direction;
p.Add(c’s coordinates);
c.forward(p);
end
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N whose shortest distance to C , dC (N), satisfies the following condition:
eC
2 sin

(n−2)π
2n

pC
≥
+
2

1+ε −

1
sin

(n−2)π
2n

!

dC (N)

(3.76)

Since the information of every hole is disseminated by the same algorithm, in the following, we describe the algorithm regarding one hole.
After the first phase, the initiator of the HBA packet has coordinates of all node
on the hole boundary. This initiator creates a packet named HCI packet that convey
information of all hole boundary nodes, and broadcast the HCI packets to the neighbors.
When a node receives a HCI packet, it performs the following procedure:
• If the HCI packet contains information of a hole, then the node checks whether
it already stored information of the hole in the local memory. If "yes", it simply
drops the HCI packet. Otherwise, it stores information of the hole into the local
memory. Moreover, if the node has already stored information of the hole’s core
polygon in the memory, then it removes the core polygon’s information because
now it already has information of the hole. The node then checks whether it stay
inside the hole’s vicinity. If "yes", it broadcast HCI packet. If "no", if replace the
information of the hole by the information of the core polygon before broadcast
the HCI packet.
• If the HCI packet contains information of a core polygon, then the node checks
whether it already stored information of the same core polygon or a hole whose
core polygon is the core polygon in the HCI packet. If "yes", the node simply
drops the packet. Otherwise, the node stores information of the core polygon into
the local memory and broadcast the HCI packet.
The format of the HCI packet is described in Table 3.3 and the pseudo code of our
dissemination algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.

3.7.3 Phase 3: Data forwarding
After the second phase, every node has hole information of all the holes whose vicinity
regions contain the node and has core polygon information of all the other holes. In this
section, we will show how a source node s can exploit this information to make a routing
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Table 3.3: HCI message
Field
Type

Size (bytes)
1

info_type

1

vertices_coordinates

n × 16

Content
BSMH_HCI
indicating whether the information in the packet
is a hole or a core polygon
An array consists the coordinates of n vertices
of the hole or the core polygon

decision to a destination t. To simplify the presentation, we use the following notations.
Let N and M be two arbitrary nodes (N 6= M), then C (N) denotes the core polygon
containing N, and H (N) denotes the hole whose core polygon is C (N) (H (N) =
C (N) = ∅ if N does not stay inside any core polygon). Let C(N) denote the set of
all core polygons excepting C (N), and C(N, M) denote the set of all core polygons
excepting C (N) and C (M). Similarly, let us denote H(N) the set of all holes excepting
H (N), and H(N, M) the set of all holes excepting H (N) and H (M). N is said a
M-aware node, if either H (M) = ∅ or N has the hole information of H (M).
Our data forwarding protocol consists of three steps: determining the base path, magnifying the base path to obtain the Euclidean routing path, and forwarding the packet
along the Euclidean path. Before going to the detail of each step, we sketch the overview.
If s is a t-aware node, then s determines the base path as an Euclidean path from s to
t which bypasses H (s), H (t)and C(s,t). This base path then is magnified using a
transformation to obtain the Euclidean routing path. Finally, the packet is forwarded
along the Euclidean routing path until reaching t. Otherwise, if s is a t-blind node, then
it doesn’t have full information of H (t), thus it can’t determine a Euclidean path to
t which bypasses all the holes. Therefore, s determines the base path as an Euclidean
path from s to a vertex of C (t) which bypasses H (s) and C(s). This base path then
is magnified through a transformation to obtain the Euclidean routing path. The packet
then is forwarded along the Euclidean routing path until reaching a node (let us call this
node as t ′) that has the hole information of H (t). Note that since the last vertex of the
Euclidean routing path is a vertex of H (t), such a node t ′ always exists. Having the
hole information of H (t), t ′ determines a so-called sub-base path which is the shortest
′
′
Euclidean path from t ′ to t, which bypasses H (t ), H (t) and C(t,t ). This sub-base
path then is magnified by a transformation to obtain a so-called sub-Euclidean routing
path. The packet then is greedily forwarded along the sub-Euclidean routing path until
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ALGORITHM 3: HCI dissemination
Input p: packet, c: current node local_core_list ← all core polygons stored c’s local memory;
local_hole ← the hole stored in c’s local memory;
new_core ← the core polygon stored in the HCI packet;
if c is the initiator of p then p.contains_a_hole = true;
if p.contains_a_hole then
new_hole ← the hole stored in the HCI packet if local_hole != null then c.drop(HCI) ;
else
new_core ← create the core polygon from new_hole if local_core_list != null then
foreach core ∈ local_core_list do
if core == new_core then Remove(core) ;
end
end
if c stay outside of the vicinity of new_hole then
p.remove(new_hole); p.add(new_core); p.contains_a_hole = false;
end
c.add(new_hole); c.broadcast(HCI);
end
end
else if !p.contains_a_hole then
new_core ← the core polygon stored in the HCI packet;
already_received_HCI = false;
if local_hole != null then
local_core ← create the core polygon from local_core ;
if local_core == new_core then already_received_HCI = true;
end
foreach core ∈ local_core_list do
if core == new_core then
already_received_HCI = true;
break;
end
end
if already_received_HCI then c.drop(HCI) ;
else
c.add(new_core); c.broadcast(HCI);
end
end

reaching t. See Fig.3.22 for the illustration.
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t

s

(a) Case 1: s is a t-aware node.

t′

t

s

(b) Case 2: s is a t-blind node.

Figure 3.22: Data forwarding. The blue/green lines are the base path/sub-base path,
the red/orange paths are the Euclidean routing path/sub-Euclidean routing path.
3.7.3.1 Determining the base path candidate
Following the strategy proposed in Section 3.6.2, we use dynamic base path that is
probabilistically chosen from a set of base path candidates. Suppose N and M be two
nodes in the network, we denote X (N) = C(N, M) ∪ H (M) ∪ H (N) if N is a M-aware
node, and X (N) = C(N) ∪ H (N), otherwise.
Definition (Γ-bounded path)
An Γ-bounded path from N to M is an Euclidean paths bypassing all elements of X (N)
and satisfying the following conditions:
• Its length does not exceed Γ.
• The angle between any segment connecting its two consecutive vertices and vector
−−→
NM is an obtuse angle.
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M and N are said to be visible to each other if MN does not intersect the interior of
C(s,t), H (s) and H (t).
Below is the algorithm to determine the base path.
First, s constructs the visibility graph G = (V, E) as follows. If s is a t-aware node,
then V consists of s, t and all the vertices of C(s,t), H (t) and H (s). Otherwise, if
s is a t-blind node, then V consists of s, and all the vertices of C(s) and H (s). Two
vertices of V is connected if they are visible to each other. s applies the breath first
search algorithm on graph G to determine the base path candidates as follows.
• If s is a t-aware node, the base path candidates are all paths from s to t that are
(n−2)π
either the shortest path or sin 2n (1 + ε )|L (s,t)|-bounded paths, where L (s,t)
is the shortest path from s to t.
• If s is a t-blind node, the base path candidates are all paths from s to a vertices on
C (t) that are (Γ1 × |L (s, C (t))|)-bounded paths,
(

)
p
where Γ1 = Max 1,

π
sin (n−2)
(1+ε )dC (t) (s)−
2n

dC (t) (s)+

C (t)
2

eC (t)
2

and L (s, C (t)) denotes the

shortest length of the shortest paths from s to a vertex of C (t).
Second, all base path candidates are assigned priority indexes as follows. Let C be
the convex hull of all the core polygons. For a base path Lb , denote n as its total number
of vertices (including the source and destination) and n∗ as the number of its vertices
staying outside of C’s interior, then the priority index of Lb is defined as n∗
n.
Finally, s probabilistically choose from the base path candidate set a base path such
that the probability for a base path candidate to be chosen is proportional with its priority
index.
Algorithm 4 describes the pseudo code for determining the base path candidate.
3.7.3.2 Determining the Euclidean routing path
Let N and M be two arbitrary points on the plane, and P be a set of polygons on the
plane. Let l be a P-bypassing broken line from N to M, that is comprised of boundary
segments of P’s polygons. In the following, we define a transformation F(l, P, α ) that
transforms l to a new P-bypassing broken line l ′ whose length does not exceed α times
that of l. α is call the scale factor of the transformation.
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ALGORITHM 4: Base path candidate determination algorithm.
Input s: source, d: destination, ε : the stretch factor
Output P: base path candidate set P, shortest_len ← Algorithm 5 (s, d) ;
(n−2)π

if d_core == null || d_hole != null then Γ1 = 2n (1 + ε ) ;
else
pC (t) ← the perimeter of d_core; eC (t) ← the length of the longest edge of d_core;
dC (t) (s) ← the shortest distance from s to an edge of d_core;
(

)
p
Γ1 = Max 1,

sin

(n−2)π
2n

(1+ε )dC (t) (s)−

dC (t) (s)+

C (t)
2

eC (t)
2

end
for p ∈ P do
if |p| > Γ1 × shortest_len then P.remove(p) ;
end
convex_hull ← the convex hull of all_core_polygon_list;
Vc ← vertices of convex_hull; n ← the number of the vertices of Vc ;
for p ∈ P do
n1 ← the number of p’s vertices belonging to Vc ; p.priority ← nn1
end
return P

First, l is decomposed into segments, each of which is a boundary segment of a
polygon of P. Then, for every segment that is a boundary segment of a concave polygon, it is further divided into sub-segments, each of which is either positive-segment
or negative-segment. Eventually, l is divided into segments/or sub-segments that are
either boundary segments of convex polygons or positive/negative-segments of concave
polygons. Let us denote the segments/sub-segments composing l as L1 , ..., Lk . Then,
each Li (i = 1, ...k) is scaled up using a specific homothetic transformation denoted as
Fi , whose scale center (denoted as Oi ), and scale factor (denoted as ξi ) are defined as
follows. Suppose Li consists of ni vertices (ni is a positive integer), and let us denote
Li ’s vertices as L1i , ..., Lni i . If Li is a boundary segment of a convex polygon, then Oi is a
random point staying inside the polygon whose boundary containing Li . Otherwise, Oi
is a random point staying on the right side of Li if Li is a positive-segment, and staying
on the left side of Li if Li is a negative-segment.

ξi = 1 + (α − 1)

zi + xi
xi + yi

(3.77)
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ALGORITHM 5: Non-intersection path determination algorithm.
Input s: source, d: destination
Output P: list of paths that do not intersect core polygons and holes stored in s;
shortest_len: the shortest length of the base paths s_core_list ← all core polygons
stored at s;
s_hole_list ← the holes stored at s;
all_core_polygon_list ← s_core_list;
for hole ∈ s_hole_list do
core ← create core polygon of hole; all_core_polygon_list.add(core);
end
for core ∈ all_core_polygon_list do
if s ∈ core then s_core ← core ;
if d ∈ core then d_core← core ;
end
if s_core != null || d_core != null then
for hole ∈ all_hole_list do
if s_core != null & hole ∈ s_core then s_hole = hole ;
if d_core != null & hole ∈ d_core then d_hole = hole ;
end
end
for core ∈ all_core_polygon_list & core != s_core & core != d_core do
if sd intersect core then obstacles.add(core) ;
end
if s_core != null then obstacles.add(s_hole) ;
if d_hole != null then obstacles.add(d_hole) ;
else if d_core != null then obstacles.add(d_core) ;
V ← all the vertices of obstacles;
V .add(s);
if d_hole != null || d_core == null then V .add(d) ;
if d_hole == null & d_core != null then dest_list ← vertices of d_core ;
else dest_list ← d ;
foreach u, v ∈ V do
if uv does not intersect obstacles then E.add((u, v)) ;
end
P ← all paths from s to each item of dest_list;
shortest_len ← the shortest length of P ;
return P, shortest_len
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where xi = |Li |, yi = Oi L1i + Oi Lni i ,

′


1 ni 1

1

L L
, if i = 1
sL
+

i

2 i i+1


 1 ni−1
Li Li−1 + Lni i L1i+1
zi =
, if i = 2, k − 1

2




1 ni−1 1

 Lni i t + Li−1
Li , if i = k
2

(3.78)
(3.79)
(3.80)

Let us denote by Li the image of Li through the homothetic transformation Fi , then
S
′
′
F(l, P, α ) = ki=1 Li . Note that, when ξi is too large, Li (i.e., the image of Li obtained by
using Fi ) may intersect P. In such cases, ξi is gradually decreased by a factor of 43 until
′
Li bypasses P. Algorithm 7 describes the pseudo code of F(l, P, α ).
Let us denote the base path from s to t as B(s), Now by using the transformation
F defined above, s constructs the Euclidean routing path as the image of B(s) through
F(B(s), A(s), α1), where A(s) and α1 are defined as follows.
A(s) =

(

{H (s), H (t)} ∪ C(s,t), if s is a t-aware node
{H (s)} ∪ C(s), otherwise


(n − 2)π
1+ε


sin
, if s is a t-aware node



2n
 θ1 
n
o
pC (t) 
π (1+ε )L0
α1 =
 sin (n−2)

−
2n
θ2
2





Max
1,
, otherwise

eC (t)




θ1 L0 +

(3.81)
(3.82)
(3.83)
(3.84)

2

n
e
(n−2)π
where pC (t) is the perimeter of C (t); L0 = Max sin 2n |lC (s, C (t))| − C2(t) ,
o
π
sin (n−2)
|l
(s,
C
(t))|
+
|l
|
−
e
G
C
C (t) , lC (s, C (t)) and lG are the shortest Euclidean paths
2n
from s and t to a vertex of C (t), respectively. θ1 can be seen as the ratio of the base path
length to the shortest path length, which is defined as follows. Specifically,
• θ1 =

|B(s)|
|lC (s,t)| ,

• θ1 =

|B(s)|
|lC (s,C (t))| ,

if s is a t-aware node.
otherwise.

Algorithm 6 describes the pseudo code for determining the Euclidean routing path.
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3.7.3.3 Forwarding the data packet
Denote by sR1 ...Rm x the Euclidean routing path constructed by s using the algorithm
described above, where x coincides with t if s is a t-aware node, and x is a vertex of C (t),
otherwise. Then, the coordinates of R1 , ..., Rm, x are inserted into the packet header as
virtual anchors that will guide the packet.
If s is a t-aware node, then the packet is forwarded toward the virtual anchors using
greedy algorithm until reaching t.
Otherwise, the packet is forwarded toward the virtual anchors using greedy algorithm until reaching the first t-aware node, hereafter we call this node as sub-destination
′
and denote as t ′. Then, t ′ determines the sub-base path, denoted as B(t ), which is an
′
′
Euclidean path from t ′ to t that bypasses H (t ), H (t) and C(t ,t) and satisfies either
one of the following conditions:
′

• B(t ) is the shortest path from t to a vertex of C (t).
′

′
,t)|)-bounded path, where L
• B(t ) is (Γ2 × |L (t ′
(t ,t) is the shortest path from


L0 (1+ε ) 
′

.
t to t and Γ2 = Max 1, θ1
pC (t)
eC (t)

+ 2 
(n−2)π L0 + 2
sin

2n

′

′

′

Let us denote A(t ) as the union of H (t ), H (t) and C(t ,t), then t ′ constructs the
′
so-called sub-Euclidean routing path (denoted as R(t ′,t)) which is the image of B(t )
′
′
through the transformation F(B(t ), A(t ), α2 ), where α2 is a parameter defined by


(1 + ε ) L0 − |lt ′ |
α2 = Max 1,
|B(t ′)|



(3.85)

where lt ′ is the routing path from s to t ′.
Finally, all the vertices of R(t ′,t) are inserted into the packets as virtual anchors.
The packet then is greedily forwarded towards these virtual anchors gradually until
reaching the detination t.
Algorithm 8 describes the pseudo code for forwarding data packet. The format of
the data packet header is presented in Tab.3.4.
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3.7.4 Section summary
In this section, we proposed our hole bypassing routing protocol, named BSMH. Our
proposed protocol addresses the most complicated network scenario where multiple
holes may exist, and the sources and the destinations of packets may stay inside the
holes’ core polygons. In order to reduce the overhead, we proposed a hole information
dissemination protocol, in which the full information of each hole is broadcast to nodes
staying inside the hole’s vicinity region, while the core polygon information of the hole
is broadcast to the other nodes. To guaranteeing the constant stretch upper bound while
balancing traffic over the network, we proposed a data forwarding protocol which can
be summarized as follows.
• For each source-destination pair, the source node determines a set of base path
candidates, each of which is assigned a priority index. When having a packet
to send, the source node exploits the priority indexes to probabilistically chose a
base path from the candidate set.
• The base path then is magnified using a set of homothetic transformations whose
centers are randomly chosen and the scale factors are controlled to guarantee the
stretch upper bound. The result of the homothetic transformations is the Euclidean
routing path.
• The packet then is forwarded along the Euclidean routing path until reaching the
destination or arriving at an intermediate node which have more detail information
about holes. In the latter case, the intermediate node redetermines the Euclidean
routing path before forwarding the packet to the destination.
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ALGORITHM 6: Euclidean routing path determination algorithm.
Input P: the set of base paths, s: source, d: destination, ε : stretch factor
Output r: the Euclidean routing path B(s) ← a base path probabilistically chosen
from P;
s_core ← the core polygon containing s;
s_hole ← the hole whose core polygon is s_core ;
d_core ← the core polygon containing d;
d_hole ← the hole whose core polygon is d_core ;
C ← all core polygons excepting s_core and d_core;
A ← C;
if s_hole != null then
A.add(s_hole);
end
if d_hole != null || d_code == null then
A.add(d_hole);
lC (s,t) ← the shortest length of P ;
|B(s)|
|lC (s,t)| ;
(n−2)π
ε
α1 = 1+
θ1 sin 2n ;

θ1 =

end
else if d_code != null then
A.add(d_core);
lC (s, C (t)) ← the shortest length of P ;
eC (t) ← the length of the longest edge of d_code;
pC (t) ← the perimeter of d_code;
|B(s)|
|lC (s,Cn(t))| ;
π
L0 = Max sin (n−2)
2n

θ1 =

(

α1 = Max 1,

sin

end
r ← F(B(s), A, α1);
return r

|lC (s, C (t))| −
n

(n−2)π (1+ε )L0 pC (t)
− 2
2n
θ1

eC (t) 
θ1 L 0 + 2

eC (t)
(n−2)π
2 , sin 2n

o)

o

|lC (s, C (t))| + |lG | − eC (t) ;

3.7 BSMH: A Load Balanced and Constant Stretch Protocol for Bypassing
Multiple Holes
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ALGORITHM 7: F(l, P, α ).
Input l: a path, P: set of polygons, al pha: scale factor
Output l ′ : scaled up path L1 , ..., Lk ← decompose l into segments, each of which is
either positive-segment or negative-segment of a polygon belonging to P ;
for i = 1, k do
Pi ∈ P ← the polygon containing Li ;
L1i , ..., Lni i ← the vertices of Li ;
if Pi is a convex polygon then Oi is a random point inside Pi ;
else if Li is a positive-segment then Oi is a random point staying on the right side
of Li ;
else Oi is a random point staying on the left side of Li ;
xi = |Li |; yi = Oi L1i + Oi Lni i ;
if i = 1 then zi = sL1i + 21 Lni i L1i+1 ;
else if i = 2, k − 1 then
ni−1
n
L1i Li−1
+|Li i L1i+1 |
zi =
2
end
ni−1 1
Li ;
else zi = Lni i t + 12 Li−1
zi +xi
ξi = 1 + (α − 1) xi +yi ;
for j = 1, ni do
j′
j
Li .x = ξi × Li .x + (1 − ξi ) × Oi .x ;
j′

j

Li .y = ξi × Li .y + (1 − ξi ) × Oi .y;
j′ j′ +1

while Li Li
ξi ← 43 ξi
end

j′

j′ +1

intersects P || Li Li

exceeds the network do

j′

l ′ .add(Li )
end
end
return l ′
Table 3.4: Data message
Field
Type

Size (bytes)
1

forwarding_mode

1

vertices_coordinates

a × 16

Content
BSMH_Data
indicating whether the packet is in aware mode
or blind mode
An array consists the coordinates of a virtual
anchors
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ALGORITHM 8: Data forwarding protocol.
Input p: the packet, c: current node d ← the destination stored in p; m ← forwarding mode of
p;
if c is the source node then
c.Algorithm 4 // Find the base path set ;
p.virtual_anchor_list ← c.Algorithm 6 // Determine the Euclidean routing path ;
if c.d_hole != null || c.d_hole == null then m ← d_aware; ;
else m ← blind; ;
end
else
if m == blind then
if c.d_hole != null then
c_core_list ← all core polygons stored at c; c_hole_list ← the holes stored at c;
all_core_polygon_list ← c_core_list;
for hole ∈ c_hole_list do
core ← create core polygon of hole; all_core_polygon_list.add(core);
end
for core ∈ all_core_polygon_list do
if s ∈ core then c_core ← core ;
if d ∈ core then d_core← core ;
end
P, shortest_len←
Algorithm 5(c, d); 



L0 (1+ε ) 

;
Γ2 = Max 1, θ1
eC (t)
p
+ C2(t) 

(n−2)π L0 + 2
sin

2n

for p ∈ P do
if |p| > Γ2 × shortest_len then P.remove(p) ;
end
convex_hull ← the convex hull of all_core_polygon_list;
Vc ← vertices of convex_hull; n ← the number of the vertices of Vc ;
for p ∈ P do
n1 ← the number of p’s vertices belonging to Vc ; p.priority ← nn1
end
′
B(t ) ← a base path probabilistically chosen from P ;
n
o
(1+ε )L −|l |
lt ′ ← the routing path from the source s to c; α2 = Max 1, |B(t0′ )| t ′ ;
′

end

p.virtual_anchor_list ← F(B(t ), A, α2 ); m ← d_aware

end
end
current_virtual_anchor← the first item of p.virtual_anchor_list;
p.next_hop← getNextHopByGreedy(c, current_virtual_anchor);
if next_hop == null then
if p.virtual_anchor_list == null then current_virtual_anchor← d ;
else
Remove the first item of p.virtual_anchor_list;
current_virtual_anchor← the first item of p.virtual_anchor_list;
end
end
p.next_hop← getNextHopByGreedy(c, current_virtual_anchor);
c.forward(p);
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4
Theoretical analysis

In this chapter, we analysis BSMH theoretically. We first investigate the computational
complexity of BSMH in Section 4.1 In Section 4.3 we describe a thoroughly proof of
the constant stretch property of BSMH. Finally, in Section 4.2, we present a preliminary
and intuitive analysis about the impact of stretch factor, i.e., ε , on the performance of
BSMH.

4.1 Computational complexity
In this section, we analysis the computational complexity of each phase of BSMH.
Throughout this section, we denote h the total number of the holes in the network, v
the largest number of the nodes belonging to the boundary of a hole, n the number of
the vertices of a core polygon, kn the number of the core polygon candidates, b the
maximum number of neighbors of a node.
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4.1.1 Complexity of the hole determination algorithm
The hole determination algorithm consists of two steps: determining the stuck nodes
(the nodes where local minimum phenomenon may happen, see Algorithm 1) and locating the hole boundary (Algorithm 2). The stuck node determination algorithm is
conducted locally at every node. Specifically, every node first needs to sort its neighbor
list by the clockwise order, and then it searches all of its two adjacent neighbors to find
stuck angles. The computational complexity for sorting the neighbor list is O(b log b);
The computational complexity for searching all of the adjacent neighbor pairs is O(b).
Consequently, the total computational complexity for determining the stuck nodes is
O(b log b).
To locate the hole boundary, nodes on the hole boundary have to forward HBA
messages. In order to determine the next hop of a HBA message, the node performs
RIGHT HAND rule which investigates all neighbors of the current node to find the
most-right neighbor. The computational complexity for determining the next hop by the
RIGHT HAND rule is O(b).
In consequence, the computational complexity of hole determination algorithm is
O(b log b).

4.1.2 Complexity of the dissemination algorithm
The node receiving a HCI packet may perform the following tasks:
1. Checking whether the node has already received a HCI packet.
2. Constructing the core polygon of the hole contained in the HCI packet.
3. Checking whether the node stays inside the vicinity region of the hole contained
in the HCI packet.
To conduct the first task, the node needs to investigate all of the core polygons and the
holes stored in its memory. For each of them, the node identifies whether it is the same
as the one contained in the HCI packet. The computational complexity for this task is
O(h × v) (1).
In the second task, the node performs a loop over the vertices of the hole contained
in the HCI packet. For each vertex, the node checks whether it is a core node (i.e., a node
staying on the edges of the core polygon candidates). This job causes a computational

4.1 Computational complexity
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complexity of O(v × n × kn ). Then, the node determines the vertices of all the core
polygon candidates which are the intersection points of all lines going through the core
nodes and making specific angles with the x−axis. This job requires a complexity of
O(n × kn ). Finally, the node computes the area of each core polygon candidate and
chooses the core polygon candidate with the smallest area to be the core polygon. The
computational complexity of this job is O(n × kn ). In consequence, the total complexity
of the second task is O(v × n × kn ) (2).
In the third task, the node just needs to compute the distances to the core polygon
stored in the HCI packet and compare them with the threshold value. Thus, the computational complexity of this task is O(n) (3).
From (1), (2) and (3), it is deduced that the computational complexity of the dissemination algorithm is O(v × (h + nkn )).

4.1.3 Complexity of the data forwarding algorithm
In order to forward a data packet, the node may need to perform the following tasks:
1. Determining the base path candidate set (i.e., in the case the node is the source
node) (Algorithm 4).
2. Determining the Euclidean routing path (i.e., in the case the node is the source
node) (Algorithm 6).
3. Determining the next hop by using the greedy forwarding algorithm.
In order to determine the base path candidates, the node needs to identifying the hole
containing the source and the destination. This job requires the computational complexity of O(h × n). Then, the node constructs the visibility graph whose vertices are the
vertices of the core polygons that don’t containing the source and the destination, and
the vertices of the holes containing the source and the destination, and whose edges
don’t intersect the interior of the core polygons and holes. As the number of the vertices
of the visibility graph does not exceed 2v + (h − 2)n, thecomputational complexity
for

3
constructing such a visibility graph does not exceed O (2v + (h − 2)n) . Based on
the visibility graph, the node determines all the base

 path candidates by using breathfirst search whose computational complexity is O 2v + (h − 2)n + (2v + (h − 2)n)2 .
Therefore, the computational complexity of the first task (i.e., finding the base path
candidates) is
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3

2



O h × n + (2v + (h − 2)n) + 2v + (h − 2)n + (2v + (h − 2)n) which is equivalent to


O (2v + (h − 2)n)3 (4).
Let c be the number of the base path candidates, then the complexity for choosing a
base path from the candidate list is O(c). To scale up the base path using the homothetic
transformation, the node needs to determine the transformation centers, scale factors
and the coordinates of the images. The computational complexity for these jobs is
O(m), where m is the number of vertices of the base path. As m < 2v + (h − 2)n, the
computational time complexity for the second task does not exceed O(c + 2v + (h − 2)n)
(5).
Having determined the Euclidean path, the next hop is determined by using greedy
algorithm whose computational complexity is only O(b), where b is the number of 1hop neighbors (6).
 From (4), (5), and (6), the
 time complexity of data forwarding algorithm is
3
O (2v + (h − 2)n) + c + b .

4.2 Impact of the stretch factor ε
4.2.1 Routing path stretch
In BSMH, packets are forwarded along the Euclidean routing path which is the image of the base path through the homothetic transformations. The scale factors of the
transformations, i.e., α1 and α2 , are determined base on formulas (3.83), (3.84) and
(3.85). Obviously, the scale factors are proportional to ε . Therefore, when increasing
ε , the length of the Euclidean routing path increases and thus enlarges the routing path
stretch.

4.2.2 Load balance
The relationship between ε and the network’s load balance is not straightforward. In the
following, we present a preliminary and intuitive theoretical analysis of this relationship.
Let us consider a simple network topology consisting of only one hole and one sourcedestination pair as shown in Fig.4.1. Let us denote by C the hole, by s the source node
and by t the destination node. Denote by l1 and l2 the two Euclidean paths that bypass
C and that have all the vertices be the vertices of C as shown in Fig.4.1. Suppose
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Figure 4.1: The trajectory of Euclidean routing paths.
The base paths l1 and l2 are colored blue, the Euclidean path l ′ is colored red.

that l1 is shorter than l2 . Then, if ε is sufficiently large, the base path candidates are
both l1 and l2 . Otherwise, the base path candidates consist of only l1 . Suppose l ′ is a
Euclidean path. Without loss of generality, we assume that l ′ is the image of l1 through
a homothetic transformation with the center I and the scale factor ξ . Note that ξ is
defined by Formula (3.77)(3.83), and it can be written as:

ξ = γ1 ε + γ2

(4.1)

where γ1 and γ2 are constants that the same for all packets from s to t. Suppose V1 , ...,Vn
′
are the vertices of C that are vertices of l1 . Let Vi be the image of Vi through the
′
homothetic transformation (∀i = 1, ..., n). Then, obviously Vi is the image of I through
the homothetic center with the center Vi and the scale factor ξ − 1. As I locates inside
′
C , Vi must stay inside the image of C through the homothetic transformation with the
center Vi and the scale factor ξ − 1 (denoted as Ci ) (see Fig.4.1). Let B be the union
of all Ci (∀i = 1, ..., n). Note that when ε is sufficiently small such that B stays inside
the network, then B is the trajectory of all routing paths from s to t. Accordingly,
the trajectory of sensor nodes that participate in forwarding packets are polygons that
are limited by the boundaries of Ci and the base paths. In Fig.4.1, this trajectory are
polygons whose boundaries are the green lines and the blue lines.
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Figure 4.2: The trajectories of Euclidean routing paths with different values of ε
The trajectory of Euclidean routing paths when ε = ε1 , is bounded by the green line.
The trajectory of Euclidean routing paths when ε = ε2 , is bounded by the orange line.

Let ε1 and ε2 are two positive number where ε1 > ε2 . Let B1 and B2 be the trajectories of sensor nodes participating in forwarding packets when ε = ε1 , and ε = ε2 ,
respectively. Figure 4.2 illustrates B1 and B2 , in which the boundary of B1 is colored
orange and the boundary of B1 is colored green. In the following we will prove the
following statement: "If B1 and B2 stay inside the network, then the probability for a
node to forward a packet in the case ε = ε1 does not exceed that in the case ε = ε2 ".
Denote ξ1 and ξ2 the scale factors in the homothetic transformations in the cases
ε = ε1 and ε = ε2 , respectively. According to formula (4.1), ξ1 and ξ2 is proportional to
ε1 and ε2 , respectively. Let R1 be a Euclidean routing path obtained in the case ε = ε1 .
Then, obviously, there must exist such a Euclidean routing path R2 obtained in the case
ε = ε2 that R1 is an image of R2 through a homothetic transformation with the scale
factor ξξ1 (because they are image of a base path through homothetic transformations
2
with the scale factors of ξ1 and ξ2 , respectively). Therefore, according to Lemma 10 the
length of R1 does not exceed ξξ1 times that of R2 . Consequently, let T1 and T2 be the
2
total hopcounts of all packets from s to t in the cases ε = ε1 and ε = ε2 , respectively.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the areas of B1 and B2 .
In order to compare B1 and B2 , we divide them into sub-regions by dotted lines.
Then, we can deduce that:
L1 ≤

ξ1
L2
ξ2

(4.2)

Moreover, let us divide B1 and B2 into sub-regions by the segments connecting their
(1)
vertices as shown in Fig.4.3. Denote the i-th sub-region of B1 as Si and the corre(1)
(2)
times
sponding sub-region of B2 as Si (Fig.4.3). Obviously, the area of Si is ξξ1 −1
−2
2

(2)
Si .

that of the area of
Let n1 and n2 be the number of nodes participating in forwarding packets in the case ε = ε1 and ε = ε2 , respectively. If we assume that the nodes are
evenly distributed in the network, then n1 and n2 are proportional to the areas of B1 and
B2 , respectively. Accordingly, we have the following:
n1 =

ξ1 − 1
n2
ξ2 − 1

(4.3)

Denote by p1 and p2 the probabilities for a node to forward a packet in the cases ε = ε1
and ε = ε2 , respectively. Then, we have:
L1
n1
L2
=
n2

p1 =

(4.4)

p1

(4.5)
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Network boundary

t

s

Figure 4.4: When ε is too large, the trajectory of the Euclidean routing paths may
exceed the network boundary.
From (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4), it can be deduced that p1 ≤ p2 . It means that when ε is
sufficiently small such that the trajectory of all routing paths from s to t stays inside the
network, then increasing ε tends to improve the load balance.
However, when ε is too large, the trajectory of all routing paths from s to t may
exceed the network boundary as shown in Fig. 4.4. In this case, the area of the trajectory
becomes almost stable when increasing ε . It means that increasing ε cannot increase the
number of sensors participating in the routing process. In the meanwhile, the routing
path stretch still gradually increases when increasing ε . Consequently, increasing ε
tends to decrease the load balance.

4.3 Routing path stretch
Let s,t be an arbitrary source-destination pair, in the following we will prove that the
stretch of a routing path from s to t is upper bounded by 1 + ε .
Lemma 9
Let s and t are two points on the plane. Let lC (s,t) be the shortest Euclidean path from
s to t that bypasses H (s), H (t) and C(s,t). Let lH (s,t) be the shortest Euclidean path
|l (s,t)|
1
from s to t that bypasses H. Then, |lC (s,t)| ≤ (n−2)
π .
H

sin

2n

4.3 Routing path stretch
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Proof
We will prove by showing that there exists a path from s to t that bypasses H (s), H (t)
1
and C(s,t) and that has a length less than (n−2)
π |LH (s,t)| (*).
sin

2n

Let us divide LH (s,t) into three parts: the first one is the path from s to a point on
the boundary of C (s) (named as go-in path), the second one is the path from the point
on the boundary of C (s) (named as go-between path) to a point on the boundary of
C (t), and the last one if the path from the point on the boundary of C (t) to t (named as
go-in path). We denote these three parts as lo , lb and li , and denote the two end points
of lb as Bs and Bt (see Fig.4.5). Note that if s does not stay inside a core polygon then
lo ≡ s, and if t does not stay inside a core polygon then li ≡ t. Then, (*) can be proved
by showing that there exists a path from Bs to Bt that bypasses H (s), H (t) and C(s,t)
1
and that has a length less than (n−2)
π |lb |. Obviously, lb is comprised of the vertices
sin

2n

n

of convex hull of the holes. Suppose lb = Bs H11 ...H1n1 ...Hm1 ...Hmnm Bt , where H 1j ...H j j
is a boundary segment of convex hull of hole H j (∀ j = 1, m) (see Fig. 3.20). Let us
denote C j as the core polygon of H j . Note that, for each j ∈ {1, 2, ..., m − 1}, segment
n
n
H j j H 1j+1 intersect C j at at most two points and one of them is H j j . We denote the
n
n
second intersection point as I 2j , where I 2j ≡ H j j if H j j H 1j+1 intersects C j at only one
n
point. Similarly, H j j H 1j+1 also intersects C j+1 at at most two points, one of them is
H 1j+1 . We denote the other intersection point as I 1j+1 which may coincides with C1j+1
n
if H j j H 1j+1 intersects C j+1 at only one point. We also denote the intersection point of
nm
Bs H11 with C1 as I11 and the intersection
point
with Cm as Im2 . We will prove that,
o of Hm Bt 
n

the path L = sI11 I11 ∼ I12 C ...I 1j I 1j ∼ I 2j
I 2j ....I1im Im1 ∼ Im2 C Im2 t (the direction of
m
1
C
j o
o
n
n
n
j
I 1j ∼ I 2j
is the same as that of H 1j ∼ H j
) satisfies condition (*). Note that,
Cj

I 2j I 1j+1

Hj

n
is a part of H j j H 1j+1

(∀ j = 1, m), thus they do not intersect any core polygon. L is
comprised of core polygons’ boundary segments and the set of I 2j I 1j+1 ( j = 1, m), thus L
does not intersect any core polygon. Since all core polygons are disjoint, L stays outside
of all holes.
Now we will prove that |L| ≤

decomposed as:

m

|L| = Bs I11 + ∑

j=1

1
sin

(n−2)π
2n

|LH (s,t)|. Note that, the length of L can be

1
I j ∼ I 2j

m−1
Cj

+

∑
j=1

I 2j I 1j+1 + Im2 Bt

(4.6)
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of LH (s,t), lb and L. The red line is lb the blue line is L.
The length of LH (s,t) can be decomposed as:
o
n
m
n
|LH (s,t)| = Bs I11 + ∑ I 1j H 1j ∼ H j j

m−1

Hj

j=1

I 2j +

∑

I 2j I 1j+1 + Im2 Bt

(4.7)

j=1

From (4.6) and (4.7), it is obviously that we can prove the lemma by showing that:
1
I j ∼ I 2j

Cj

≤

o
n
n
I 1j H 1j ∼ H j j

1
π
sin (n−2)
2n

Hj

I 2j ∀ j ∈ {1, ..., m}

o
n
n
We denote H kj 1 , ..., H kj v as the H j ’s vertices that belong to H11 ∼ H j j
the boundary of C j , and denote CujCu+1
as the edge of C j that contains
j
Using triangular cosin formula, we have:
k

u+1
+ Cu+1
H kj u Cu+1
j Hj
j

≤
≤

1
sin

2

π
sin (n−2)
2n

and stay on
(∀u = 1, v).

k

ku+1
∠H kj u Cu+1
j Hj

1

Hj
H kj u

(4.8)

H kj u H j u+1

n
o
k
H kj u ∼ H j u+1

∀ j = 1, m (4.9)

Hj

Similarly, we have:
I 1j C1j
I 2j Cv+1
j

+

+

C1j H kj 1
kv
Cv+1
j Hj

≤

1
π
sin (n−2)
2n

≤



1
π
sin (n−2)
2n

I 1j H 1j



+

n
I 2j H j j

n
+

H 1j
n

∼ H kj 1

H kj v

∼

o

Hj

n
Hj j

By summing up (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11 ) we obtain (4.8)

Lemma 10
′
Let l be the image of l through the transformation F(l, P, α ), then

o

l

′

|l|


Hj

(4.10)


≤ α.

(4.11)

4.3 Routing path stretch
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Proof
′
′
According to the definition of F in Section 3.7.3.2, l ′ is comprised of L1 , ..., Lk where
′
Li is the image of Li through a homothetic transformation Fi . Suppose Li consists of ni
vertices L1i , ..., Lni i , then according to (3.77) the scale factor of Fi is defined as follows.

ξi = 1 + (α − 1)

z i + ai
xi + yi

(4.12)

where xi = |Li |, yi = Oi L1i + Oi Lni i ,

′


1


sL1i + Lni i L1i+1 , if i = 1



2

 1 ni−1
Li Li−1 + Lni i L1i+1
zi =
, if k = 2, k − 1

2




1 ni−1 1

 Lni i t + Li−1
Li , if i = k
2
′j

′

′

(4.13)
(4.14)
(4.15)

j

Suppose Li = Li1 , ..., Lini where Li = Fi (Li ), then we have:
l′

=

|l| =

k

′

k−1

′

′

′n

′

1
sL11 + ∑ Li + ∑ Lini Li+1
+ Lk k t
i=1
k

i=1
k−1

i=1

i=1

(4.16)

n

sL11 + ∑ |Li | + ∑ Lni i L1i+1 + Lk k t

(4.17)

′

Since Li is the image of Li (∀ j = 1, m) through a homothetic transformation with the
scale factor ξ j , we have:
′

Li = ξi |Li |

(4.18)

Using triangular inequality, we have:
′

sL11
′

Lknk t
′

′

′

′

1
Lini Li+1
1
⇒ Lini Li+1

′

≤ |sL1 | + L1 L11 = |sL1 | + (α1 − 1) |I1 L1 |
′

≤

Lnk k t + Lnk k Lknk = Lnk k t + (ξk − 1) Ik Lnk k

≤

1
Lini Lni i + Lni i L1i+1 + L1i+1 Li+1

≤

Lni i L1i+1 + (ξ j − 1) Ii L1i + Ii Lni i

′

(4.19)
(4.20)

′



(4.21)
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of l and l ′ . The blue line is l, the orange line is l ′ .
Summing up (4.18), (4.19), (4.20) and (4.21), we have:
k
k−1
k−1

l ′ ≤ |sL1 | + Lnk k t + ∑ Lni i L1i+1 + ∑ ξi |Li | + ∑ (ξ j − 1) Ii L1i + |Ii Lni i |
i=1

i=1

(4.22)

i=1

The right side of (4.22) equals to:
k

∑ ξixi + (ξi − 1) y j + zi

i=1

By substituting value of ξi from (4.12), we have ξi xi + (ξi − 1) yi + zi = α (xi + zi ). Consequently, |l ′ | ≤ ξ Γ1 ∑ki=1 xi + zi = α |l|
Theorem 3
The stretch of every routing path is upper bounded by 1 + ε .
Let us denote by L (s,t) the theoretical shortest hole-bypassing Euclidean path from
s to t, and R(s,t) the Euclidean routing path from s to t determined by our protocol.
According to the network model assumed in Section 3.1, the length of the theoretical
shortest routing path and the length of the real routing path determined by our protocol
can be approximated by |L (s,t)| and |R(s,t)|, respectively. Therefore, the routing path
|R(s,t)|
|R(s,t)|
stretch can be approximated by |L
(s,t)| . In the following, we will prove that |L (s,t)| ≤
1 + ε.
Case 1: s is a t-aware node
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On the one hand, R(s,t) is the image of the base path (i.e., B(s)) through the
transformation F(B(s), A(s), α1), thus according to Lemma 10, we have:
|R(s,t)|
≤ α1
|B(s)|

(4.23)

On the other hand, according to Lemma 9, we have:
1
|lC (s,t)|
≤
(n−2)
π
|L (s,t)| sin
2n

(4.24)

Moreover, as |B(s)| = θ1 |lC (s,t)|, we have:
|B(s)| ≤

1
π
sin (n−2)
2n

θ1 |L (s,t)|

From (4.23) and (4.25), it can be deduced that |R(s,t)| ≤ α1

α1 =

1+ε
θ1

(4.25)
1
sin

(n−2)π
2n

θ1 |L (s,t)|. Since

π
(according to (3.83)), we have |R(s,t)| ≤ (1 + ε ) |L (s,t)|.
sin (n−2)
2n

Case 2: s is a t-blind node
Let us denote R(t ′,t) as the Euclidean routing path determined by t ′. Suppose
lC (s, v) is the shortest path from s to a vertex of C (t) that bypasses H (s) and C(s) (i.e.,
v is a vertex of C (t)). Let u denote the intersection of L (s,t) with the boundary of C (t),
and V1V2 denote the edge of C (t) containing u. Denote by L (s, u), L (s,V1 ), L (s,V2 )
the shortest Euclidean paths bypassing H(s) from s to u,V1 ,V2 , respectively. Denote
by lC (s,V1 ), lC (s,V2) the shortest Euclidean paths bypassing H (s) and C(s) from s to
V1 ,V2 , respectively. Since lC (s, v) is the shortest Euclidean path from s to a vertex of
H (t) that bypasses H (s) and C(s), we have:
|lC (s, v)| ≤ Min {|lC (s,V1)| , |lC (s,V2)|}

(4.26)

Moreover, according to Lemma 9, we have:
|lC (s,V1 )| ≤
|lC (s,V2 )| ≤

1
sin

(n−2)π
2n

1
sin

(n−2)π
2n

|L (s,V1 )|

(4.27)

|L (s,V2 )|

(4.28)
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Therefore, from (4.26), (4.27) and (4.28), it can be deduced that:
|lC (s, v)| ≤

1
π
sin (n−2)
2n

Min {|L (s,V1 )| , |L (s,V2 )|}

(4.29)

Note that
|L (s,V1 )| ≤ |L (s, u)| + uV1

|L (s,V2 )| ≤ |L (s, u)| + uV2

(4.30)
(4.31)

Consequently, from (4.26)(4.27)(4.28)(4.44)(4.30)(4.31), we deduce that:
|lC (s, v)| ≤
≤

1
sin

(n−2)π
2n

1
sin

(n−2)π
2n


|V1V2 |
|L (s, u)| +
2


dC (t)
|L (s, u)| +
2


(4.32)

This is equivalent to
|L (s, u)| ≥ sin

eC (t)
(n − 2)π
|lC (s, v)| −
2n
2

(4.33)

As lG is the shortest Euclidean path from a vertex of C (t) to t, we have:
|lG | ≤ |L (u,t)| +

eC (t)
2

(4.34)

Consequently, from (4.33) and (4.34), we obtain:


|L (s,t)| ≥ Max sin

eC (t)
(n − 2)π
|lC (s, v)| −
,
2n
2

(n − 2)π
sin
|lC (s, v)| + |lG | − eC (t)
(4.35)
2n

The routing path length from s to t can be decomposed into two parts: the first one is
the path from s to t ′ (denoted by lt ′ ) and the second one is the path from t ′ to t (i.e., that
can be approximated by R(t ′,t)). Therefore, we have:
|R(s,t)| = |lt ′ | + R(t ′ ,t)

(4.36)
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Since R(t ′,t) is the image of B(t ′ ) through the homothetic transformation with the
scale factor of α2 , according to Lemma 10, we have:
R(t ′,t) ≤ α2 B(t ′ )

(4.37)

|R(s,t)| ≤ |lt ′ | + α2 B(t ′)

(4.38)

Therefore,

According to (3.85), α2 can be either 1, or
1) If α2 =

(1+ε )L0 −|lt ′ |
|B(t ′ )|

(1+ε )L0 −|lt ′ |
.
|B(t ′ )|

Substituting the value of α2 into (4.38), we obtain: |R(s,t)| ≤ (1 + ε ) L0 . According
to (4.35), |L (s,t)| ≥ L0 , thus |R(s,t)| ≤ (1 + ε ) |L (s,t)| 
2) If α2 = 1
Suppose w is the vertex of C (t) which is the end point of B(s). Let us denote θ2 as
the ratio of B(t ′ ) to the length of the shortest path from t ′ to t. We have the following:
|R(s,t)| ≤ |lt ′ | + B(t ′ ) ≤ θ2 {|R(s, w)| + |L (w,t)|}
Note that R(s, w) is the image of B(s) through the homothetic transformation with
the scale factor of α1 , thus |R(s, w) ≤ α1 |B(s)| (according to Lemma 10). Moreover,

eC (t)
1
(see
as |B(s)| = θ1 |lC (s, v)| ≤ Γ1 |lC (s, v)| and |lC (s, v)| ≤ (n−2)π |L (s, u)| + 2
sin

(4.47)), consequently we have:

|R(s, w)| ≤

α 1 θ1
sin

(n−2)π
2n

2n


eC (t) 
|L (s, u)| +
2

(4.39)

pC (t)
2

(4.40)

We also have:
|L (w,t)| ≤ |L (u,t)| +
From (4.39), (4.39) and (4.40), we obtain:
|R(s,t)| ≤ Γ2
|R(s,t)| ≤ θ2

"

"

α 1 θ1
sin

(n−2)π
2n

α 1 θ1
sin

(n−2)π
2n


eC (t) 
pC (t)
|L (s, u)| +
+ |L (u,t)| +
2
2
#

eC (t)  pC (t)
|L (s,t)| +
+
2
2

#

(4.41)
(4.42)
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(

According to (3.85), α1 = Max 1,
*) If α1 =

sin

n

(1+ε )L0 pC (t)
− 2
θ2

eC (t) 
θ1 L 0 + 2

(n−2)π
2n

n
o
π (1+ε )L0 pC (t)
sin (n−2)
− 2
2n
θ2


:
e
θ1 L0 + C2(t)

o)

.

By substituting the value of α1 into (4.41), we obtain:
|R(s,t)| ≤ (1 + ε )L0

(4.43)

Since |L (s,t)| ≥ L0 (see (4.35)), consequently |R(s,t)| ≤ (1 + ε )|L (s,t)|.
*) If α1 = 1:
(4.42) is equivalent to the following:
|R(s,t)| ≤ θ2

"

θ1
sin

(n−2)π
2n


eC (t)  pC (t)
|L (s,t)| +
+
2
2

According to the definition, we have: θ2 ≤ Γ2 , thus θ2 ≤ Max
If θ2 ≤

θ1
(n−2)π
sin 2n

L0 (1+e ε )  p
C (t)
C (t)
L0 + 2 + 2

, then θ2 ≤

θ1
(n−2)π
sin 2n





1,

#

θ1
(n−2)π
sin 2n

|L (s,t)|(1+e ε )  p
C (t)
C (t)
|L (s,t)|+ 2 + 2

(4.44)

L0 (1+e ε )  p
L0 + C2(t) + C2(t)

If θ2 = 1, then (4.44) is equivalent to the following:

(

θ1
sin

Now, note that θ1 ≤ Max 1,

sin

(n−2)π
2n
(n−2)π
2n



|L (s,t)| +

eC (t)  pC (t)
+
2
2

eC (t)
2

blind node, it must satisfies condition (3.76), thus:
!
pC (t)
eC (t)
1
≤ 1+ε −
+
dC (t) (s) ≤
2
2 sin (n−2)π
sin (n−2)π
2n

(4.45)

)

pC (t) 
(1+ε )dC (t) (s)− 2

dC (t) (s)+

2n

. Moreover, since s is a t-

1+ε −



(because |L (s,t)| ≥

L0 , according to (4.35)). Therefore, |R(s,t)| ≤ (1 + ε ) |L (s,t)|.

|R(s,t)| ≤




1
π
sin (n−2)
2n

!

|L (s,t)|

(4.46)
Consequently, if θ1 = 1 then by substituting (4.46) into (4.44) we obtain that |R(s,t)| ≤
(1 + ε )|L (s,t)|.

.
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Otherwise, if θ1 =
sin

(n−2)π
2n



sin

(n−2)π
2n

(1+ε )|L (s,t)|−

dC (t) (s)+

|L (s,t)|
2

pC (t)
2
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pC (t) 
(1+ε )dC (t) (s)− 2

d
(s)+
 C (t)

eC (t)
2

, then note that

sin

(n−2)π
2n


pC (t) 
(1+ε )dC (t) (s)− 2

dC (t) (s)+

eC (t)
2

. Therefore,

θ1 ≤

(n−2)π
sin 2n



pC (t)
(1 + ε ) |L (s,t)| − 2

dC (t) (s) +

|L (s,t)|
2

Substituting (4.47) into (4.44), we obtain |R(s,t)| ≤ (1 + ε )|L (s,t)|

(4.47)

≤
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5
Numerical results

5.1 Evaluation metrics
We evaluate and compare the performance of BSMH with three existing protocols,
namely GPSR [21] and LVGR [29] and EDGR [134]. As mentioned in Section 1.2,
we focus on three design factors: routing path length minimization, control overhead
minimization and load balance maximization. In this section, we investigate how does
our proposed protocol satisfy these design factors by using the following evaluation
metrics:
1. Metrics regarding routing path length minimization
• Average routing path stretch: The routing path stretch of a routing path is
defined by the ratio of its hop count to that of the theoretical shortest path.
The average routing path stretch of a routing protocol is the average value of
routing path stretches of all the routing paths determined by the protocol.
• Average delay: We evaluate the average end-to-end delay of all data packets
that successfully arrive at the destinations.
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2. Metrics regarding control overhead minimization
• Total amount of control packets: Control packets are defined as packets that
are not data packets. In BSHM and LVGR, control packets consist of packets for exchanging node information (named as HELLO packets), packets
for determining hole boundaries (named as HBA packets), and packets for
broadcasting hole information (named as HCI packets). In GPSR, the control packet is only HELLO packet. In EDGR, control packets include beacons that periodically broadcast node information (i.e., energy, location, ...),
and burst packets that determine the anchors. We measure the total amount
(in bytes) of all the control packets which has been transmitted from when
the simulation start till the first node dies.
3. Metrics regarding load balance maximization
• Maximum packet forwarding ratio: Which indicates the maximum ratio of
the number of packets forwarded by a node to the total number of packets
sent. Specifically, let pi be the number of packets forwarded by the i-th
node, and p be the total number of packet sentnby o
all source nodes, then the
pi
maximum forwarding ratio is defined by Max p . In general, the smaller
maximum packet forwarding ratio reflects the better load balance.
• Network lifetime: As described in Section 1, in large-scale wireless sensor
networks, the death of even only one node may affect the operation of the
whole network. Accordingly, the network lifetime should be defined as the
time period until the first node dies. Indeed, according to our survey presented in Section 2.3, this definition is the one used the most in the literature.
In our experiments, all protocols spend the first 400s for the setup phase, and
the first data packet is sent after that. Thus, we define the network lifetime
as the time period from the first data packet was sent until the first node dies.
Besides the above metrics, the following metrics are also used because they are the
common metrics which have been used frequently in evaluating routing protocols in
WSNs, according to our survey in Section 2.3.
5. Other metrics

5.2 Simulation settings
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• Delivery ratio: Which is defined by the ratio of the number of data packets
successfully arriving at the destinations to the total number of data packets
sent by the sources.
• Energy consumption per packet: Which is the ratio of the total energy consumption of all the nodes to the total number of packets successfully delivered.

5.2 Simulation settings

(a) Region 1.

(b) Region 2.

(c) Region 3.

(d) Region 4.

(e) Region 5.

(f) Region 6.

Figure 5.1: Real maps obtained from the Google Earth.
The black regions represent the lakes.
We use various network topologies that are generated based on the real map obtained
from the Google Earth as follows. First, we extract from the maps around the Amazon
ten regions which contain obstacles, and embed each them into a 1000 × 1000m2 network area. Then, for each network area, we randomly scatter about 4000 nodes by
dividing the network into 63 × 63 square grid and in each square, we put one sensor
in a random position. Finally, we remove all sensor nodes that stay inside the obstacles. Figure 5.1 shows the real images obtained from the Google Earth. From these
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(a) Topology 1.

(b) Topology 2.

(c) Topology 3.

(d) Topology 4.

(e) Topology 5.

(f) Topology 6.

Figure 5.2: Network topologies for 1-n communication.

(a) Topology 1.

(b) Topology 2.

(c) Topology 3.

(d) Topology 4.

(e) Topology 5.

(f) Topology 6.

Figure 5.3: Network topologies for n-n communication.
The blue circles represent the sensors. The red diamonds represent the sources and the
blue triangle represents the destination.

5.2 Simulation settings
Factor
MAC type
Interface queue model
Transmission of radio
Antenna type
Queue length
Transmission range
Node initial energy
Node idle power
Node receive power
Node transmit power
Packet sending interval
Data packet size
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Value
CSMA/CA
DropTail
TwoRayGround
OmniAntenna
50 packets
40 m
30 J
9.6 mW
45 mW
88.5 mW
10 s
50 bytes

Table 5.1: Parameters of a sensor node.

images, we create six network topologies for 1-n communication (multiple sources vs
one destination) (Fig.5.2) and other sixes topologies for n-n communication (multiple
sources vs multiple destinations) (Fig.5.3). There are total 120 source-destination pairs
which are randomly chosen to intersect with the holes. The simulated time is 2000s.
The first 400s is for network setup and the remaining 1600s is for data forwarding. In
the network setup phase, the nodes broadcast HELLO packets which contain their own
location information. In LVGR and BSMH, the network setup phase is also for locating
and disseminating information of the holes and the forbidden areas. The plotted values
are the average of 10 simulation runs along with 95% confidence interval. The experiments are conducted using the NS-2 simulator and on a computer with an Intel Core
i5-4570 3.2 GHz x 4 CPU and 8 GB of RAM, and running Ubuntu 14.04 64-bit. The
MAC protocol, interface queue model, radio model, antenna type, queue length, transmission range are set to the default values of NS2. To study the energy consumption of
the protocols, we used the energy model suggested by Shnayder et al. [175]. Specifically, the power supply is set to 3V , the currents regrading idle state, receiving state and
transmitting state are set to 3.2mA, 15mA and 21.5mA, respectively. Accordingly, the
per second energy consumption with respect to idle state, receiving state and transmitting state are 9.6mW , 45mW and 88.5mW , respectively. The initial energy of all node
is set to 30J to ensure that the network lifetimes achieved by all protocols are smaller
than the simulated time. As the maximum size of a packet following 802.15.4 standard
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is 127 bytes, if the packet size exceeds 127 bytes, there will be multiple packets sent.
Therefore, the data packet size should be set to less than 127 bytes. We have conducted
the experiments with the data packets size of 50 bytes and 100 bytes and found that the
trend of the results does not depend on the data packet size. Therefore, in the following,
we set the size of all data packets to 50 bytes. The sizes of control packets depend on
their types as specified in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3. The fragmentation threshold of the
control packets is set to the default value in NS2, i.e., 1000 bytes. When the size of a
control packet exceeds the fragmentation threshold, it will be fragmented into multiple
packets. Table 5.1 summarizes the parameters used for the sensor nodes.
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5.3 Impact of the stretch factor ε

4

Stretch factor ε

Figure 5.4: Impact of ε on routing path stretch.
The blue lines represent the average stretch of all routing paths, the red lines represent
the percentage of Euclidean routing paths that exceed the network boundary.
In this section, we study the impact of the stretch factor, ε , on the performance of
BSMH. To do so, we vary the value of ε from 0.3 to 4.5 and observe its impact on the
routing path stretch and load balance achieved by BSMH. Although the experiments are
conducted on all topologies shown in Fig. 5.2 and 5.3, to facilitate the readability, in
what follows, we show only the results on one topology with single hole, i.e., Topology
2 (Fig. 5.2(b)).
Figure 5.4 depicts the impact of ε on the routing path stretch. As shown, the average
routing path stretch increases gradually when ε increases. This phenomenon can be
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4

Stretch factor ε

Figure 5.5: Impact of ε on load balance.
The blue lines represent the maximum packet forwarding ratio of sensor nodes, the red
lines represent the percentage of Euclidean routing paths that exceed the network
boundary.
explained as follows. In BSMH, packets are forwarded along the Euclidean paths that
are the image of the base paths through homothetic transformations. The scale factor
of the homothetic transformations is proportional to ε . Therefore, the increase of ε
leads to the enlargement of the Euclidean paths, and increase the routing path stretch,
consequently.
The impact of ε on the maximum packet forwarding ratio is shown in Fig.5.5. As
shown, when ε increases from 0.3 to 0.8, almost all of the Euclidean routing paths stay
inside the network. Therefore, increasing ε helps to enlarge the number of sensors participating in forwarding packets, thereby reduce the maximum packet forwarding ratio.
When ε varies from 0.8 to 2.0, a number of Euclidean routing paths may exceed the
network boundary, thus the increase of ε almost can’t help to improve the load balance
(i.e., the maximum forwarding ratio is almost stable when ε varies in this range). The
greater ε , the more Euclidean routing paths exceeding the network boundary. Specifically, when ε reaches 2.5, more than 25% of Euclidean routing paths staying outside of
the network boundary. Hence, increasing ε can’t enlarge the number of sensors participating in forwarding packets. In the meanwhile, the increase of ε results in the increase
of routing path length (see Fig.5.4), thus imposes more traffic load on the sensor nodes.
Consequently, when ε ≥ 2.5, the increase of ε worsen the load balance.
Figure 5.6 illustrates the impact of ε on the network lifetime. The trend of the network lifetime is similar to that of the load balance but they are not exactly the same.
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As shown, the network lifetime gets the peak at ε = 1.5. Before the peak, the increase
of ε extends the network lifetime significantly, but beyond the peak, the network lifetime decreases fast when increasing ε . This phenomenon can be explained as follows.
When ε ≤ 1.5, the increase of ε improve the load balance significantly (this can be seen
through the big slope in Fig.5.5), thus the network lifetime is extended. When ε varies
from 1.5 to 2.5, the load balance stays almost the same, but the average routing path
stretch of all routing paths increases (as shown in Fig.5.4). Note that besides the energy
consumed for sending packets, nodes have to spend energy for receiving packets from
its neighbors. The increase of average routing path stretch results in the enlargement
of the total traffic in the network, which may increases the energy consumed for packet
receiving. In consequence, the network lifetime decreases when ε varies from 1.5 to 2.5.
Beyond 2.5, increasing of ε not only increases the routing path stretch, but also worsens
the load balance, thus the network lifetime is shortened.

4

Stretch factor ε

Figure 5.6: Impact of ε on the network lifetime.
The blue lines represent the network lifetime, the red lines represent the percentage of
Euclidean routing paths that exceed the network boundary.
Finally, it can be seen that the experimental results show the consistency with the
theoretical analysis described in Section 4.2.

5.4 Comparison of BSMH and other benchmarks
In the following sections, we will compare the performance of our protocol with those
of three existing protocols, namely GPSR [21] and LVGR [29] and EDGR [134]. GPSR

5.4 Comparison of BSMH and other benchmarks
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uses greedy forwarding as the default mode. When a packet encounters the local minimum phenomenon, it switches from greedy to perimeter mode whereby the packet is
forwarded along the hole boundary. In LVGR, the packet is forwarded along a holebypassing Euclidean path from the source to the destination. This path is determined by
using a visibility graph whose vertices are the vertices of the convex hulls of the holes.
In EDGR, the source nodes randomly choose an anchor lists from two candidates. The
packet then is forwarded towards the chosen anchor lists, gradually. Moreover, the next
hop is heuristically chosen based on not only location information but also the residual
energy.
The stretch factor (i.e., ε ) of BSMH is set to 0.3, 0.5 and 1.2, the number of vertices
of the core polygons is set to 8.

5.4.1 Average routing path stretch
The comparison in terms of the average routing path stretch is shown in Fig.5.7. As
shown, for all network topologies, LVGR attains the best performance and followed by
BSMH with ε = 0.3. However, as will be shown in Section 5.4.7 and 5.4.6, the shortest
routing path stretch of LVGR has to compensate by a poor performance regarding the
load balance and the network lifetime. In general, BSMH with small values of ε (i.e.,
ε = 0.3; 0.5) attains smaller routing path stretch than EDGR and GPSR. However, the
increase of ε will increases the routing path stretch, and when ε = 1.2, the routing path
stretch of BSMH is higher than that of EDGR and GPSR in 8/12 cases. More specifically, we have the following detail observations. Regarding to the 1-n communication,
the average routing path stretch attained by BSMH with ε = 0.3 is always less than 79%
that of EDGR in all topologies, and 97% that of GPSR in 5/6 topologies (excepting
Topology 5). When ε reaches 0.5, BSMH results in the average routing path stretch
which is smaller than 89% that of EDGR in all cases, and smaller than 97% that of
GPSR in 4/6 cases (in the other cases, the average routing path stretch caused by BSMH
and GPSR are almost similar). Regarding the n-n communication, the average routing
path stretch attained by BSMH with ε = 0.3 is less than 81% that of EDGR and 96%
that of GPSR in all topologies. In the best cases, the BSMH gains the average routing path stretch begin smaller than 75% that of EDGR and 72% that of GPSR. When
ε = 0.5, the average routing path stretch caused by BSMH is always less than 89% that
of EDGR, and less than 93% that of GPSR in 4/6 cases (in the other cases, the average
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(a) 1-n communication.
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GPSR

Figure 5.7: The average routing path stretch of successfully delivered packets.
routing path stretch caused by BSMH and GPSR are almost similar).

5.4.2 Average end-to-end delay
Figure 5.8 depicts the average end-to-end delay of all successfully delivered packets.
Since LVGR attains the best performance in terms of the average routing path stretch,
it also results in the smallest average end-to-end delay. Following LVGR, BSMH with
small values of ε (i.e., ε = 0.3 and 0.5) gains the second-best performance. Moreover,
the performance gap between LVGR and BSMH is insignificant when ε is small. For
examples, when ε = 0.3, the average end-to-end delay resulted by BSMH is smaller
than 1.1 times that caused by LVGR in both 1-n and n-n communication. Similar to the
routing path stretch, the end-to-end delay caused by BSMH increases with the increase
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Figure 5.8: Average end-to-end delay of successfully delivered packets.
of ε . When ε reaches 1.2, BSMH may cause an end-to-end delay higher than 1.7 time
that of LVGR in the worst cases (i.e, Topo 3, 4 in 1-n communication). In comparison
with EDGR, it can be seen that the end-to-end delay caused by BSMH with ε = 0.3 and
0.5 are smaller than that of EDGR in all topologies. Specifically, BSMH with ε = 0.3
results in an average routing path stretch smaller than 71% and 75% regrading 1-n and nn communications, respectively. When ε increases to 0.5, the ratio between the routing
path stretch of BSMH to that of EDGR is smaller than 0.78 and 0.81 with respect to
1-n and n-n communications, respectively. The performance of GPSR strongly depends
on the network topology. Specifically, its end to end delay is extremely higher than
those of the other protocols in some cases such as Topologies 1 and 3 despite of the fact
that its average routing path stretch is not much higher than that of the other protocols
. We observe that the end-to-end delay is affected not only by the transmission time
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between the hops, but also is contributed by the processing time in the hops. While the
former one closely related to the routing path routing path stretch, the later one has a
strong relationship with the load balance. Hence, there are two main reasons causing
the worse performance of GPSR in terms of end-to-end delay. The first reason is due
to the long route path (as described in Section 5.4.1), and the second reason is due to
the traffic concentration around the hole boundaries (which has been shown in Section
5.4.6).
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Figure 5.9: Total amount of control packets.
The total amount of control packets required by the protocols is presented in Figure
5.9. As the control overhead does not depend on the communication type, we plot the
results regarding 1-n communication.
As expected, GPSR achieves the best performance and its overhead is extremely
smaller than those of the others. Although EDGR requires to send the beacons periodically, these beacons are quite lightweight, therefore the overhead caused by EDGR
is still smaller than those of BSMH and LVGR. Both BSMH and LVGR need to determine the hole boundaries and disseminate hole information. Moreover, since the control
packets used in these two phases are quite heavy, BSMH and LVGR result in the worst
performance. However, note that the hole boundary determination and hole information
dissemination phases of BSMH and LVGR are conducted only one time while the beaconing of EDGR is conducted periodically, the control overhead of EDGR may higher
than those of BSMH and LVGR when increasing the simulation time. By using core
polygon instead of the exact hole, BSMH reduces overhead significantly compared with
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LVGR. Specifically, the overhead caused by BSMH is always smaller than 53% that
caused LVGR.
Another observation is that the overhead of BSMH slightly decreases when increasing the ε . This is due to the fact that the increase of ε will shrink the region for disseminating hole information.
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Figure 5.10: Average energy consumption per packet.
The average energy consumed to delivery one packet is shown in Figure 5.10. In
general, BSMH and LVGR outperform EDGR and GPSR. Moreover, the performance
of BSMH and LVGR are almost similar. GPSR shows the worst performance and its
energy consumption per packet is much higher than those caused by other protocols in
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most the cases. EDGR results in a poor performance regarding Topologies 1, 2, 3, 4.
This is due to its high delivery ratios and large routing path stretch (see Section 5.4.5
and 5.4.1). In the other topologies, EDGR attains a similar performance with BSMH
and LVGR. This phenomenon can be explained as followed: As BSMH and LVGR use
shorter routing paths (reflected by better performances in terms of routing path stretch
as shown in Section 5.4.1), they may consume less energy than EDGR regarding data
transmission. However, as will be shown in Section 5.4.3, the control overhead caused
by EDGR is much smaller than those of BSMH and LVGR, thus the energy consumed
by transmitting the control packets of EDGR is smaller than those of BSMH and LVGR.

5.4.5 Packet delivery ratio
Figure 5.11 depicts the delivery ratio of the protocols. As shown, BSMH and LVGR
achieve the best performance with the delivery ratio approximately equals to 1 in both
1-n and n-n communication types. The reason is because BSMH and LVGR forward all
packets along hole bypassing paths. As hole bypassing paths don’t intersect the holes’
interior, the local minimum problem is solved thoroughly, and all packets are delivered
to the destinations. GPSR achieves a good performance in topologies where the sources
stay outside of concave areas of the holes, e.g., Topologies 4, 5, 6. When the sources
stay inside of concave areas of the holes, e.g., Topologies 1, 2, GPSR suffer from local
minimum problem and some packets are dropped. In all the cases, the delivery ratio of
GPSR is higher than 97%.
EDGR attains a high delivery ratios in Topologies 3, 4, 5, 6, but its performance degrades severely in Topologies 1, 2. In the worst case, i.e., Topo 2 in n-n communication,
EDGR can delivery only less than 70% of packets to the destinations. We observe that
the main reason for packet dropping of EDGR is because the burst packets (which are
used to determine the anchor list) could not come back to the source before sending data
packets.

5.4.6 Maximum packet forwarding ratio
The maximum packet ratios caused by the protocols are shown in Fig.5.12. As shown,
our protocol (especially with high values of ε ) strongly outperforms the other ones.
Specifically, the maximum packet forwarding ratio caused by BSMH for all settings of
ε is smaller than those caused by LVGR, EDGR and GPSR in all topologies except-
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Figure 5.11: The ratio of the number of packets successfully delivered to the total
number of packets sent.

ing topology 6 in 1-n communication. EDGR and LVGR attain the second-best and
third-best performances in most of the cases, and GPSR shows the highest maximum
packet forwarding due to the perimeter routing nature. With ε = 1.2, BSMH results in
the maximum packet forwarding ratio which is less than 73% that of LVGR, 81% and
EDGR and 64% that of GPSR, in all 1-n communication topologies. In the best cases,
the maximum packet forwarding ratio caused by BSMH is smaller 41%, 32% and 27%
those of LVGR, EDGR and GPSR, respectively. Regarding the n-n communication,
BSMH with ε reduces the maximum packet forwarding ratio by the factors of 0.51,
0.52 and 0.44 compared to LVGR, EDGR, and GPSR, respectively. In the best cases,
the maximum packet forwarding ratio resulted by BSMH is smaller than 0.18, 0.16 and
0.17 times those of LVGR, EDGR, and GPSR, respectively. The maximum packet for-
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Figure 5.12: The maximum percentage of packets forwarded by a sensor node.
warding ratio caused by BSMH with ε = 0.5 is always smaller than 96% that of LVGR,
68% that of EDGR (in 5/6 cases), and 84% that of GPSR in the 1-n communication.
With respect to the n-n communication, the maximum packet forwarding ratio caused
by BSMH with ε = 0.5 is always smaller than 60% that of LVGR, 70% that of EDGR
and 63% that of GPSR. When reducing ε to 0.3, BSMH outperforms all of the existing
protocols regarding all topologies in the n-n communication and 5/6 cases regarding the
1-n communication.
Regarding Topology 6 in 1-n communication, it can be seen that BSMH with ε = 0.3
shows the worst performance and BSMH with ε = 0.5 shows the third-worst performance among all of the protocols. This phenomenon can be explained as follows.
Firstly, as this topology consists of many small holes, the diversity of routing paths
determined by the other protocols (i.e., LVGR, EDGR, GPSR) is increased. Therefore,
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Figure 5.13: Packet forwarding ratio distribution regarding Topology 4.
The x-axis represent the node orders that are sorted by the descending order of the
packet forwarding ratio. The y-axis represents the packet forwarding ratios and the
x-axis represent the orders of the nodes.

the performance attained by the other protocols in this topology is better than those attained by the same protocols in other topologies. Secondly, as the spaces between the
holes in this topology are small, the scale factors used in the homothetic transformations
for determining the Euclidean routing paths in BSMH is limited. In other words, the diversity of routing paths determined by BSMH is degraded in Topology 6. Consequently,
BSMH with small values of ε can not improve load balance in comparison with other
protocols.
Another observation is that the maximum packet forwarding ratios of all protocols
in n-n communication are smaller than those in 1-n communication. This can be seen
by comparing Fig.5.12(a) and Fig.5.12(b), where the values plotted in Fig.5.12(b) are
much smaller than those plotted in Fig.5.12(a). Moreover, the performance gaps between BSMH and the other protocols regarding n-n communication is larger than those
regarding 1-n communication. This phenomenon can be explained by the so-called
hotspot problem caused by the high traffic load around the destination.
To facilitate the understanding, we also plot the distribution of packet forwarding
ratios of all nodes in Fig.5.13. It can be seen that the span of the distributions caused
by BSMH in both 1-n and n-n communication are much larger than those caused by
the other protocols. This result means that the number of sensors participating in data
forwarding in BSMH is much more than those in the other protocols. Moreover, the
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height of the distribution attained by BSMH is much smaller than those of the other
protocols. This result implies that the maximum number of packets forwarded by a
node in BSMH is much smaller than those in the other protocols.
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Figure 5.14: The network lifetime.
The network lifetime achieved by the protocols are shown in Fig.5.14. As shown,
the network lifetime achieved by BSMH (especially with high values of ε ) is much
higher than that of the other protocols. LVGR attains the second-best performance in
most of the cases. GPSR and EDGR show the smallest network lifetime. With ε = 1.2,
BSMH results in the network lifetime which is higher than 1.1 times that of LVGR,
1.1 times that of EDGR and 1.2 times that of GPSR in 1-n communication, for all
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network topologies. Specifically, in the best cases, BSMH with ε = 1.2 can extend the
network lifetime by the factors of 1.5, 2.4 an 1.9 compared to LVGR, EDGR and GPSR.
Regarding the n-n communication, BSMH with ε = 1.2 achieved the network lifetime
higher than 1.1 times those of LVGR, EDGR and GPSR in all topologies. In the best
cases, the ratios of the network lifetime achieved by BSMH to those achieved by LVGR,
EDGR and GPSR are 1.8, 3.4 and 2.0, respectively.
Generally, the decrease of ε results in the decrease of the network lifetime of BSMH.
When reducing ε to 0.3, the network lifetime attained by BSMH is still higher than
LVGR, EDGR and GPSR in all topologies excepting Topology 6 in 1-n communication.
Specifically, in the best cases, the ratios of the network lifetime of BSHM with ε = 0.3
to those of LVGR, EDGR and GPSR are 1.3, 1.9 and 1.7 in the 1-n communication, and
1.3, 2.5 and 1.8 in the n-n communication, respectively.
Regarding Topology 6 in 1-n communication, it can be seen that BSMH with ε = 0.3
attains a worse performance than LVGR. This phenomenon can be explained similarly
as in Section 5.4.6, i.e., the diversity of routing paths determined by LVGR is increased
thanks to the presence of many small holes, while the diversity of routing paths determined by BSMH is reduced due to the small spaces between the holes.
Another observation is that the network lifetimes achieved by 1-n communications
are much smaller than those achieved by n-n communications. This can be seen by
comparing Fig.5.14(a) and Fig.5.14(b). This phenomenon can be explained by the socalled hotspot problem caused by the high traffic load around the destination.

5.4.8 Section summary
In this section, we evaluated the impact of ε on the performance of BSMH. The evaluation results showed the consistency with the theoretical analysis presented in Section
4.2. Specifically, the greater the ε , the higher the routing path stretch. Regarding the
load balance and network lifetime, when ε is small, increase of ε improves the load
balance and extends the network lifetime. However, when ε is significantly large, as
the possibility for a route to reach the network boundary increases, the impact of ε on
load balance and network lifetime becomes inversely. The value of ε where the network
lifetime attains the peak depends on the network topologies (i.e., the location and the
size of the holes, the location of the sources and destinations, etc). According to our
experimental results, in general, the peak of network lifetime is attained with ε rang-
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ing from 1 to 2.5. In practice, the value of ε should be chosen in accordance with the
application requirement. For examples, for delay sensitive applications (e.g., disaster
forecast, battlefield surveillance, ...), one should choose small values of ε (e.g., 0.1 to
0.5) to assure the delay constraint. In contrary, for applications that can tolerate latency
(e.g., agricultural applications), one should choose large values of ε (e.g. 1.0 to 2.0) to
prolong the network lifetime.
We also conducted extensive experiments to compare the performance of BSMH
and three benchmarks, GPSR, LVGR and EDGR. The experimental results can be summarized as follows. Regarding the routing path length, BSMH with small values of ε
(i.e., ε ≤ 0.5) gains a better performance than EDGR and GPSR, but worse than LVGR.
Moreover, with ε = 0.3 BSMH attains a similar performance compared with LVGR.
With large values of BSMH, the routing path stretch achieved by BSMH may become
greater than those of EDGR and GPSR. Considering the control overhead, BSMH reduces the overhead significantly compared to LVGR thanks to the use of core polygons,
but its overhead is higher than those of EDGR and GPSR. Regarding the delivery ratio, BSMH can successfully deliver 100% packets. Moreover, BSMH gains the best
performance in terms of energy consumption. Specifically, BSMH’s performance is
similar to that of LVGR and better than EDGR and GPSR. Finally, in terms of load balance, BSMH strongly outperforms all other protocols. Especially, BSMH extends the
network lifetime significantly compared to the other protocols.
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6
Conclusion

6.1 Dissertation summary
In this dissertation, we studied the routing problem in wireless sensor networks with
multiple holes. We aimed at designing a hole bypassing routing protocol, named BSMH,
that targets three factors: routing path length, control overhead, and load balance.
Our key ideas are to use elastic forbidden areas and dynamic routing paths. Specifically, for each hole, we create a forbidden area from which all packets are kept to stay
away. This forbidden area is an equiangular polygon circumscribing the hole. The number of the vertices of the forbidden area is determined to guarantee the stretch upper
bound. For each packet, the source node determines the so-called base path which is
a Euclidean path bypassing all the holes. The base path then is magnified using homothetic transformations to obtain the so-called Euclidean routing path. The homothetic
transformation centers are chosen randomly to provide the diversity of the routing path,
thereby balance the traffic. In the meanwhile, the scale factors are controlled to conserve the stretch upper bound. The vertices of the Euclidean path are inserted into the
packet header and act as virtual anchors guiding the packet. The packet then is for-
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warded towards the virtual anchors gradually until reaching the destination or reaching
an intermediate node having more detail information about the holes. In the latter case,
the intermediate node will redetermine the routing path before forwarding the packet to
the destination.
We conducted rigorous theoretical analysis on the stretch of BSMH. The analysis results proved that the stretch of all routing paths determined by BSMH does not exceed
(1 + ε ), where ε is an arbitrary positive number. We also performed a preliminary and
intuitive theoretical analysis of the impact of ε on the performance of BSMH. The analysis results revealed that increasing ε will enlarge the routing path length. Regarding
the load balance feature, the increase of ε when ε is small can help to balance traffic better. However, when ε is significantly large, increasing ε will worsen the load balance.
We also performed extensive simulation experiments to compare the performance of
BSMH with state-of-the-art benchmarks. The experimental results showed that BSMH
balances the traffic much better than the other protocols. The experimental results also
reconfirmed the correctness of our theoretical analysis.

6.2 Discussion
6.2.1 Dynamic hole scenario
In this dissertation, we considered only network topologies with static holes. Our proposed protocol then is designed given an assumption that the holes do not change while
the packets are forwarded. However, in practice, the new holes may be created as well
as the existing holes may be updated frequently due to external destroy or the energy depletion. To deal with this problem, our proposed protocol can be customized as follows.
First, the change of the holes can be easily detected by periodically conducting the
first two phases in our proposed protocol, or by using some existing protocols such as
[176]. Specifically, when a node detects the dead of its neighbors, it triggers the hole
determination phase to identify whether new holes appear or existing holes change.
Second, when a new hole is detected, or an existing hole is updated, the hole boundary nodes broadcast the updated hole information using the second phase of our proposed protocol. All nodes in the network then update the hole information in their local
memory.
Finally, the nodes exploit the updated information to forward data packets using the
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third phase in our proposed protocol.

6.2.2 Energy consumption model
In this research, we focused on the theoretical aspect rather than practical deployment.
Therefore, in the experiments, we used the default energy model provided by NS2. By
which, the energy consumption of a sensor node is comprised of three parts: transmitting
energy, receiving energy, and idling energy. The transmitting/receiving energy is the
energy consumed for transmitting/receiving packets. This energy is calculated by multiplying the transmission/reception time period and the transmission/reception power.
The idling energy is the energy spent while the node is idle (i.e., without transmitting
and receiving packets). The idling energy is calculated by multiplying the idling time
period with the idle power. The transmission power, reception power and idle power are
set to constants for all nodes. Moreover, the initial energy of all nodes is assumed to be
identical.
Although the energy consumption model provided in NS2 does not consider the processing energy (i.e., the energy caused by computation), surveys in [19, 20] have shown
that processing energy is insignificant compared to transmitting energy. Specifically,
the energy for transmitting a single bit is approximately the same as that needed for
processing a thousand operations. In the case of BSMH, as shown in Section 4.1.3, the
computational complexity for determining the base path candidates, for choosing a base

3
path from the base path, and for determining the next hop are O (2v + (h − 2)n) ,
O(c + 2v + (h − 2)n), and O(b), respectively, where v is the maximum number of the
vertices of a hole, h is the number of the holes, n is the number of the vertices of a core
polygons, c is the number of the base path candidates and b is the maximum number
of 1-hop neighbors of a sensor node. Normally, v is smaller than hundreds; h, n, c, b are
smaller than tens. For examples, let us consider a network consisting of 10 holes, each
of which has less than 100 vertices, the number of the vertices of a core polygon is 8,
the maximum neighbors of a sensor is 10, and the number of base path candidates is
10, then the processing energy for determining base path candidates is approximately
the same as the energy consumption for transmitting 2KB; the processing energy for
choosing base path from candidate list and determining the next hop are only less than
energy consumption for transmitting 0.03 bit and 0.001 bit, respectively. Note that the
base path candidate determination and base path selection are conducted only at the
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source node. Moreover, to conserve the energy consumption, the source node may determine the base path candidates only one time and stores the information in the local
memory. Accordingly, it can be seen that the processing energy is minor compared to
the transmission energy, and thus it can be ignored.
In practice, the energy consumption model of sensor node may be more complicated.
For examples, the transmission/reception power may depend on the receiver, and the initial energy may differs among nodes. Although the network lifetime achieved by a routing protocol has a strong relationship with the nodes’ energy consumption model, and
although we have not conducted experiments under complicated energy consumption
models, we performed extensive experiments about energy model-independent factors
such as routing path stretch, delay, load balance. Note that these factors have strong a
relationship with the energy consumption. Therefore, our experimental results regarding these factors can give us a suggestion on the energy consumption property of our
proposed protocol, which is independent of the used energy consumption model.

6.3 Open issues and future work
6.3.1 Beyond the geographical information
In this dissertation, we exploited only the geographical information in making the routing decision. We observe that besides the geographical information, other information
including the residual energy, the link quality, the packet drop ratio, ... can also be used
to enhance the performance of BSMH. For examples, the next hop may be the neighbor
which is not necessarily closest to the destination, but rather it is the one with either the
most residual energy, the best link quality or the lowest drop packet ratio. We believe
that exploiting more information in making the routing decision can somehow improve
the routing performance (i.e., reducing the routing path stretch and increasing the load
balance). However, acquiring this extra information may cause a large overhead, instead.
Therefore, one must consider the trade-off between the gain and the lost carefully.

6.3.2 Energy consumption optimization in WSNs
Due to the resource limitation of sensor nodes, energy conserving is one of the most
critical problem when handling wireless sensor networks. Besides optimizing energy
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expenditure in data forwarding, reducing energy can be achieved by jointly using other
techniques such as optimizing sensor placement, scheduling sensors to alternatively going to sleep state.
In the literature, many efforts have been devoted to addressing the issue of maximizing the network lifetime while guaranteeing the target coverage and connectivity
[177, 178, 179]. A common approach is to determine a family of connected cover sets
(i.e., a set of sensors that can monitor all targets and transfer the sensed data to the sink)
and the corresponding active time periods so as to maximize their total active time.
Although many works have been done, the algorithms proposed so far suffer from
some critical problems including the lack of consideration on the bounded relay hop
constraint, the scarce in guaranteeing the performance ratio, and the oversimplification
in modeling the network (i.e., almost all of the existing works consider only homogeneous static networks with only one sink, the energy consumption model of sensors is
usually oversimplified). Motivated by this insufficiency, one of our future direction will
focus on the sensor scheduling problem in general network scenarios such as mobile
WSNs, heterogeneous WSNs, ... Moreover, besides the coverage and connectivity, we
also consider other constraints such as bounded relay hop.

6.3.3 Rechargeable WSNs
In this research, we targeted un-rechargeable WSNs, where the nodes’ batteries cannot
be replenished once depleted. Under this assumption, we focused on reducing energy
consumption and improving load balance which are key factors in prolonging the network lifetime.
Nowadays, with advances in energy harvesting methods such as solar energy, wind
energy, vibration energy, thermal energy, wireless transfered energy, etc, rechargeable
WSNs have emerged [180, 181]. In a rechargeable WSN, sensor nodes can replenish their energy by converting ambient energy (solar, wind, etc) from the environment
into electricity [182, 183], or by receiving energy through wireless transmission from
a special mobile charger [184, 185]. In such scenarios, the network lifetime maximization problem becomes much more complicated. Specifically, besides minimizing nodes’
energy consumption and maximizing load balance, there are many other important problems that should be concerned. For examples, in the context of wireless rechargeable
WSNs which exploit a mobile charger to power the sensor nodes, one has to consider
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the problems of optimizing the traversal strategy of the mobile charger, scheduling the
charging tasks.
Although the rechargeable wireless sensor networks are out of this thesis’ scope, it
could be an interesting direction for future exploration.

6.3.4 Other issues
Besides the issues described above, there are some other open issues that can be studied
in the future. For examples, applying reinforcement learning in making the routing
decision as well as scheduling the sensor activities; exploiting other routing techniques
such as clustered routing, Genetic Algorithm-based routing.

6.4 Concluding remarks
In this dissertation, we have studied two critical problems of large-scale wireless sensors
networks with holes, i.e., energy conservation and network lifetime extension, in the
context of routing protocol. To conserve the energy and prolong the network lifetime,
we aimed at designing a hole bypassing protocol which optimizes three factors: routing
path length, control overhead and load balance. To the best of our knowledge, our
proposed protocol is the first one addressing and solving thoroughly at the same time
all of these three factors. Our key ideas are to use elastic forbidden areas and dynamic
routing paths. We believe that these ideas can be used to improve the performance of
routing protocols as well as solve other traffic control problems in not only WSNs but
also other networks.
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